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naRODUCTION 
TO 

TOOLS AND APPROAHES FOR CRRICULUM DEVELOPMnT" 

by 
J. Kathy Parker and William R. Burch. Jr. 

In recent decades, the forestry profession has begun to make major
 
shifts from its custodial traditions tovard a more prominent role in local. 
regionel and national development. As forestry, natural resource 
management, and environmental concerns have moved more into the mainstream 
of national life. public expectations about the.capacities that forestry 
education is intended to produce have been growing. While investments in 
forestry education.have increased with the rising demand for trained 
foresters, the content of much of forestry and related social science 
curricula has not changed at the same rate as the acknowledged 
technological, social, political, economic, and related challenges of the
 
profession itself. In many institutions, therefore, forestry curricula 
continue to reflect the same custodial origins and biotechnical visions of
 
thi profession. These educational programs often remain virtually isolated 
from the human context in which the profession is practiced. 

Many forestry curricula in Asia today reflect philosophies and 
viewpoints imposed by western colonialism some 50 to 100 years ago. These 
models of forestry curricula first addressed production forestry and more 
recently have evolved to include concerns such as recreation. However. 
these curricula greatly contrast with the intellectual antecedents of the 
profession itself that arose in Asia where forestry has been practiced for
 
thousardu of years. Returning to these antecedents is a rediscovery of 
colonial era custodial forms of foxestry practice.
 

Some foresters, most pnrticularly in Asia, have begun to set the pace 
Lor the rest of the profession as they have focused their talents on
 
enhancing the social and economic opportunities of the people whc use and 
m&nage the majority of the forest and tree resources of the region. Today 
Asian forestry educators are leaders in efforts to broaden curricula and to 
address the challenges of forestry practitioners, researchers and academics 
in the region. Many Asian governments have been supporting tthe creation of 
new forestry schools, accelerated training of new and existing faculty, and 
expanded job opportunities for forestry graduates. Some institutions have 
developed specia'izations in fields such as social forestry.
 

The Tropi-al Resour''es Institute (TRI) of Yale University implemented 
the Social Sciences in Asian Forestry Cuzricula sub-)roject through a
 
subcontract with Winrock International Institute for Agr'culturcl 
Development through L.I.D.-funded Forestry/Fuelwood Research and Development 
(F/FRED) project. The goal of the sub-project waa to enhance the preparation 
of forestry researchers and practitioners through improved curricula which 
focus on forestry and natural resource-related problems in Asia. Initiated 
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in June 1988, TRI co-sponsored a number of activities with the Food and 
Agriculture Organization's (FAO) Regional Office for Asia and the racific.
 
Forestry educators, university administrators, and field practitioners frcm
 
the region met at a workshop in Khon Kaen, Thailand in November/December 
1988. They met to discuss priority needs for integrating the social
 
sciences in the region's forestry curricula and identifying the constraints
 
to and opportunities for this integration.
 

Then in July 1989, TRI and FAO co-sponeored a second curriculum 
workshop which was held in Pokhara, Nepal. Participants discussed how to 
implement many of the recommendations from the Khon Kaen workshop and
 
focused on the problems and constrainto to curriculum revision at the host
 
institution, Nepal's Institute of Forestry where this training workshop was
 
held.
 

During the course of these activities, participants have emphasized
 
time and again that because of its central role in defining the identity, 
organization, and program of a faculty and profession, curriculum 
"evelopment is a particularly sensitive topic. It is not easily amendable 
to external advice, to predetermined models, or even to consensual judgments
 
among schools. It is a topic that responds to differential growth of
 
subject matter, to changes in public expectations about what a forester
 
should be and do. and to the emergence of concepts that reorient curricular
 
priorities without disrupting the coherence of a forestry school.
 
Participants also agree that while broad consensus exists about the need for
 
change, little consensus exists about the specific kinds of change that are
 
required.
 

This volume reflects these concerns. It is one of a series that has 
been produced as a result of this sub-project. Specifically. this volume 
serves as a "tool kit" . The contents are not intended to serve as models; 
rather they are illustrative examples or potential operational guidelines 
covering a variety and range of tools available fcr revising and developing 
Oorestry education in the Asia region. The sections contain the following 
materials: 

o 	 Range of Potential Innovations for Curriculum Development
operational guideline- on possible actions that curriculum
 
planners might take to address such concerns as faculty
 
development, strengthening of existing curricula, networking
 
to improve curriculum development, and evaluation of 
curriculum. 

o 	 An Approach to Analyzing Asian Forestry Programs and 
Curricula-descriptions of the forestry education programs 
and curricula at the University of the Philippines at Los
 
Banos (UPLB) and t':e Institute of Forestry (IOF), Nepal.
 

o 	 Curriculum Revision Process-Soe Ezamples of the steps in
 
the curriculum revision process at Chittagong University,
 
UPLB, IOF, and Kasetuart University. 
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o 	 Guidance on Curriculum Content From Selected Topics of 
Current Interest in Forestry Curricula-Some suggestions from 
professionala about the kinds of content that might be useful 
for forestry curricula. These include guidance on the 
information needs for field practitioners, linking technical 
and professional education, drelopment of core competencies. 
and integrating gender concerns in forestry education. 

o 	 Development of a Module Integrating the Sccial Sciences in a
 
Course on the Silviculture of Multipurpose Tree Species-The
 
summary of a workshop activity wherc participants discused
 
and outlined the elements of a process to develop a uodule 
and a range of potential topics that should be addressed in 
such a module for a course on the silviculture of 
multipurpose tree species. 

o 	 Curriculum Resource Inventory Instrument-A survey instrument 
to identify existing resources in an academic institution
 
that are available or needed for curriculum development.
 

o 	 Selected References on Forestry Curriculum Development--A 
list of useful references on curriculum development in 
general and forestry curricula specifically. 

The volume is designed as a working document which can be modified
 
through time-sections can be removed; new materials can be added. Please
 
feel free to send additional materials that might be useful for colleagues
 
to:
 

William R. Burch, Jr.
 
Tropical Resources Institute
 
School of Forestry and Enviroamental Studies
 
Yale 	University 
205 Prospect St.
 
New Haven, Connecticut 06511 U.S.A. 



SECTION I
 

RANGE OF POTENTIAL INNOVATIONS JOR 
FORESTRY CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT IN 

ASIA
 

by 
J. Kathy Parker 

The Oriskany Institute
 

Abstract. As part of the Social Sciences in Asian forestry curricula
 
sub-project, participants provided many suggestions about potential 
innovations that are availzble to curriculum planners and implementors. 
This section outlines a range of potential innovations with details 
about how they might be made operational by individual institutions. 
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Introduction 

In recent years, many practitioners and academics in the forestry

profession have taken stock of the ends and means of forestry education. 
One group stated that:
 

• [forestry] education has often been treated in many universities as 
a preparation for a vocation, and it has therefore sometimes 
concentrated on more practical aspects that could properly be
considered training. In consequence it had tended to fit people to 
cope with problems of the past rather than recognizing, identifying 
and solving problems of the present, and even the future (FAO
 
Advisory Group Committee on Forestry Education, 1981).
 

In June 1988. FAO brought a group of experts together to discuss these 
issues and to form a nqtwork of educators in the Asia region. Members of 
the group Pizd that: 

Broad-based curricula are required to ensure that forestry education 
is geared to serving in a holistic manner the protection, production. 
and social roles of forestry. Reorientation of forestry education
 
towards a more integrated and holistic approach to forestry does not
 
imply the abandonment of sound training in traditional forestry
subjects (Forestry Educators Network, 1988). 

Following these general guidelines, the designers and participants in a
 
F/FRED-funded series of curriculum development exercises have had a number 
of tasks, including the need to identify and discuss a set of potential

innovations to guide curriculum revision or development. Participants in
 
the Khon Kaen Workshop initially identified the majority of innovations 
outlined below (Parker, et al. 1989). Reviewing literature, drawine on 
experience, and working with the-participants of the Pokhara Workshop. the
 
author of this document refined and instituted the potential innovations.
 

The potential innovations below cover a number of aspects of the 
implementation of curriculum development and reform and provide some useful
points ot departure for those activities. While many of the potential 
innovations focus particular attention on the integration of the social 
sciences in forestry curricula, many othe-s are more applicable to 
technical forestry curriculum development,, Many have been tried and had 
some degree of success in one or several institutions; others seem worthy of 
being implemented. Some innovations are reasonably suitable a varietyto 
of situations and institutions; still others will continue to require more 
detail in order to be useful in a specific institutional context. Some 
might be high priority in one institution but low priority in another.
 

Whatever the case, it must be emphasized that these suggestions are
 
intended to provoke thought about the range of possible actions that
 
curriculum planners might take and serve as a "menu" from which to choose;

they are not a complete and absolute set of guidelines for aispecific
institution to follow. Forestry curricula should be designed and 
implemented to meet the needs of the individual countries and sub-regions 
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which the institutions serve. 

Potential Innovations 

The potential innovations fall into 8 general categories as listed 
below. More specific details on each category are provided in the sub
sections that follow. 

1. 	 Identification, planning and evaluation of curricula for 
professional education 

2. 	 Faculty development 
3. 	 Strengthening of existing curricula 
4. 	 Research implementation strategies and research design issues
 

to enhance forestry curricula 
5. 	 Programs supporting improved curriculum development 
6. 	 Networking to improve curriculum development 
7. 	 Government policies and bureaucratic processes
 
8. 	 Funding of institutional development programs 

1. 	 Identification, Planning, and Evaluation of Curricula for Professional 
Education 

A. 	 Programs of forestry education need to identify what current 
challenges confront forestry professioncls in erforming their 
planning, implementation, monitoring and evaluation 
responsibilities. Forestry educators then should try to match
 
educational objectives and activities to those challenges. This 
might include developing a matrix that identifies field forestry 
problems, professional specializations, and the kinds of knowledge 
(e.g., technical, policy, legal, cultural), skills (e.g., 
thinking, analytic, creativity to confront changing reality). and 
attitudes (e.g., sensitivity to gender and ethnic differences) in 
which foresters should be trained. The basic question for this 
matrix is: Do we know what foresters are doing so that we can 
train them better? The matrix may be most suitable for 
identifying the needs for in-service training, but it might also 
serve a useful purpose for academic programs which often focus on 
discipline rather than problem oriented education.
 

Universities vhould prepare, update, and re-evaluate the 
goals or mission statement of their forestry programs. They might
 
develop statements such as: Faculty Mission Statement or a
 
Mission Statement for Undergraduate Forestry Education th-t can
 
guide development of their curricula. 

B. 	 Analysis of Existing Courses 

0 
 Universities might identify and analyze courses within 
existing curricula that uoW.d benefit from improved technical 
forestry or related inputs (e.g., in Forestry: "Introduction 
to Forestry", "Forest Resources Management", "Forest Policy",
 
etc. 	 and in Social Sciences: "Rural Development". "Applied 
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Social Science", etc.). This might involve: 

-	 internal or external analysis which includes the 
collection of data from a variety of sources that
 
describe existing curricular problems (Mugler, 1987); 

- development of guidelines/mission statements to make the 
analysis systematic and appropriate; and 

- encouragement of input from a variety of sources 
(including "employer surveys, exit interviews, 
employment projections, and program evaluations by 
faculty and students" (Mugler. 1987:14).
 

o 	 Some of the ingredients for a successfUl process of this sort
 
include:
 

- a faculty which has a sense of ownership in the process 
and is willing, open, or otherwise motivated to modify 
existing curricula; 

- an institution prepared to support the changes that 
are identified by the evaluators; amd 

- realistic recommended changes which can be made with 
existing or potential human, financial, and intellectual 
resources. 

C. Institutionalization of self-evaluation 

o 	 Universities should institutionalize the internal/ 
self-evalation of existing curricula. This might include: 

- developing a set of indicators for monitoring and 
evaluating changes (e.g.. changes in the quality and 
topics of M.Sc. theses) to track changes in the
 
adequacy and educational impact of the curriculum and
 
the nature of the issues that are being addressed by
 
the forestry education institution);
 

- peer review of course materials, teaching techniques. 
etc.; and 

- evaluation of their own performance by recent alumni 
(e.g.. are alumni qualified for the work they are doing. 
are there gaps in their knowledge that should be 
addressed in the educational program?). 

o 	 In order to develop this kind of monitoring and evaluation 
system, it might be possible to obtain assistance from 
experts at similar institutions within the region who could 
be accessed through donor funding and identified through a 
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regional clearinghouse. 

D. 	 Clearinghouse on Curricula Development 

o 	 The clearinghouse(s) (i.e.. a center for collection,
 
classification and distribution of information) would provide
 
a range of services that translate new methods into academic
 
.respectability including:
 

- Identifying, collecting, and reviewing "candidate 
illustrative or model curricula". 

-	 Disseminating information on a variety of institutional 
arrangements (e.g.. development.of a core 
interdisciplinary faculty in a single school vs.
 
development of a variety ol relationships with other
 
educational depa-tments and/or colleges and research
 
centers) to meet the objectives of the educational
 
program.
 

- Identifying. describing. and analyzing experiences of 
other relevant professional fields (e.g.. agriculture) 
which have developed potentially relevant or adaptable 
curricula or curriculum chang-' processes. 

- Compiling a roster of individuals who can provide 
technical assistance, on request, to institutions 
developing or modifying forestry curricula. 

2. 	 Faculty Development 

A. 	 Range of Training Needs 

o 	 Each institution might conduct a survey to identify training 
needs for individual faculty members and for faculty as a 
.hole. 

o 	 More efforts might be funded for training within countries to 
meet 	the specific noeds of the nation.
 

o 	 This training might cover both substantive issues, research 
methods, and development of faculty teaching skills. 

o 	 Training objectives might be met by: 

- Inviting experts from a tedcher training institute to a 
workshop on forestry education. 

-	 Sending faculty to forestry teacher training programs 
(e.g,. University of Philippines, Los Banos). 
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B. 	 Training to Improve Teaching Skills 

o Universities should organize and support teacher-training 
courses at selected regional or national institutions in the
 
region.
 

o 	 Training should include: 

-	 developing skills to analyze and synthesize project and 
research reports for use in course lectures and
 
presentations;
 

- preparation of educational materials and learning about 
techniques such as:. role.playing, cooperative learning. 
games, and other interactive classroom teaching 
techniques which offer the possibility of increasing 
students' interpersonal skills without (or before) going
 
on expensive field trips; 

- means to enhance the cognitive and other learning skills 
of students; 

-	 curriculum design; and 

development of re-entry plans to help newly trained 
faculty identify the most appropriate opportunities for
 
implementing the new skills and means for overcoming
 
potential obstacles.
 

C. 	 Opportunities for Forestry Faculty Development 

o 	 Universities might support the development of their forestry 
faculty by introducing among other opportunities: 

- team teaching by forester-social scientist teams in 
appropriate courses, seminars, lectures, etc. A caveat
 
to this is that "students are exposed to a different
 
language community in each discipline in which they take
 
courses. This understanding of language may play a
 
critical role in the success, or lack thereof, of team
 
taught courses where broad perspectives are the goal..."
 
(Mugler, 1987:14). Obviously, teachers themselves may 
have problems understanding the "language" of colleagues 
from other disciplines. Even where experts from other 
disciplines (e.g.. social sciences) are used as resource 
persons for a course, this issue should be resolved.
 

- joint applied multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary 
research; 

- project evaluations and consultancies or opportunities 
to work in government agencies for a period of time in 
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order to draw these experiences back into the education 
of their students; and 
seminars where those identified as excelling in 
teaching skills share ideas with their colleagues. 

a 	 Incentives for these activities might include:
 

-	 funding to develop or adapt new materials; 

- new learning opportunities (e.g., forestry education 
traveling study tours to visit other institutions and 
discuss experiences with colleagues from other 
countries); 

-	 publications and other materials that provide professors 
with 	access to information on new teaching theories, 
methods, etc.; 

-	 best teacher awards which provide financial awards or 

prestige for achievement; 

-	 sabbaticals for development of teaching skills; and 

- administrative tolerance for failures at new or 
innovative activities. 

D. 	 Administration Support for Faculty Development 

o 	 University administrators might work with each faculty member 
or a faculty committee to develop and implement a faculty
development plan and with all faculty members to develop a 
more consistent approach to development of the faculty as a 
whole. 

E. 	 International Support for Faculty Development 

o 	 Donors might work closely with national institutions to 
develop and implement faculty detelop programs. 

o 	 Funding agencies might be made more aware of the need for 
appropriate s'pport for collaborative research and 
publications by uni-:;rsity scholars. Donors might fund in
service training for scholars in grantsmanship and proposal 
writing in order to enhiance their ability to obtain support.
 

Strengthening Existing Curriculum
 

A. 	 Range of Institutional Mechanisms to Strengthen Existing Curricula
 

o Questions curriculum planners mi.i' want to ask are: 

-	 What is forestry supposed to do?
 

10 
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0 

How should we educate and/or train professionals to do
 
forestry?
 

How can we refocus our curricula around this new sense 
of purpose? 

What 	are the points of leverage to make the forestry
 
profession more successful (Romm, 1988)?
 

One example of educational guidance for professionals to
 
enhance their abilities is to assist them:
 

n_ 	 to become partners in-a-dialogue with rur-l
 
communities and also with rural development ugents;
 

to take active part in the essential integrated
 
app.-oach to problems of land use and rural
 
develupment;
 

to adapt themselves to. or bring a!Dut. the
 
evolution of the requisite institutional structure;
 
and
 

to develop new attitudes, broaden their knowledge
 
in the field of human science, communications,
 
technology and agricultural science, and in rural
 
economy" (FAO Advisory Committee on Forestry
 
Education, 1978:5).
 

Universities might analyze the administrative and
 
orGanizational constraints and opportunities for the
 
introduction and replication of innovative practices which
 
initegrate social science and forestry perspectives. Some
 
examples of possible action include: 

-	 Faculties might consider the possibility of dropping one 
or more traditional forestry courses and adding
 
appropriate social science or other integrated theory
 
and methods coursas to take its/their place(s).
 

- Forestry education departments might retain the title of 
a more traditional course under existing university 
curriculum. but change the syllabus and course content
 
to teach concepts and methods for addressing current
 
challenges to forestry professionals.
 

- Forestry departments might introduce electives and 
majors of social forestry curricula where appropriate. 
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o 	 Universities might provide incentives and training for 
professors to teach social sciences in traditional iorestry
 
courses. 

o 	 Networking with'.n and among institutions might provide
 
resources that are not currently in forestry programs.
 
OpportunLtis include: 

-	 Universities might exchange professors to ensure that 
new ideas. materials, and methc. are brought into the 
educational process.
 

- Faculties (within and between institutioz) might
 
disseminate more publications,, research results. 
examples of model curricula. etc. to enhance the content
 
and organization of courses Zor mutual benefit. 

- Universities might encoixrdge the shar-ing of information 
on curriculum development between departnents through 
seminars, publication of newsletters, etc. 

- Universities in a country or region might discuss 
alternative ways to deal wi.h shortages o faculty in 
specific fields and present a plan to donor agencies to 
help fill temporary gaps. 

o 	 Linkages with action agencies and other groups might be
 
enhanced through the following mechanisms:
 

- IForestry faculties might hold seminars, workshops, etc., 
to increase awareness and to exchange knowledge and 
information on a range of topics, e.g.. problems in 
village and farm forestry management. These seminars 
should include field practitionera, local people, and 
others.
 

-	 Both university and implementing agencies might
collaborate with rural organizations to carty out 
forestry research and extension work.
 

- Universities might create a routine for linkages and 
contacts with government action agencies through 
activities ruch as field visits, workshops on curriculum 
development for agency personnel and faculty, etc. 

- Universities might work with ection agencies to develop 
internship opporturities for students to provide for 
practical field experience, research opportunitiesj 
interaction and networking with professionals, etc. 

o 	 Students/student organizations might be an important
mechanism to strengthen overall curricular offerings to 
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enhance their professional education. They might be 
encouraged to organize seminars on special topics or they 
might request that special topics be covered. e.g.. how to 
write reports that make a difference to decisionmakers. 

B. 	 Ways to Strengthen Existing Course Contrnt and Presentation 

" 	 Educational programs might identify a set of principles that 
most appropriately guide their development and constant 
evaluation of curriculum content. The following provide some 
examples (Phenix. 1964): 

- draw from "disciplined inquiry"-disciplined in the 
sense that the inquiry is rigorous and expert; 

-	 choose materials that are representative of the field as 
a vhole; 

- emphasize methods of inquiry rather than mere 
acquisition of knowledge-"It is more important for the 
student to become skillful in the ways of knowing than 
to learn about any particular product of investigation. 
...the modes of thought are far less transient than are
 
the products of inquiry" (Phenix. 1964:11); and
 

- arouse student imagination; tap deeper levels of 
experience. 

" 	 Faculties might evaluate ways to enhance teaching and 
learning through its existing programs of: 

- Lectures
 
- Case studies
 
-	 Field practice
 
- Discussion of competing paradigms of development by 

welJ-kaown Asian scholars. 

o 	 Forestry faculties might examine existing rourses, such as
 
ecology, forest management. etc.., to see whether
 
opportunit:Les exist for tho integration of related kinds of 
knowledge (e.g.. social sciences). 

o 	 Faculties might teach about the contributions of social
 
scieuce theoxy and methods under the broad umbrella of
 
forestry at all levels (B.S., M.Sc,. Ph.D.) in the
 
educational program of the institution.
 

o 	 Forestry faculties might introduce or improve "field-study" 
sites and activities (e.g.. soial laboratories, integrative 
practic,ms, etc.). This implies a re-orientation to small 
group approaches to field study. 
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The lessons of successes and failures in field piactice 
in forestry and related fields might be documented and 
synthesized in forms that are easily adapted to ineet 
educational objectives. 

Students might participate acti-eely in the design. 
implementation, and analysis and reporting phases of 
these research activities.
 

Opportunities for shared learning among and between 
faculty and students might be emphasized. 

Evaluation of the success or failure of this kind of 
learning activity might be conducted and documented to 
improve tLe contribution of this form of educational
 
experience fo' future forestry professionals. 

Faculty can ensure that future professionals have the 
appropriate mix of knowledge and skills (e.g., spscies 
identification, participatory planning, etc.).
 

o Faculty members might evaluate field experiences and pose 
field problems directly to practicing social scientists,
 
rural development specialists, and foreuters and then 
incorporate these new learning opportunities into existing
 
curricula. Organizers of these activities might use v. 
debriefing technique to initiate the interactions.
 

o Faculty might work on government proj ects which involve 
scientists and practitioners from varied disciplines in
 
project planning, implementation and action research and draw
 
the lescons learned from these experiences into the 
educational process. These activities can also serve as
 
training exercises for faculty. 

o 	 Forestry education departments might ensure that the 
knowledge from the best masters and doctoral theses feeds 
back 	into the curriculum development process for improved 
course content.
 

C. 	 Ways to Improve the Quality of Courses
 

0 	 Universities and faculties might create or improve
 
opportunities for alternative teaching/learning strategies
 
such as contractual teaching/learning (i.e., having both
 
professor and student si.gn an agreement that details course
 
objectives, anticipated outputs, quality expectations, 
etc.), tutorial courses, etc. 

o Institutions might compile "how-to" manuals on specific 
.
topics (e.g., the integration of the socia7 sciences in
 

forestry research and practice) and situations that are
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useful for students and field staff.
 

0 A mechanism might be developed that promotes the preparation 
of volumes of studies of selected cases from.countries in the 
regi-c. including translations if necessary, and provision of 
saupporting Audio-Visual materials (e.g.. videos) wherever 
feasible. Video-cameras and other media should be evaluated
 
as learning/teaching instrumeats. 

.	 Research Implementation Strategies and Research Design Issues to
 
Enhance Forestry Curricula
 

A. 	 Development of Research Activities, Strategies and Programs in a 
University 

o An multidisciplinary faculty task force might identify 
collaborative research program opportunities. The task force 
should also identify modes for these research efforts which 
would most effectively serve as learniD experiences for 
students. 

o 	 The Task Force might develop guidelines on how to answer the 
following questions relative to future research 
opportunities: What priority topics require research? Where
 
do important potential research sites exist (e.g.. sites
 
where a typical or unique problem exists, sites for
 
comparative study. etc.)? When should the research effort 
occur (e.g.. onc point in time. during each major season of 
the 	year. longitudinally over many years)? By whom should 
the 	research be done (e.g.. faculty, students, experts in
 
specific fields, combinations)? How should the research be 
done (e.g.. using what sampling techniques and data 
collection methods)? How much will the research cost. and
 
where can funds be found to cover those costs? 

o 	 The Guidelines for development and implementation of a 
research program also should develop indicators for 
monitoring progress, mechanisms for peer review, potential 
publications to disseminate research results, and 
opportunities for integrating new knowledge into the
 
existing educational program. 

o 	 Forestry education and r.search efforts should encourage the 
creation of broader opportunities for students and faculty to 
study a wide range of socio-economic and agro-ecological
 
situations and forest resource management regimes. 

o 	 This might be achieved through: 

- modules in an introductory forestry course with student 
projects being focused on: agro-ecological situations. 
socio-economic situations, and forest resource 
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management regimes of the country; 

support of field trips to a variety of sites within a 
country with research and educational objectives 
(assistance for this kind of activity might come from

the university, the donor community, the private sector,
and/or foundations, etc.); 

promotion of more continuity in the research process by
 
encouraging long-term studies, which incorporate a
 
series of continuous but short-term research projects in
 
which students can participate in building a mutually
beneficial learning curve; and 

topics integrating-research,and education such as:
 
studying communities to obtain their traditional
 
knowledge, focusing on how local resource user groups
 
are formed, what problems foresters have in working with
 
them, and how to plan with and motivate these groups,
 
etc.
 

B. 	 Criteria for Evaluating Research Proposals-Relevance to the 
Country and How to Integrate Proposals into the Learning Process 

o Forestry faculties and funders should develop and apply
criteria for evaluating proposed research activities,
 
strategies, and programs that address national forestry
 
problems.
 

o These criteria might include how well the proposed research 
effort addresses the issues of productivity, stability,
sustainability, and equitability as defined by G. Conway

(Conway. 1986) in his work on agroecosystem analysis.
 

o The proposals and the proposal review process might be 
included in courses, especially at the masters and doctorate
 
levels to help orient future researchers in appropriate
 
methods. 

o University forestry research programs should carefully use 
exploratory approaches (e.g., literature reviews, rapid rural 
appraisals, comparative case studies, and systematic 
interviews with field practitioners) as part of the student's 
education. 

o These would be geared to facilitate the identification of 
issues for further in-depth study, the development of 
generalizations, and the testing of hypotheses by faculty and
 
students.
 

o 
 This process might serve as a focal point for teachinG a
 

course on research methods and research management at
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national and regional institutions.
 

C. 	 Communication of Research Results.in the Educational Process
 

o 	 Forestry faculties should disseminate the results of such
 
exploratory. innovative research widely to students, project
 
managers and faculty. 

o 	 Dissemination can come in the form of class lectures, seminar 
presentations, report writing, and peer reviewed 
publications.
 

o 	 Forestry faculties could find better and faster learning 
experiences to incorporate emerging concepts from both the 
forestry and social sciences. in. their. teaching programs. 
This might include: 

- using field trips to share insights. 

- graduate student teaching assistantships. and 

- development of new textbooks and related teaching 
materials. 

o 	 Institutional mechanisms for incorporating emerging concepts 
in teaching programs might include: 

-	 incentives for changing course content more frequently 
through access to updated information and teaching 
materials; 

-	 mini-sabbaticals for modification of course content to 
incorporate new knowledge; 

- performance awards (recognition and/or financial) that 
reward constant updating; 

-	 national or regional workshops to develop materials, 
draw 	together researchers, academics, curriculum
 
development specialists and others, etc.;
 

-	 networking with other institutions (e.g.. academic and 

research);
 

- developing multidisciplinary working groups; 

- supporting collaborative pilot projects. 
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D. Exposure to Forestry and Social Science Research Methods and 
Skills
 

" 	 Universities might promote exposiure of foresters and social
 
scientists to complementary research tools and skills. When 
they 	get to the field they may riot be completely field ready.
 
but they will be more ready for each other. Opportunities to 
encourage interactions such as ti'ese include:
 

-	 participatiun in currently existing regional training 
courses at the University of the P,-iIippines at Los 
Banos, through the A.I.D.-funded Forestry/Fuelwood
Research and Development (F/FRED) Project; 

- development and dissemination of-manuals geared to 
enhance research tools and skills of exper,s in other 
disciplines; 

-	 development of short-courses at a central institution in 
each country which bring together specialists from a
 
range of disciplines, and from a variety of educational
 
and research institutions; and
 

- requirement of long-term graduate education of foresters 
being in institutions which can provide this kind of 
exposure. 

o 	 Academic institutions might also encourage and support field
 
foresters who excel in social forestry to teach social
 
science skills. 

5. 	 Programs Supporting Improved Curriculum Development 

A. 	 Information Sharing/Exchange 

o 	 Action agencies that implement programs and projects might 
send project reports to the libraries of relevant forestry 
training institutions on a more routine basis. 

o 	 Universities might improve the collection, exchange. 
dissemination, review, and synthesis of relevant educational 
materials, including high quality M.Sc. and Ph.D. theses 
across the region and globally through an interlibrary loan
 
network.
 

o Universities might encourage the development of forestry 
library facilities. 

- Libraries need to develop as other project elements 
develop. 

-	 Libraries might develop a system that lets faculty 
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members know of new acquisitions. 

Libraries might work more with faculty members or a 
committee to identify new acquisitions. 

Universities might encourage and support the training of
 
librarians in forestry information management and 
potential sources of new information. 

Universities might develop a mechanism for sharing books 
with 	other libraries within their respective countries.
 

Universities might support libraries in the translation 
of important scientific articles and abstracts into
 
local languages for broader distribution. 

Universities might seek funds to ensure that journals

published at national institutions are exchanged within
 
the region.
 

Forestry departments might encourage librarians to sit 
in on all seminars in order to keep them abreast of new 
issues in the forestry field. 

o 	 Universities might provide incentives for faculty to publish 
teaching texts and jointly authored articles in professional

journals as well as to perform public service and extension
 
work. 

o 	 Universities might identify and tap sources of support for 
publications and the dissemination of reports more broadly. 

o 	 Mechanisms to enhance these information sharing activities 
might include: 

- A clearinghouse for collection, classification, and 
dissemination of information. 

- Twinning of universities and research institutions that 
would share publications. 

-	 Providing support to existing information producing and 
disseminating organizations (e.g.. ODI's Social Forestry

and other networks).
 

- Developing a newsletter (or newsletters) in several 
languages that provide brief summaries based on reviews 
of new materials and provide up-to-date information on 
state-of-the-art technologies, research results, etc.
 

-	 For post-graduate education: "(i) strengthen one 

institution in the region or a centre for post-graduate
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forestry education and research, (ii) establish one such
 
centre for each country, or (iii) form a consortium of 
leading forestry institutions that could pool their
 
facilities, staff and resources to promote education and
 
research at the post-graduate level" (del Castillo, 
1980:3).
 

B. 	 Faculty Support (also refer to section above on Faculty 
Development) 

0 	 Universities might seek funds to support a variety of 
mechanisms to enhance the knowledge brar of faculty. These 
include:
 

-	 networks, 

- travel funds (lack of which are a major obstacle to 
encouraging and ensuring faculty development),
 

-	 translation of excerpts of important scientific works, 

seminars in educational planning', improved teaching 
skills, etc..
 

-	 workshops. 

- publications--while a major career incentive is 
promotion, faculty members often find it very difficult 
to find publishers and the cost of publishing is very 
high as forestry disciplines comprise a relatively
 
small market for books. This constraint to increasing

the number of quality publications in the Asia region
 
needs to be addressed.
 

C. 	 Support of Professionals 

o 	 The public and private sector might be encouraged to provide 
wider job opportunities to students who complete the 
requirements of this newly integrated curriculum. 

o 	 Universities might serve as training centers for the 
continuing education of field practitioners. While the 
objective of the continuing educational program is for 
professionals who have been in the field for a number of 
years, this should be looked at as an opportunity to ensure 
that technicians, undergraduate and graduate students also 
have opportunities to interact with practitioners who are 
participating in continuing education programs. The 
opportunities for this include: 

Joint field trips that include field practitioners and
 

those studying for certificate, B.S., and higher
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degrees.
 

Seminars given by students to the professionals and by 
professionals to the students, etc.
 

D. 	 Support of Students 

o 	 Universities might seek funding for students to do research 
to cover transportation, per diem, equipment, and associated 
expenses. 

o 	 Universities might seek donor funds to publish some student 
projects in order to help improve the standards of student 
professional abilities. 

o 	 Universities might use the experience of Bogor where the 
university and an inter-university organization of students 
have published a journal on social forestry and other topics. 

o 	 Universities might encourage other information dissemination 
activities such as using a bulletin board as a publication 
forum where students can share their works with other 
students and faculty at low cost.
 

" 	 Universities might seek funds for an international student
 
publication that students in the region would be able to 
contribute to.
 

6. 	 Networking to Improve Curriculum Development 

A. 	 Networking Opportunities
 

o 	 Universities might develop a network among those teaching

social sciences in forestry and exchange information between 
individuals, institutions, and countries.
 

o 	 Universities in the regions might explore with existing and 
emerging research and educational networks, the possibilities
and mechanisms of inter-institutional action programs. 

- Universities might identify opportunities for the flow 
of in±ormation from research networks into the networks 
of educators, through joint conferences or seminars.
 
etc. 

-	 Universities. through the mechanism of a Memorandum of 
Understanding (MOU) * might work with research networks 
(e.g.. Multipurpose Tree Species) to develop curricular
 
materials that can be disseminated from the research
 
network to educators and students.
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o 	 Universities might identify opportunities and find support
for the exchange of faculty/staff within and between 
couatrien. 

o 	 Forestry education departments might sLiport and participate
in the establishment of professional associations and 
informal networks of scientists from various disciplines in 
their countries. 

. Government Policies and Bureaucratic Processes 

A. 	 Government Policies 

o 	 Goverment policies might be modified to provide incentives 
(e.g., funds, support) for universities to inclua new 
courses and concepts.
 

o 	 Government agencies might authorize and support new career 
paths that encourage the recruitment of students trained in 
new specializations. 

o 	 Government agencies might encourage mid-career redevelopment 
for field practitioners, program planners, administrators, 
and decisionmakers and provide the necessary funds. 

B. Bureaucratic Processes that Help or Hinder Forestry Curriculum
 
Development 

o 	 Universities might strive to modernize their traditional, 
time-consuming bureaucratic processes in curriculum
 
development. This would have an impact on all programs, not 
just 'orestry. 

o Academic institutions might re-evaluate the objectives and 
incentive tructures for career advancement. In some cases,
 
meeting te ching responsibilities might be seen to be equally 
as importa,t as achieving tenure for research and publishing
 
accomplish ents.
 

o 	 Universities and government agencies might insist that 
outside consultants work more closely with faculty in the 
development of curriculum. Faculty, who are a major source of 
expertise, often are not consulted when institutional 
development projects are designed and funded by 
international donor agencies. 

o 	 One bureaucratic process that is not always modified even 
though efforts at curriculum reform are undertaken is that of 
examirat ions. 

- Even if course content is changed, national level 
examination systems forestry may not. Universities 
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might want to insist that the gap between curriculum and 
the examination system match so that students are 
examined on relevant content. 

Universities might want to be particularly aware of the
 
ramification of instituting new curriculum for students 
who are already in the process of pursuing the previous 
curriculum. Examinations for the two might be different 
and should be accounted for. 

8. 	 Funding of Institutional Development Programs 

A. 	 Actions for National-Level Academic Institutions 

o Universities across the region might survey sources of 
catalytic funding for curriculum development activities. 

o 	 Funding for joint research projects and programs between 
universities and implementation agencies might be strongly 
promoted and strengthened in national forestry sector
 
planning exercises.
 

o 	 Governments and donors might provide continuous funding and 
other forms of support for curriculum development. 
Universities need to find mechanisms to obtain and maintain a 
list 	of donors inside and outside of each country who can be
 
of help in providing funds for development of more 
integrated curricula.
 

o 	 Universities might the possibility of comparing courses and 
programs of study across the region to be better able to 
assess the qualifications of students who study in other
 
institutions (e.g., Nepali students who have studied at 
Dehra Dun in India). 

o 	 In order to guide potential donors and avoid duplication of 
funds and effort, universities should develop plans that 
define their needs and identify existing resources, and
 
previous history of institutional development. 

B. 	 Actions for Donor Community 

o 	 Catalytic funding from the donor community might be tapped by 
lead forestry faculties or by new social forestry
organizations to access and disseminate existing and new 
knowledge. The purposes of such an effort would be to: 

-	 Provide quicker and easier access to this knowledge at. 
the country and regional level, 

- Organize periodic workshops, seminars, and meetings for 
members to learn from each other while fostering peer 
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review to enhance the quality of such learning 
experiences, and 

Update a roster of experts, scholars, and field 
pract:itioners to make it easier to tap the experiences
of those in the region who are working on the 
integration of social sciences and forestry.
 

" 	 The Donor community might provide continued funding for 
university development, collaborative research, professional 
development, student activities and other special projects 
and programs (e.g., National Grants Programs for institutions
 
to develop and institutionalize coursen, course modules, etc. 
into their curricula; the intent would be for the
 
institutions to maintain these learning opportunities once
 
the grant program had ended). 

o 	 The Donor community might identify and fund several 
institutions in the region for a 5 to 10 year period to 
strengthen their curricula and faculty in certain fields. 
These institutions would implement dissemination and training 
programs (e.g., through consultant services, f&culty and 
administrator workshops, evaluations, and conferences) to 
work 	with other institutions across their resions.
 

" The Donor community might want to look at mechanisms to 
shorten the process of project design in order to initiate 
institutional development activities in a more timely 
fashion. 

Conclusion 

It is important to re-emphasize that these suggestionc are
 
illustrative rather than comprehensive. While guidelines for implementing 
many of suggestions have been included, many need greater detail to be
 
useful to specific institutions; others, however, merely need adaptation to
 
fit the context in which they are to be applied. The eight categories of
 
potential innovations cover the major areas of concern for currlculum 
planners. They focus on issues of the curriculum planning and evaluation 
process, opportunities and constraints to faculty development, processes and
 
mechatnisms for strengthening existing curricula, opportunities to enhance
 
the linkages ot research and education, associated programs that need to be 
supported to enhance curricular development, networking opportunities that 
should be identified and supported, government policies and bureaucratic 
processes that help or hinder curriculum development, and guidelines for 
funding of institutional development programs. Hopefully, a "menu" such as 
this can serve as an important beginning for forestry curriculum planners 
and educators across the Asia region.
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SECTION 2 

AN APPROACH TO ANALYZING ASIAN FORESTRY
 
PROGRAMS AND CURRICULA
 

NOTE: The purpose of this section is to familiarize the reader, through use
 
of examples, uith Asian forestry education programs. The first example 
(Subsection A) is a tool that can be used to analyze the printed literature 
which describes a university's education program and curriculum. It is a 
modification of Ryan's 1986 book on teaching comparative-development. This 
general outline is utilized throughout the remaining discussion in this 
section. The subsequent examples (Subsections D and C) show the application 
of the analysis to actual curricula in: tha College of Forestry, The 
University of The Philippines at Los Banos; and the Institute of 
Forestry/Institute of Renewable Natural Resources at Tribhuvan University, 
Nepal 

The analyses are taken from printed literature about each university's

forestry progrem, and should be viewed with prudence because actual changes 
within a school's program happen more quickly than changes in th2 printed 
material about a school's program. Hence, some items in the analyses may be 
out of date, illustrating a possible shortcoming in this analysis technique. 
The tables in the middle of subsection B (referred to in 1.4.B.a of the
 
analysis in subsection B) list the curriculum requirements for the College
 
of Forestry's Bachelor of Science degree programs. The tables at the end of
 
subsection C (referred to in I.4.B. of the analysis in subsection C) list
 
the existing curricula for the Institute of Forestry/Iustitute of Reiewable
 
Natural Resources' Certificate and Bachelor of Science degree programs, and
 
proposed revisions to these curricula. 
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Subsection A 

GENERAL CMLINE O CURRICULUM CONTENT ANALYSIS 

Source: Ryan. Richard W. 1986. Teaching Comparative-Development 
Administration at U.S. Universities: A Collection and Analysis of Syllabi. 
Kumarian Pres, West Hartford. CT. 

I. 	 Program description. 

1. 	 Name & address of university/institution. 

2. 	 Name of department/dean.
 

3. 	 Objectives of dipartment. 

4. 	 Degrees offered (BSc, MSc, PhD). 

A. 	 Objectives of each degree. 

B. 	 List of courses to fulfill each degree (show by 
year if available, highlight those with social 
sci nce emphasis, NB: All course descriptions 
should be reviewed to see if they include social 
components).
 

C. 	 List any social science courses in other departments (e.g.. 
Rurnl Sociology. Human Ecology. Ag. Econ., Ag. Extension, 
Horticulture, Anthropology. etc.) that students may take as 
electi', es. 

D. 	 Examine germane social science departments (e.g., human 
ecology) for forestry and biology requirements, 

II. 	 Facilities available to students in support of their studaes (e.g., 
school forest, computer lab, library [inc. size and type of holdings]. 
etc.). especially those that support social studies. 

III. 	Rules and regulations. 

1. 	 Admissions 
A. 	 Undergraduate
 

a. 	 Domestic 
b. 	 Foreign 

B. 	 Graduate 
a. 	 Domestic 
b. 	 Foreign
 

C. 	 Transfers 

D. 	 Scholarships/fellowships 
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E. 	 Leaves of Absence 

F. 	 Grading
 

a. 	 University graduation standards
 
b. 	 Department/degree graduation standards.
 

G. 	 Tuition and fees (NB: coded range of credit tuition and f is 
should be devised based on quick review of several catalogs). 

a. 	 Undergraduate
 

i. 	 Domestic 
ii. Foreign 

b. 	 Graduate 
i. 	 Domestic
 

ii. Fo,:eign 

H. 	 Personal expenses (NB: coded range for each subheading should 
be devised based on quick review of several catalogs). 

a. 	 Lodging 
b. 	 Board
 
C. 	 Textbooks 
d. 	 Incidental expenses 

I. 	 Support services (e.g., health, counseling, career
 
placement)
 

IV. 	Course descriptions (w/ social science emphasis, sec 1.D.b. 
& c.). 

1. 	Course title
 

2. 	 Objectives
 

3. 	 Topics
 

4. 	 Reading list
 

5. 	 Assignments, evaluation, and grading system.
 

V. 	Analyze the information gathered in 1., 2.. and 4. for a number of

institutions to determine the range and variation of social science
 
integration in forestry curricula, and to highlight innovative
 
approaches to integration/course content that might be generalized
 
across the region.
 

VI. 	Sources used.
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Subsection B 

University of the Philippites 

I. Program description. 

1 Name & address of university/institution. 

Univereity of the Philippines 
Los Banos 
Laguma. Philippines 

2. Name of department/dean. 

College of Forestry
 
Dean Celso B. Lantican 

3. Objectives of department. 

a) 	to train men in proper administration and vise 
utilization of country's vast forest resources 
and in reclamation/reforestation of grass and 
barren, non-agricultural lands. 

b) 	 to provide high standard of forestry education 
in the Orient and to serve as a central agency 
for knowledge and information concerning 
forestry. 

c) 	 to provide trained men for the increasing demand 
from the forest industries.
 

4. Degrees offered. 

Undergraduate: 
B.S. Forestry
 
B.S. forest Productsl
 
Ranger Certificate (nondegree)
 

Graduate: 
M.P. Forestry 	 M.S. Forestry 
M.P. Wildlife Studies M.S. Wildlife Studies 
MF. Genetics M.S. Genetics 
M.. Plant Breeding M.S. Plant Breeding 

PhD. Forestry
 
PhD. Microbiology 
PhD. Plant Breeding 
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A. Objectives of each degree.
 

Undergraduate: 
B.S. 	 Forestry: to 

1) provide strong background in efficient. 
ecological and sustained forest development. 

2) develop adequate sensitivity and 
understanding of relationship of man and the 
forest resources.
 

3) 	 have working knowledge of that relationship. 

B.S. Forest Products Engineering: to 
1) provide foundation of the basic sciences.
 

largely mathematics, engineering, physics
 
and chemistry. 

2) equip men wittS recessary theoretical and 
-practical knt.vledge for competent technical 

and production management work in logging 
operations and wood processing complexes. 

Certificates Forest Ranger (non-degree) to: 
1) 	 meet quality manpower requirements in 

forestry at technician's level, for
 
career in reforestation, inventory, 
engineering and logging, and other
 
aspects of forest administration and 
management. 

Graduate: 
General: to 

1) develop ability of students to undertake 
critical inquiry and independent research. 

2) develop professional leadership. 
3) 	 encourage independent work and research. 

M.S. 	 in all Forestry programs: to: 
1) provide a comprehensive view of some of the 

. major fields of interest. 

2) 	 develop the student's ability in conducting 
independent research in chosen field and 
related areas of knowledge.
 

Doctor of Philosophy in all forestry programs: to 
1) 	 provide training beyond master's level for 

students who wish to develop a more adequate 
comprehension of the basic and advanced! 
concepts of forest biology, silviculture and 
forest influences, forest resource
 
management, and forest product utilization. 

2) 	prepares students to be competent researchers
 
and assume responsible positions in 
education, industry and government service. 
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B. List of courses to fulfill each degree, by year.
 

There are five academic departments within the 
college of forestry; these departments offer
 
both undergraduate and graduate courses:
 

1. Forest Biological Sciences
 
2. Silviculture and Forest Influences 
3. Forest Resources Management 
4, Wood Science and Technology 
5. Social Forestry 

a) Undergraduate:
 
See Tables 1-5 

b) Graduate:
 
Course requirements vary according to program. 

General:
 
M.S. Forestry: 
Minimum 24 units coursework, of which 18 units 
should be above 200 level; 15 units must be in 
major field, and 9 units must be in minor 
field. General examinations must then be 
passed. Thesis work is required, and a final 
examination is given upon completion of thesis. 

Master of Forestry: 
No thesis is required. Minimum of 30 units of
 
coursework, with at least 24 units above 200 
level. Eighteen to 21 units must be in major 

field, and 9-12 units in minor field. 

PhD.: 
Minimum of 24 units of coursework beyond 
the waster's level, with at least 18 units 
above 200 level. At least 12 units must be in 
major field, and 6 units in each cognate field. 
There may be a foreign language requirement. 
A qualifying examination is given no later than 
eight weeks after the start of the second 
semester of residence. Candidate must pass 
comprehensive examinations, present a 
satisfactory dissertation, and pass a final 
examination based upon the dissertation. 
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BS. Foreoty
 
First Teor/first Seester$
 

Bar is Intr. Plant Science 

amg IsCom. Skills 

rOR 1: Gen. Forestry 

PATH lit College Algebra 

SOSd I: Found. of lab. Science 
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C. Social science courses in other colleges and
 
departments that students may take as electives.
 

1. College of Agriculture:
 
Dept. of Agricultural Education and Rural Studies: 
Educational Psychology; Methods; of Agricultural 
Extension; Theories and Principles of Education; 
Principles and Methods of Teaching; Community 
Survey and Program Planning; Organization and 
Administration of Education Programs; Group 
Dynamics; Rural Government; Community 
Organization; Rural Sociology; Extension Teaching 
and Communication; Agricultural Administration. 

Dept. of Development Communication: 
Introd. to Development Communication; 
Fundamentals of Development Journalism; 
Community Broadcasting; Communication and Society. 

2. College of Arts & Sciences:
 
Dept. of Humanities:
 
Language and Communication; Psychology of
 
Language; Language & Culture; Readings in
 
Speculative Thought; Mythology & Folklore; 
Social Anthropology; Modern Imperialism & 
Nationalism; Politics of Development;
 
Contemporary Ideologies; General Psychology;
 
Current Issues in Philippine Social and
 
Political Thought; General Sociology; Social
 
Stratification; Sociology of the Family; Sociology
 
of Political Development; Sociology of Religion;
 
Urban Sociology; Social Psychology; Introd.
 
Demography; Sociological Theories; Social Change;
 
Collective Behavior; Social and Political Thought;
 
Science and Society.
 

3. College of Development Economics & Managementz 
Dept. 	 of Agricultural Economics:
 

Cooperatives; Land Economics.
 

Dept. of Economics: 
Interm. Macrosconomics; Interm. Microeconomics; 
Consumption Economics; History of Economic 
Doctrines; Philippine Economic History; 
Comparative Economic Systems; International 
Economics; Introd. to Natural Resource Economics; 
Human Resource Economics; Development Economics; 
Agrarian Reform and Systems; Economics of 
Agrarian Reform; Leg~Silation and Adminiatration 
of Agrarian Reform Programs; Social Dynamics in 
Agrarian Reform; Special Problems; Theory & 
Comparative Development of Cooperatives; 
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Cooperatives Legislation. 

4. College of Forestry: 
Dept. 	 of Silviculture and Forest lufluences: 

Fundamentals of Agroforestry. 

D&ept. of Social Forestrv: 
Communication Process; Transfer &Utilization of 
Forestry Technology; Program Planning; Forestry 
Extension; Socio-Economics of Agroforestry; 
Evaluation Methods in Social Forestry;
Anthropological Concepts for Social Forestry; 
Research Problems; Seminar in Social Forestry. 

Graduate Coursesv 
Forest Policy Yornulation; Advanced Forest 
Management; Ec=omic Analysis in Forest 
Management; Mi tiple-Use Forestry; Comparative 
Social Forestry-; Program Development & Evaluation 
in Social Forostry; Agioforestry Management 
Practice; Cultures & Societies in Tropical Forest
 
Ecosystems; Swidden Farming Systems; Special 
Problems in Social Forestry; Graduate Seminar in 
Social Forestry;
 

5. College of Human Ecology: 
General:
 

Man and his Environment; Human Ecological 
Perspective in Development; Ecology and Value 
Systems; Social Policies; Special Problems; 
Field Experiences; Research Methods in Human 
Ecology; SeminLr in Human Ecology; Fundamentals of 
Human Settlements; Material and Energy Flows. 

Graduate Courses:
 
Special Problems; Special Topics; Graduate
 
Seminar in Human Ecology.
 

D. Forestry and biology requirements in germane social
 

science programs.
 

a) College of Arts and Sciences: 

B.A. in Communication Arts: One full year of
 
General Biology, or Zoology, or Plant Science.
 
B.A. in Comm.,Arts with Education Option: same
 
as above. 
B.A. in Sociology: One full year of General 
Biology, or Zoology, or Plant Science. One 
semester of Principles of Ecology. 
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b) Collego of Development Economics and Management: 

B.S, in Agricultural Economics: One semester of 
Plant Science. One semester of General Zoology. 
One semester of Soil Science. 
B.S. in Agricultural Business: same as above. 
B.S. in Economics: One full year of General 
Biology or Plant Science. 

c) 	 College of Engineering and ASo-Industrial 
Technology: 

B.S. in Agricultural Enaineerini: One full 
year of General Biology. 
B.S. in Suger Technology: same as above, 

d) 	 College of Human Ecology: 

B.S. in Human Ecology: One full year of
 
General Biology. One semester of General
 
Ecology. 
B.S. in Nutrition: One full year of General 
Biology. One semester of General Microbiology. 
One semester of General Biochemistry. 

II. Facilities available to students as support for their studies:
 

A. 	Computer Facilities:
 

1) 	 Services: 
Computer Science Library (CSL) is an extension 
& research arm of the Institute of Vathematics,
 
Sciences and 1hysics. Extension services for all 
students are in the form of consultation. 
training programs in keypunch systems operation 
as well as computer systems such as BASIC, 
FORTRAN, COBOL, PL/I, SAS, SPSS and MPSX. 

2) 	 Equipment: 
Six IBM auxiliary machints consisting of four 

029 Printing Card Punchers for data processing;
 
two 059 Card Verifiers; one 082 Card Sorter; one 
interactive terminal hooked-up with the IBM 370 
at the Agricultural Resource Center (ARC). 
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3. Library Holdings, Facilities and Services:
 
Totals: 139,053 books and bound periodicals;
 

12.553 theses and dissertations;
 
3.738 3apc, microforms and phonodisks; 
2.668 serials received annually. 

Relevant Libraries: 

1) 	Main Library: 108,149 volumes; 600 
periodicals; seats 600; microfiche
 
reader/printer; microfilm reader/printer; 
copying machine; carrels for graduate students, 
faculty and researchers; depository for 
publications of FAO and World Bank; national 
center for International Information System for 
the Agricultural Sciences and Technology 
(AGRIS). Uses Library of Congress 
classification; has catalog of all University 
library system holdings. 

2) 	 College of Forestry Library: 24.146 volumes. 

3) 	 College of Development, Economics and 
Management- Agricultural Credit and Cooperatives 
Institute Library: 4,074 volumes. 

4) 	 Agrarian Reform Institute Library: 9.244 
volumes. 

C. 	Institutes and Research Units : 

College of Forestry: 

1) Institute of Forest Conservation
 
2) Forest Development Center
 
3) 	Forestry Research and Extension Center
 
4) Makiling Experimental and Demonstration Forest 
5) Makiling Botanic Gardens 

D. Other Facilities: 
1) Museum of Natural History 
2) Center for Policy and Development Studies
 
3) National Training Ceter for Rural Development
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I. Rules and regulations. 

1. Admission 

A. Undergraduate 

a. Domestic: 
Degree Programs: Graduates of accredited high 
schools are admitted as freshmen on basic of 
University of Philippines College Admission 
Test (UPCAT) performance; applicants intended 
course and choice of academic unit; the quotas 
set for the imit and specific courses by the
 
deanc; and passing the National College
 
Entrance Examination (NCEE).
 

Nondegree: Forest Ranger Certificate Program: 
Graduates of an accredited high school with a 
weighted average of 83% or better for all 
academic subjects, and who qualify in the 
(NCEE) may be admitted to this Program. 

b. Foreign: 
Filipino high school students from abroad must 
satisfy foreign student requirements. 

Freshmen are required to meet the following: 
completion of high school program; qualifying 
in national or international exams such as 
Scholastic Aptitude Test or General 
Certificate of Education Examination; passing 
the NCEE; minimum score of 500 in the Test of
 
English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL) for 
those students whose native language or 
language of instructiou is not English. 

Specific foreign country requirements:
 

Australia: School Certificate; High School
 
Matriculation Certificate.
 

Egypt/jordan/Kuwait/Saudi Arabia: 75% of 
maximum marks in the General Secondary 
Education Certificate Examination. 

Finland: Passtotodistus Cerc if icate (high 
school diploma); Vlioppilastutkintotodistus 
(matriculation crtificate). 
Germany: Passing of Abitur (final school 
examination). 
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Iongkong: 
Anglo-Chinese Grammar School Graduates: 
a) 3 Pass with Hongkong Certificate of 
Education Examination. including English. 
b) 2 Pass in the University of Hongkong 
Advanced Level Ezamination. 

Chinese Middle School Graduates: 
a) 5 Pass with Hongkong Certificate of 
Education Examination (Chinese) including 
English. 
b) 5 Pass in the Chinese University of 
Hongkong. Matriculation Examination.
 
including English.,
 

India/Pakistan: Secondary School Certificate. 

Indonesia: Certificate of Completion of senior 
high school; general average of 8 or better in 
the final year.
 

Malaysia: 3 Pass credit in the Malaysian 
Certificate of Education Examination; 
2 Principal Pass in High School Certificate 
Examination. 

Now Zealand: N.Z. School Certificate;
 
University Entrance Examination.
 

Nigeria/Singapore: 3 ordinary-level Passes and
 
2 advanced-leval Passes in the General 
Certificate of Education Examination. 

Thailand: Results of the Joint Higher Education 
Ezamination; general average of 80% or better
 
in Matayom Suksa V (MSV). 

United States: minimum score of 600 in both 
Verbal and Mathematics areas of the SAT. 

B. Graduate: 
Note: Sources do not list different
 
requirements for domestic and foreign applicants.
 

a. Applicant must hold bachelor's degree or its
 
equivalent from any recognized institution. PhD.
 
applicants must hold a master's degree.
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b. Completed application form must be submitted to
 
the Graduate School. with the following:
 

1) 	official transcripts, in English. from
 
each previous college.
 

2) two letters of recommendation from former 
professors; if with a master's degree, a third 
letter must be sent from the major professor. 
These must be sent directly to the Graduate
 
School under separate mail.
 

3) If English is not the medium of inst.!.ction 
or native language, a certificate of English 
proficiency from a former professor of English 
is required. 

4) Non-refundable application fee'of P100.00 for
 
Filipino citizens, or U.S. $25 for foreign
 
nationals in bank draft or money order.
 

All documents and application must be received by 
the Graduate School no later than January 31 for 
admission to June semester, and June 30 for 
Nov ember semaster. 

C. Transfers
 

Undergraduate:
 
a. 	Domestic:
 

Application must be filed with the 
University at least one month. 
price to registration, accompanied by 
official,transcript from each institution 
previously attended. 

1. Within the University: 
Application for transfer must be filed 
with current College. This. along with 
true copy of grades, is referred to the 
accepting college. If favorable, admission 
is granted provided that requirements of 
transfer are mit; and the quota for 
transfer students in college concerned has
 
not been met.
 
2. Change from the Ranger Curriculum to BSF:
 

Granted upon completion of all requirements
 
for Ranger Certificate with weighted 
average of 2.. or better; or 

completion of at least all the requirements 
in the first year program with weighted
 
average of at least 2.0
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3. From Other Colleges and Universities: 
No entrance test is administered. Transfer 
may be approved if student: has completed 
at least 33 academic credits; obtained a 
weighted average of 2.00, 86%, B or better 
for all collegiate academic units; has no 
more than 50% of units required to graduate 
remaining; and if the quota set by the dean 
of college concerned has not been met. 

b. 	Foreign:
 

Poreign students must meet University 
requirements for transfer-students. Advanced 
credit may go given upon review. The 
folloving documents must be submitted: 

a) 	 Accomplished Yoreign Undergraduate 
Admission Application (UPLB form #3) 

b) 	Official transcripts from all high
 
schools and colleges attended and 2
 
copies of Examination Certificate. if
 
any.
 

c) Course syllabus, school catalogue and 
handbook of examination. 

d) Non-refundable U.S. $20 in money order. 
cashier's or manager's check payable to 
UPLB, drawn from Philippine bank. 

e) 	 Certification from reputable bank in 
applicant's country about student's 
capability to cover all expenses incurred 
while in Philippines. 

f) Official NCEE results.
 
g) Copy of birth certificate of authentic
 

passport.
 
h) Immigration requirements.
 

Non-immigrant foreign students are also
 
required to obtain a study permit from
 
Ministry of Education, Culture and Sports. 
before *nrollment each semester. 

Note: 	No mention is made of graduate transfers. 
other than certain fees; see section G.b. 

D. 	 Scholarships/fellowships 
Nearly 50% of stdtats each semester rezeive some 
type of financial assistance. Priority given to 
promising students with demonstrated financial 
need. Programs offered inclue Grants-in Aid; U.P.
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Govzmaent Scholarships various scholarships and 
study grants offered by the government and private 
companies or individuals tuition fee discounts; 
assistantships and student loans. 

I. 	 Leava of Absence (LOA) 
A prolonged LOA should be requested in written 
petition to ths dean. Period is not to exceed one 
academic year. 

For LOA during the second half of a semester, 
faculty members concerned shall be required to 
indicate class standing of student (pass/fail) 

If three-fourths of the semester have elapsed, the 
instructors may give a grade of 5 if the student's 
grade 	was below 3. 

No LOA will be granted during the last two weeks 
of a semester. In case of health problem, exception 
will be made. 

F. 	 Academic Standards:
 

1. Grading 

Syste
 
1 Excellent 3 Pass
 
1.5 Very Good 4 Conditional Failure 
2 Good 5 pail 
2.5 Satisfactory Inc Incomplete 

a. University graduation standards: 

The general minimum weighted average for 
individual colleges appears to be 2.0 

Graduation with honors:
 
Summa cum laude 1.20
 
Magna cum laude 1.45
 
Cum laude 1.75
 

In the Graduate School. students must pass all 
courses taken.
 

b. Department/Degree Graduation Standards: 
Same an above. 
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G. Tuition and fees: 

a. Undergraduate 
i. Domestic 

Tuition: 
Miscellaneous 
Laboratory 
Registration 
Medical 
Athletic 
Library 
Cultural 

Fees: 
P40/unit 

P100-200 
P 30 

20 
30 

100 
20 

Student lund Fees: 
Publication 
Student Council 
Community Chest 

P 10 
5 

0.50 

Other Fees: 
New Students: 
Entrancet P 30 

Refundable Deposit 
UPCAT application 

100 
P50 

Transfers: 
Application P 100 

ii. Foreign 
Tuition: 
Miscellaneous 
Laboratory 
Registration 
Medical 
Athletic 
Library 
Cultural 

Fees: 
P40/unit 

P100-200 
P 30 
20 
30 

100 
20 

Student Fund Fees: 
Publication 
Student Council 
Community Chest 

P 10 
5 

0.50 

Other Fees: 
Now Students: 
Entrance 
Refundable Deposit 
Application (UPCAT) 

Resident 
Non-resident 

Non-citizenship fee 

P 30 
100 

200 
US $25 
P 1000 
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Transfer : Applications: 
Resident P 150 
Non-resident US $20 

b. 	 Graduate 
i. 	 Domestic 

Tuition: P89/unit 
Miscellaneous Fees: 
Laboratory P100-200 
Registration P30 
Medical 20 
Athletic 30 
Library 	 200 
Cultural 	 20 

Student Fund Fees: 
P 10
Publication 


Student Council 	 5 
Community Chest 	 0.50 

Other Fees:
 
New Students: 
Entrance P 30 
Refundable Deposit 100 

Transf ers: 
Application 	 100
 

:L. 	 Foreign 
Tuition: 	 P89/unit 
Miscellaneous Fees: 
Laboratory P100-200
 
P.&istration P30
 
Medical 20 
Athletic 30 
Library 200 
Cultural 	 20 

Student Fund Fees: 

Publication P 10 
Student Council 5 
Community Chest 0.50 

Other Fees:
 
New Studentst 
Entrance P 30 
Refundable Deposit 100 
Graduate Education Development -

I 
 us $500 
Transfera: 

P 200
Resident 

Non-resident 	 US $25 
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c. General (applicable to all student categories). 

Late Registration Fine P 50 
Change of Matriculation 10 
Dropping of Courses PO/unit 
Leave of Absence P'150 
Removal 20 
Validation 20 
Certification 10 
Graduation 150 
I.D. 	 Card "5 
Transcript 

First Copy P10/page 
Recopy 5/page 

Txausfer: Registration 30 

H. Personal Expenses:
 
Figures are estimated for one year (two 
semesters a 10 months). 

a. 	 Lodging
 
P 	 800.00
 

b. 	 Board
 
P 6000.00
 

c. 	 Textbooks
 
P 1000.00
 

d. 	 Incidental expenses
 
P 4100.00 ( Does not include travel.
 
clothing and other miscellaneous allowances)
 

I. Support services:
 
Health: Hospitalization. consultation, dispensary. 
dental care, minor surgery. maternal and child 
care, X-ray, phamacy. family planning, and 
referral service to tertiary hospitals in Metro 
Manla. 24 hour. Nominal fees are chargcd for 
special exams, medications and surgery. 
Consultations and other routine treatments are 
free. 

Counseling: Individual and group sessions; 
psychological testings new student orientation. 

Career Placement: Available for students as well as 

graduates.
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IV. Specific descriptions of courses with social science
 

emphasis (see section 1,D.b. & c.).
 

This 	information is not included in the sources used,
 

1. Course title
 

2. Objectives
 

3. Topics
 

4. Reading list 

5. Assignments, evaluation, and grading system.
 

V. 	 Analyze the information gathered in 1., 2.. and 4. for a number of
 
institutions to determine the range and variation of social science
 
integration in forestry curricula, and to highlight innavative
 
approaches to integration/course content that might be generalized
 
across the region.
 

This is the initial Curricula Evaluation. As more data is
 
collected, comparative results will be available.
 

VI. Sources:
 

a. University of the Philippines. Los Banos.
 
Catalog of Academic Programs. Laguna. Philippines.
 
200 pp.
 

b. 	 University of the Philippines. Los Banos. 1987. "B.S. in
 
Forestry: Proposed Curriculum,. Appendix F". Laguna.

Philippines. p. 2. 

c. University of the Philippines. Los Banos. 198-, "The UPLB
 
College of Forestry Today." Laguna. Philippines. 3 pp.
 

d. Lantican. D.M. 198-. Response to "Request for Infomation:
 
Workshop on The Social Sciences in Asian Forestry
 
Curriculum". Laguma, Philippines. 2 pp.
 

Analyst: Christine S. Laporte
 
June 1989
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Subsection C 

INSTITUTE OF FORESTRY/ INSTITUTE OF RPNWABLE NATURAL RESOURCES 
Nepal 

I. Program description.
 

1. Name & address of university/institution. 

IRNR - Pokhara Campus
P.O. Box 1
 
Hetauda. Nepal
 

2. Name of department/dean. 

Institute of Forestry 

3. Objectives of department. 

The Institute of Forestry (10F) was established in Hetauda in 
1941 to provide a training program for rangers and foresters within 
Nepal. The Hetauda campus continues to teach the Proficiency 
Certificate level program in Forestry. 

In response to the growing challenges of managing Nepal's diverse 
natural rosources, the IO expanded its role, changing its name to the 
Institute of Renewable Natural Resources (IRNR) and opened a campus in 
Pokhara in 1981. IRNR seeks to meet the growing demand for trained 
natural resource managers in Nepal. The curriculum and goals of the 
Pokhara campus focus on an integrated approach to resource management
with special attention to the graving problems of fuelwood and fodder 
scarcity in Nepal's hill regions. Pokhara. in the Middle Hills region 
of Central Nepal. was chosen as the new campus site for increased 
accessibility to students from remote regions. 

Rosearch activities are focused on watershed Reforestation
 
Techniques, Erosion and Gully Control, and Agroforestry Techniques. 

4. Degrees offered (BSc, MSc, PhD). 

Currently two degrees are offered: 
a. Proficiency Certificate 
b. Bachelor of Science (BSc.) 

A. Objectives of each degree.
 

a. The Proficency Certificate training in Natural Resource 
Management is for those people seeking to enter the Ministry of 
Forests at the junior supervisory level. 
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b, The BSc. of Renewable Natural Resources is offered in the 

fields of Forestry. Soil and Water Conservation, vith training in 
Wildlife Management offered. This degree prepares students to 
became rogest, Soil and Water Conservation Officers under the 
Ministry of Forests. 

B. 	 List of courses to fulfill each degree, by year.
 

See Tables. 

C. List any social science courses in other departments.
 

Not applicable. 

D. 	 Examine germane social science departments (e.g. , human 
ecology)' for forestry and biology requirements. 

Not applicable. 

II. 	 Facilities available to students in support of their studies: 

A. 	Campus Sites:
 

1. 	 Hetauda: administrative, classroom buildings, men's housing 
facilities various research stations, including a small nursery 
enclosed on 90 hectares of forested landl women's housing 
facilities within walking distances. 

2. 	 Pokhara: administrative. classroom buildings. a library, a 
student center, laboratories, workshops, housing for men and 
yomen (total 400 students), faculty housing. 

B. 	 Research Sitest 

1. 	 Watershed Reforestation Techniques, Erosion and
 
Gully Techniques, and Agro-forestry Techniques:
 

a. 	 Khairani Tar, Tanahu District 
b. 	 Nibuater, Makvanpur District 
c. Tamagarhi. Bara District 

2. 	 Farm Forestry Research (recently undertaken reserach to develop 
sound forestry extension techniques onto private farmland in 
manner appropriate to Nepal): 

a. 	 Frmaiya, Sarlahi Diatrict 
b. 	 Parvanipur. Para District 
c. Khairani, Chitwan District 
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d. Rampur. LWB plots 
a. Taranagar. Gorkha District 
f. IM site in Pokhara 

111. 	Rules .nd regulations. 

1. 	 Admissions 
A. 	 Undergraduate
 

a. 	 Domestic 
Applications for both programs are available from Dean's 
office in Retauda. and ere due in early Srswan (August) 
or at least one month before classes begin. 

Certificate Level : 
1. Candidates are required to have passed the School 
Leaving Certificate (S-LC) examination with preference
given to those students with higher scores in English. 
Mathematics and Science. 

BSc.: 
1. A BSc. or Diploma in General Science
 
(Physics. Chemistry. Mathematics. Zoology or Botany)
 

OR 
1. Certificate from IOP/IRNR plus three years practical 
field experince in Natural Resources Management 
(forestry. waterabid manamegent and wildlife 
conservation works). 

b. 	 Foreign
 

No information available. 

B. 	Graduate
 

No graduate Programs are specUied in available literature. 

C. 	 Transfers 

No information available. 

D. 	 Scholarships/f ellowships 

With funds from the USAID-Resource Conservation 
and Utilization Project (RCUP), the Pokhara program provides 
scholarships and stipends a incentives to recruit high 
quality students, to increase the number of females admitted. 
to encourage students from remote areas of Nepal to apply and 
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to promote academic excellence.
 

Pokhara : 
All students in good academic 'Aandingwho stre not receiving 
a stipend or scholarship from outside sources. and who are 
not receiving a departmental salary, educational pay leave. 
etc. may receive assistance. 

Students at the Certificate Level will usually receive 200 
NRm per academic year while BSc. students generally receive 
4000 NRs per academic year. 

Additionally. 107 of the students in each year of 
each Certificate-and BSc, Diploma class will receive 
scholarship& aardwd for academic excellence. 

Specific scholarships are also provided for females and 
students from remote areas, based upon academic excellence.
 

Hetauda: 
Stipends are offered to 25 of the Certificate Level students 

warded for superior academic performance. Within this 25Z. 
two students from remote areas and one student with no " 
financial resources are warded stipends. 

In adition. tuit,'-n and fee vaivers are awarded
 
to 14 students bartd on financial need plus academic merit.
 

E. Leaves of Absence 

No information available.
 

F. Grading
 

No information available.
 

G. Tuition and fees
 

No Lnformation available. 

H. Personal expenses 
a. Lodging 
b. Board
 
c. Textbooks 
d. Incidental expenses
 

No information available.
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1. 	 Support services (e.g.. health. counseling. career 
placement) 

No inforation available. 

IV. 	Coarse descriptions (v/ social science emphasis. see 1.D.b.
 

& c.).
 

1. 	 Course title
 

2. 	 Objectives
 

3. 	 Topics
 

4. 	 Reading list
 

5. Assignments. evaluation, and grading system.
 

This information is not contained in the sources available.
 

V. 	 Analyze the information gathered in 1.. 2.. e"md 4. for a number of 
institutions to determine the range and variation of social science 
integration in forestry curricula, and to highlight innovative 
approaches to integration/course content that might be generalized 
across the region.
 

I. 	 Sources used.
 

a. 1985-1986. (Academic Year 2042/2043), Bulletin of the Institute of
 
Forestry and Institute of Renevable Natural Resources. Pokhara Campus/
 
SECID. Hetauda, Nepal. 23 pp.
 

b. 198-. Prajapati, K.P. and A.R. Tuladhar,, 0 The Role of 
the Institute of Forestry in Community Forestry Development
 
in Nepal". In: Banko Janajari, Vol. 1 No. 4. pp. 67-69.
 

c. ... Comments and proposed curricula changes, in response 
to Content Analyses Questions. 

Analyst: Christine S. LaPorte 
June 	1989
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Table 1 

Socil Science social Sciemce Ote Kaftive 
Emphasis Compeowt Optiom 

Certificate Proarcatyear 0n6 

ntma nd €R lcaU.N I 

Basic Slviculture ad ires Conservation I 

Sol medWater Couervatiom I 

Introduction to enWable NaturAl 
Resource Management 

Practice of Romable Natural 
Reeource mJnagment 

Zntroduction to Blology and 
Plant Identification I 

Introduction to Rztenaion Work 

in Natural Resource Haneamut I 

Surveying and tuagiering I 

Regular field Works. Part I I 

Physical TraiLnng/Gamem, Part I I 

RLAhV ( a CLA 
TOTALS: 

&S/TZAI): 
1 

8.3 9 
3 

25.05 66.1 
0 

-

Certificate ?roar=a/n~oPos : OJIIJu~t 
ora: Botany 

year ones 

I 

Zoology I 

Chemietry I 

Z. 

I 

Matheatics 

t--afih 

IS ZLTIS1 
OTALSs 

0 O.ASSU/UAI)a -

I 
1 

16.7 2 83.3 x 
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Table 2 

Certificate Progrm/Tear Two: 
HISTDG CUPJUCMMUJ 
NepalI ?eCIchaya 

Social Science 
hphLaem 

I 

social Science 
Conponent 

Oter Ilective 
Option 

Ln/Admiaitratioleol, to Mat. Res.. 

VLIdLife Conservation is tepa I 

Agric./Itral Soc.-VLllqge Crop 4 Livestock 

Marvsti8 and LoUgin g 

I 

Damic forest Protection 

Pooel Managemit and Accoumting 

Vork PsctL s. land Toel. ZULf .6 i ris. I 

Time Utill. and Imtermediate Toch. 

lirst Aid. Health and myims 

IRegular ield Vork. lort 11 

Ptsical Training and Gme. Part 11 

Attachmenc to Projec valuatLos 

TOTA.Si 3 a 00 

3LATM ( 0 aCSU/TZhIRa 33.139 13.. a15 

CertiLficate Proarm/ Tear Two: 
IAMSCU LM.V4 

Forest -otan II 

Soal Science 
CYphaLe 

Social Iciesce 
Componunt 

Oter XUective 
Optim 

CAmal Behaviour 

Cbmaistry Ux 

Mathematics 11 

aid gcoloa I 

z 

L 

Dendzolog 

Ztro. to Nat. am. 

SI~l,ialctur Z 
I 

I 

Porest &Vdrolog 

Basic Pbtegmetqy z 

Forest lcelog 

Istrnuctory VId.Lo Noaagmet 

X 

I 

TOTALS: 0 L 10 0 

RELA1TZI I ( f CLASSUjI i -9.0 x 91.0 1 
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Table 3 

lacheler of Science 

93c. Mert Teots 

U8TO OZ3AZWUWN (3 year Psma) 

UecLal kcLosc 
Imbhaea 

Icjag Sclea 
Cpm st, 

Other SlotiwO 
Opt*5 

Mathematics I 

Introductory SAton 

Intreductery zfolog 

Introuctory Cbmift37 

Introductory lpbyg~ce 

TOTAL~t 

3UAZZYUZ (f CLASSRITKIR)a 

0 

-

1 

14.322 

I 

I 

z 

z 

6 

85.1 

0 

-

3oposa OIRRXQILUN (A TimX flO3AH) 

COMARI8WI 0f C1RI3W wiiinnOmpOZ go OWUZ No CAMOR 90CH NO CHANCE 
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Table 4 

lScha1oC of Science social Science social Scies Other sloctive 

ph ise Copenet Option 

Agc. Second Teers 
21zTDIG CURUOJLUM (3 Yer Proarms) 
ItdzOleuO I 

Intr. to Soil Science & Geolog zI 

Incrductory statistics I 

iuman lesource INSoiment 

Survey. NeppLq and Drmit mwakip 

Accounts and Proc ae4ros z 

Resource Iconamics 1 

forest Kcology I 

Ani4l fPhysiology (for Uildlife concet.) I 

Soil mad ater Sacineerian (for Soil concent.) I 

loret Menuration (for forestry and VUldlife) I 

Plant P117oLoV' (for forestr7 md Soil) I 

TOTALS: 1 1 10 0 

LATIV Z ( 0 CLSS TIAA)o 1.31 .3 9 83.4 X -

Salcheler of Sirdences social miece Social Science Other 
uotv 
gective 

Sophout Cmponet op 

SSc. Second Year 

F3OPOSZD CU3RIOMM (4 YEAR PRORAM) I 

Deadrolcl 

Introd. to Naturel lesources 

Silviculture I I 

Forest I ydrology I 

Baic fbotogrametry x 

Iore Scelog I 

Istroductory Umidlie eneseoneot I 

TOTALSs 0 1 6 0 

inATMVI ( 0*.ASSIS/TIUA)t - 16. 9 53.3 " 
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Table 5 

SSc. nird Tears 

Social Science gOiel Sci-. other nective 

IISTDIC CUMIUCUALU(3 Tear 
5Lvicuture 

Proeru) 

I 
Forest bsiaeerir 

NCrVeetin. Loggin G utulA. (foreatry optima only) 

Remote Semaig 

Ferest tmammt (Peratr' optiAon ay I 

statItLaAl Notbot. ,per. Leei I 

Seminar ( t ate of concentration) I 

sol Geaese Norph./ClueLf. ( Soil ptimny 3 I 

Paren Protection I 

SOLL fertility amd Plant Nutrition ( Soil opri.on only) 

IrrLtrom and Drainae ( Soil option ay )I 

Watershed not. (soil opti. only) 

Ariculture and Ian4e HEIr. I 

Wildlife iseloIu I WLidlife option only ) 
Nat'l. Parks Adm. and Net. 

( Wildlife option only ) 

r111b1o6Y ad IHamolouy C Wildlife only ) 

mitelt ZprOmenat & Wildlife Hat. 
( Wildlife option ony 

.... Dazve t Proeoct Paper 

Foretry TOTALS&options 

Sel options
Wildlife options 

0 
0 
1 

2 
2 
2 

I 
9 
8 

1 
1 
I 

&DVA I ( * Q.ASIS/TIA)t
Ferestry options 

Soil options 
Wildlife options 

-
-
6.3 x 

13.2 9 
16.7 

16.6 4 

72.7 2 
75.0 1 

16.8 1 

9.1 1 
8.3 5 

6.3 1 

focial Science socl Science Otber Elective 
Ic.ThirdTear? Component option 
IOPOSI;DQMI~tJLWTLE (4 Tear ?roarm) 

lMreet Reouoen arcearLca 

Statistical mothsd" 

Soil Science 

tatred. Sol*ndmwater Comsservatim 

Surverin ad HPPLm4 a 
Silvic lture it I 

Forest Ibmseonmetbdoleg 

fret Nemeeratio I 

Utilieasio I I 

Pareet UIaeeria 
I 

EATMi ( 0* 
TOTALSt 

.ASISMlTAR)s 
1 
10.0 9 

2 
20.0 1 

1 
70.0 

0 
-
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Table 6 

*lorost HPt. I? 

*Agroforestr7 
 I 

Rtots Sensing Photo Interpreaton 

Watershed ammgmant , 

Ftoject Paper Sominar 

2 courses from me of the 3 groups of elective 
subjects ( WUldlife. Sall or foreetgy optiona)
 

TOTALSO 0 3? 3 2
 
.LATZV X ( 0 CLAss/Tz.A)a - 2.53 31.51 25.0 1 

a Analyses of these two courseer* not based on actual content evaluation (none provided)l their categtoiration is 
"mooaed fron titles. 
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SECTION 3 

CURRICULUM REVISION PROCESS: Some Examples 

NOTE: The purpose of this section is to show examples of the curriculum
 
revision process. These models illustrate the administrative mechanisms
 
through which the curricula at four sample institutions have been revised. 
Written descriptions are given of the revision process used at the Institute 
of Forestry. Chittagong University in Bangladesh (Subsection A), and the 
College of Forestry, University of the Philippines at Los Banos (Subsection 
B). The third example (Subsection C), from the Institute of Forestry, 
Tribhuvan University in Nepal. illustrates the curriculum revision process 
by using a schematic diagram. The fourth example (Subsection D). from the
 
Faculty of Forestry, Kasetsart University in Thailand describes the revision
 
process which resulted in Social Forestry becoming a new major within the
 
forestry program.
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Subsection A 

CURRICULUM REVISION PROCESS
 
INSTITUTE OF FORESTRY, CHITTAGONG UNIVERSITY 

BANGLADESH 

(NOTE: This process was outlined by Dr. Celso Lantican, Forestry/Fuelwood 
Research and Development Project, Winrock International. Bangkok. Thailand 

and former Dean of the College of Forestry at UPLB.) 

(1) 	 Institute faculty. with FAO staff assistance, define goals and 
objectives, 

(2) 	 Faculty. vith FAD staff assistance, prepares a draft revision of the 
curriculum. The revision includes: 

o course titles, descriptions, lectures and laboratory hours. 
credits. prerequisites, special requirements
 

o 	 course outlines 

(3) 	 A consultative workshop is held to review the revised curriculum. 
- Participants include representatives of: 

o 	 forest department 

o 	 forast research institute 

o 	 forest industry sector 

o 	 faculty 

o 	 university and institute officials 

o 	 alumni 

(4) 	 IFCU refines curriculum through a committee in accordanc* with 
workshop recom~endations. 

(5) 	 Refined version of curriculum approved by the faculty. 

(6) 	 Curriculum approved by university officials. 
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Subsection B 

CURRICULUM REVISION PROCESS AT
 
THE COLLZGE OF FORESTRY. UNIVERSITY OF THE PHILIPPINES.
 

LOS BANOS
 

(NOTE: This process was outlined by Dr. Celso Lantican. Forestry/Fuelwood
 
Research and Development Project. Winrock International, Bangkok. Thailand
 
and former.Dean of the College of Forestry at UPLB.)
 

Review of existing curricula is undertaken from time to time (usually 
every 4-5 years) at UPLB's College of Forestry to find out if the contents 
of the curricula are still relevant to national development needs and the 
requirements of the various sectors employing graduates-of the College. The 
process usually takes 6-8 months to complete. 

The 	steps in the process are as follow:
 

(1) 	 The Dean instructs the College Curriculum Committee to determine 
"." 	whether there is sufficient reason to modify the existing curricula.
 

This committee is composed of representatives of the academic
 
departments of the College. 

(2) 	Members of the Curriculum Committee consult their colleaues in their
 
respective departments. 

(3) 	 The Curriculum Committee meets and comes up with a set of 
-" 	 recommendations. 

(4) 	 The Dean takes up the Curriculum Committee recommendations with the 
College Academic Advisory Committee which is composed of the heads of 
the academic departments. The group decides whether or not there is a 
need for a curricular change and, if there is, how to go about 
identifying the changes. Identifying the changes is usually done 
through a consultative workshop where representatives of the following 
sectors are invited to participate: 

o 	 Government agencies involved in forestry activities (forest
 
administration, research, extension, teaching)
 

o 	 Industry 

o 	 The College faculty 

0 Alumni association
 

o 	 University officials 
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The 	workshop tackles two maj or issues: 

o areas o emphasis of the curriculum considering national 
priorities and existing policies
 

o subjects that should be incorporated in the curriculum 

Workshop participants are generally divided into sub-groups: 

- forest biological sciences 

- silviculture and forest influences 

- forest reserves management

-	 wood science and technology
 

- social forestry 

(5) 	After the workshop, the Curriculum Committee meets to study the
 
workshop recommendations and prepares a draft revision of the 
curriculum. The draft includes course: titles, descriptions.
 
prerequisites, credits and course outlines, and the sequencing of the
 
courses by semesters.
 

(6) The draft is submitted to the Academic Advisory Committee which is
 
headed by the Dean. This committee examines the draft, paying
 
attention to the general structure of the curriculum, course titles
 
and descriptions, outlines, etc., and the budget implications of the
 
proposed changes. Refinements are made at this stage.
 

(7) 	The refined version of the curriculum is presented to the faculty for
 
-	 discussion and approval. If further refinements are necessary, the
 

curriculum is sent back to the Curriculum Committee.
 

(8) 	once approved by the College faculty, the curriculum is sent to the
 
University Council for approval. The Council is composed of all
 
professors of the University and is headed by the Chancellor.
 

(9) 	 After passing the Council, the curriculum goes to the University Board 
of Regents, the governing body of the University of the Philippines
 
system for final approval. 
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Subsection C
 

CURRICULUM REVISION PROCESS
 
INSTITUTE OF FORESTRY, TRIBHUVAN UNIVERSITY
 

NEPAL
 

(Note: This process was outlined by the Institute of Forestry FacL4 .y. 
Tribhuvan University. Nepal.) 

Process for Changing Curriculum at the IOF
 

TRIBHUVAN UNIVERSITY
 

INSTITUTE OF tORESTRY
 

iSubject Teacherj [Instruction Committee 
l.Makes 
curriculum j 2.Task Force (1> 
change established between 

ilk request. Instruction Committee 
and Subject Committee 

Isubject Committee <2>
 

| 	3.Forward Task
 
Force recommendation
 
to 1.O.F. Dean
 

6.Academic Council
 
approves; returns IDean'Ofce
 

_approval to I.O.F. 
 &4.Deanarranges
 
meeting with
 

Academic [Faculty Faculty Board.
 
Council <(> Board (3>
 

S.Faculty
 
Board
 
recommends
 
to Academic
 
Council
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Notes:
 
(1> The TASK FORCE includes memberSfrom from I.O.F. and outside.
 

(3> The FACULTY BOARD membership:
 
From Tribhuvan University, Institute of Forestry
 

Dean
 
Asst. Dean (Academics)
 
Asst. Dean (Administration)
 
Asst. Dean (Hetauda Campus)
 
Chairman, Soil Conservation Subject Committee
 
Chairman, Wildlife Subject Committee
 
Chairman, Silvaculture Subject Committee
 
Chairman, Forest Management Subject Committee
 
Chairman, General Subject Committee.
 

From Tribhuvan University, Central Administration
 
Planning Chief
 
Representative, Curriculum Development Center
 

(Faculty Board, continued)...
 

From the Ministry of Forest and Soil Conservation
 
Additional Secretary
 
Director General. Department of National Parks
 

Wildlife Conservation
 
Director General, Department of Forest
 

Director General, Department of Soil Conservation
 

Chief, Forest Survey and Research Office
 

(4) ACADEMIC COUNCIL Membership:
 

From Tribhuvan University
 
Vice-Chancellor
 
Rector
 
Registrar
 
Institution Deans (5)
 
Faculty Deans (4)
 
Chairmen from the Subject Committees (5)
 

Heads from the Central Departments (7)
 

Director, National Development Center
 

Directors of each Research Center (4)
 

Professors (2)
 
Scholars-at-Large (2)
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Subsection D 

CURRICULUM REVISION PROCESS
 
THE FACULTY OF FORESTRY, KASETSART UNIVERSITY
 

THAILAND 

(Note: This process was outlined by Dr. Niwat Ruangpanit, Associate Dean,
 
Faculty of Forestry, Kasetsart University, Bangkok, Thailand. The source 
in: Ruangpanit. Niwat. 1989. Education and Training on Social Forestry in 
Thailand. In The Social-Sciences in Asian Forestry Curricula, Papers from 
the Workshop held November 27 - December 2, 1988 in Khon Kaen, Thailand, 
R.E. 	Clausi (ed), Tropical Resources Institute, Yale School of Forestry and
 
Environmental Studies, New Haven, CT, USA.) 

(1) 	 Prior to 1984, the Faculty of Forestry decided to develop a program to 
train undergraduates in the special skills needed for working more
 
closely with rural communities.
 

(2) In 1984, the Faculty of Forestry established a Curriculum Development 
Committee of seven, composed of a Chairman and one member from each of 
the six departments. The Dean of the Faculty served as a permanent 
advisor, avd VAO provided the services of a consultant to periodically 
assist the Committee. 

(3) An opinion survey on priorities for academic training was 
-" administered to: 

o 	 Ministerial and high level administrators 

o 	 Regional and provincial officials of the Royal Forest
 
Department and the Forest Industries Organization
 

o 	 Managers of wood-based industrial companies 

o 	 Teachers of Kasetsart University's Faculty of Forestry 

o 	 Teachers of the Forest School, Ph.ae
 

(4) 	Curriculum Development Committee discussed recommendations
 
fro-	 opinion survey. 

(5) Results of the survey discussed at a National Workshop on
 
Curriculum Development in Social Forestry, held by the Faculty of
 
Forestry, 22-26 October 1984.
 

(6) As a result of the workshop, the Committee decided Social Forestry

should form a major subject paralleling existing Forest Resources and
 
Forest Products majors. 
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(7) 	 The new Social Forestry major has a balance of anthropological or 
-" sociological related courses and forestry courses.
 

(8) 	The new curriculum in Social Forestry was approved by the University 
and Government Authorities. 
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SECTION 4 

GUIDANCE ON CURRICULUM CONTENT FROM SELECTED TOPICS
 
OF CURRENT INTEREST IN FORESTRY CURRICULA
 

NOTEs The purpose of this section is to address the issue of which social 
science skills need to be emphasized in forestry curricula. focusing on the 
practical aspect (how foresters and resource managers i7i the field and rural 
communities can be more effective and accepted in their efforts) not just
the academic perspective. Experts in Social Forestry have contributed their 
ideas on revising forestry curricula to adjust to present resource 
management needs in Asia. which are more socially related than previously
acknowledged. The following entries are the result of Oreal situation" 
experiences and are of great value to forestry professionals, professors.

students, graduates, technicians, and extensionists. This information can 
be used by forestry practitioners to enhance their effectiveness in the 
communities where they will ultimatelyr work. 
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Subsection A 

CURRICULUM FOR 	 A COMMUNITY FORESTER 
by 

P.R. Tamrakar 
Forestry Research Division
 

Nepal 

Note: This curriculum was outlined by P. R. Tamrakar, a practicing

forester in Nepal. He suggests some of the needs of a community forestry
 
worker that should be addressed in his/her education.
 

1. Concepts and History of Community Forestry 

This topic should enable a student to understand the history of
 
scientific forestry in Nepal. It should make the student 
aware of the
 
existence of traditional patterns of forest management. A student should

understand how th6 concept of conmunity forestry was officially recognized
 
as a means to conserve and manage the existing resource. One way to
 
motivate the real work force may be to explain the history of community

forestry and clarify its meaning in the context of current national and
 
local development.
 

2. Forest Legislation and Its History 

A community forestry worker (CFW) should be knowledgeable of existing
legislation. Existing educational programs address traditional requirements
for different forest operations (e.g.. protection, rules against 
encroachment on forest lands and taking of forest products). Currently.

however, many CFW/Rangers are unable to articulate these to local people.
It is critical for the CF7 to be able to explain the details of these 
regulations to local villagers and to make local people aware of their legal
rights. Greater knowledge of these details might help CFWs regain the faith
 
of local people toward foresters which has been diminished over the past few 
decades. ... 	Additionally, it would be helpful to share the experiences of

CFWs who have been reasonably successful in working with community forests. 
The sharing of 	experiences such as these can help the CFW understand what
 
opportunities exist, what is expected of him/her, and what of thesome 
constraints are to successful community forestry efforts. 

3. Present Forest Policy and Community Forestry Development Strategies 

This topic would include details about present policies and the legal

and organizational manipulations that are available to ensure the successful 
and smooth implementation of current policies. 

4. Socio-Economics of the Community 

It is essential for CEWs to understand the reality of different 
communities. These individuals mutt be able to appreciate the environment 
where they work. Some of the following skill and knowledge areas need to be 
developed in the education of CFW;: 
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- How to design and implement social surveys 
- How to study local needs 
- Information on how, where, who. and when to meet local people 

to obtain information 
Information on the forest and rural agriculture 
economy 

5. 	 Effective Comunication Skills 

One of the most powerful tools of a CEW is effective communication. 
This tool is particularly important in the Nepal case where most foresters 
are not very popular and retain a bad image. The most essential skills are: 

-	 Language and local dialects 
-	 Public speaking 
-	 Efficient listening 

6. 	 Education Should Stress Simple and Unforgettable Knowledge. 
including: 

- species identification 
- species uses 
- species silviculture (coppice. light requirements, etc.) 

7. 	 Development of the Right Attitude 

Traditionally. becoming a forestry officer or ranger meant the
 
individual would have a great deal of power enforcing local forestry laws. 
Today, however, students need to understand this role is no longer pre
eminent and furthering national and community development are social goals 
they should work toward. The education process can help support this new 
profile by teaching more about development goals and means of achieving 
them.
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Subsection B 

GUIDELINES AND SUGGESTIONS FOR SOCIAL SCIENCES
 
IN NA'U AL RESOURCES CURRICULA
 

Source: Messerschmidt, Donald A. 1987. Working Paper on a Social Science 
Curriculum for the Institute of Forestry, Nepal. A Consultant Report 
submitted to the U.S. Agency for International Development, Kathmandu, 
Nepal. July 10, 1987. 

Note: The following provides "guidelines and suggestions for unit 
development. with supporting discussion and references to literature. It is 
best used as an advisory paper, to help campus instructor(s) in planning to 
revise the existing social science curriculum, in designing new courses, and 
in preparing short modulep or units of social science content to fit into 
existing courses in the natural resources and management sciences. ... " 
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1.J.1 Relevant Theoretical Concepts.
 

Ai ittrooivit in to nil of the basic thf.or- of scClal s,'ioL, 
natd rlrnl divelopment is not fensLble or prat-tical in the contc:t 
4,r I1,. TuIF. The aim is not to create social scientists, but to 
sensitize the institute's students to social science concepts and
 
methods and to prepare them to make practical application of
 
social science knowledge and methodologies in their future work
 
and research. Miuc'h of the emphasis on social science in this 
,Jnioum,.nt. is relevant to the student interested in a naturaxl 
resiurr,e management career; but many of the top'.cs are also
 
rnlevant to Forestry (e.g., siIviculturrl) specialists, Soil/

Wternhod Conservation management scientists, and to Wildlife and 
Pn"h Management specialists. 

The following topiels are considered to be among the most 
imp rtnut and appropriate from the social sciences for use in 
• e',l, 'q e.ntt.tute it, Forestry.' They should not necessarily 
rvoe.ivr, eqtin| 1eight in the curriculum, and in some instances 
sletul d only b. introduced in brief. 

Note: In reviewing the following material, considerablc
 
att,:nt.ion tn t heoretical detail is possible, but not recommended. 
Practical application should be first and foremost. Time is not 
ninilnble in the IOF classroom to go into great detail with many 
of the sueggested topics. Rather, the instructor is encouraged to 
int.rodtre the basic topics, provide relevant examples (e.g., in 
lecture, in- assigned -readingi, and'trom 'staff .and student 
experinnree where possible), to encourage discussion of selected 
case examples and to relate them to practical field experience.
 
St%' ,,nts should be encouraged to focus primarily on main coicepts 
nnd ov' their practical application. They should not be expected 
to meoorize detail, but should be able to articulate concepts, 
basic princivles and imvortant ideas that will sensitize and
 
prepare them to appreciate and understand a variety of social
 
situations in thet field. The theoretical and conceptual lessons
 
learned in lectures, reading and writing exercises and in discus
sons based should be reinforced duriArg fieldtrips, practical 
experiences, research and report writing exercises, In seminars 
anti in internships with development projects In the villages. 

(1) Fundamental Assumptions and Precepts
 

There are certain fundamental assumptions about society, and
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one'S |Ierl|pe-tives on society, taught by anthropology thrt have 
impurt:nv'e Lo stuilcnts of oLher scinuvces. The instru,.tor is 
en,'olrne. to introduc~e them early in the curriculum -- in 
*",,mrse,.s mikte :,,ln Rural .5,,:i. ogy, and lhzm n:iRrt:-4our'u.c. Par ichayr, 
Matngr,metit., for example -- anti to refcr back to them as circum
qran'ees irise and subject mat ter suggest throughout. tlhe ior 
e'urricuilum. It. is also suggested that they be featured In 
1pe,.inl lr.rL.urs, seminars, and on fieldtrip brii.flngs aud 
,errieriogs among staff and students alike. They include:
 

M. Cultural Relativism anti Ethnocentrism. The premises on 
whi,-h individuals and groups of people judge other individuals 
nid groups; the basis of cultural bias and ethnic prejudices, 
ft,:. The study of cultural relativism and of ethnocentrism will 

prravid- the silident with an understanding of the tolerance neces
anry for broand understanding, sensitivity and appreciation for 
',,oh-t ' e.ius.nms, explanat ions, be]iefs and expectations. 

It. Culture Shock. The basir steps one usually go,'s tlrouglh 
.lio , I v'av i i q. t ie .,om rort al I it arid .'xpe'Cl ed ( '"orm I ' ) ,-: rcu:m

•4t.at*t#. Of lo '-;t,,:n su: iety a id enters nnot.hr (a Ii(.w job, new 
.41,,'inl syatem, strange village or region, etc.) -- fiom init."al 
"lhwin ( 'hmoneymncm phase'), through first doubts and trouble, 
III ovet unl ajustmneit to the new circumstancens of lanstig, 
f,, ci.st.,m, etc. Understaiiding culture shock will help prepare 
timh, stuud,'t,. for field a.qsigtimentn in now placefs, and rsur wonk 
among people of different ethnic or caste backgrounds. 

c. Holism. The anthropological concept or vicui:ig socio
ciil t.ural phenomena in their totality, considering all zspct.s o. 
nintr.:t. -- social, cultural, religious, ideological, political, 

envirrnnment.nl, etc. A holistic perspective will help th... stuticlit. 
integrate nJl areas of study and'hnowledge in the ctirriculum of 
the 10F, and L.o prepare for entering the 'real worl,' of the 
villnge where derision making aid social action nre typically 
in.m:d oit the ]onaWL' 'holistic' and ioLegraLed percep.io or
 

resources and of life.
 

d. Cross-Cultural Approach to Learning, as a basic pedago
gical ool in the social sciences (anthropology). The cros3
cultvT ii approach is the heuristic.correlate of holism, teaching
 
the student the importance of comparison and contrast, especially
 
in considering the many observable varieties of. expressioh and
 
adaptation- to the environment. Objct'ivit and 4ensitivty. to
 
'nther' systems of knowing and doing is also fostered. The
 
t'ombination of both the cross-cultural and holistic approaches
 
will help foster the student's adaptation and acceptance of the
 
integrated and interdisciplinary approaches of development.
 

P. Ethnography of Communications. The study of language and
 
onmmlnications in their social and cultural setting. Forms of
 
speech and their meaning; status and demeanor as expressed in
 
styles or manners of speech. This topic includes effective
 
communication for leadership and for )good organizational and
 
m-t.ivnt.ionnt skills. It should stress the concept and skill of
 
'good listening', especially in all attempts at facilitating
 
people's participation in dovelpment.
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(2) Basic Social Theory: Elements of Social Organization
 

a. Kinship Systems (particularly patrilincality, the most 

,ommon form in .cpal}. Examples of patrilineal systems in Nepal; 
ex:ampies of different systems of kinship and social organization 
by ,nste ra.tr's and ethnic group, with particular refr.r-nct, to 
the prioriple nr dominant groups of hills, mountains and terai 
lowlands. (The work of Dor Bahadur Bista and others is relevant 
here; sep also many articles in the Journals 'Contributions to 

N'rlalese Studies', 'Kailash', etc.; there are also a number of 
nnthologins which include considerable case study material on 
qsorial org:nization in Nepal; see, for example, in the same 
volume as reference 110 in Part 4.) 

h. Ethnicity and Group Identity, including the ideological 
:tvl, ririct i,.,nal basis and ourcnriiiation of caste in suc'ety. 
F':nmple-s nr .nste and ethn-ie.grr,%,p. expression .in.. Nepal include 

,ron ,r Innunge, dress, religion, food habits, and marriage 
t.t,,m4 taid. restrictions, etc. There should be a brief overview 

of the h istory, spread and recent changes in the practice of 
(-agte in Nepal. 

c. Systems of Political Organization, Law and Society. 
Exnmples of the differences between caste law, civil law, common 

,,r folk law, etc., among various ethnic/caste groups of Nepal; 

icluding variations on approaches to political control and law 
and order in society by groups as disparate as the Hindu castes, 

Buddhist groups, etc. Local forms of law, order and leadership 

as they pertain to group organization and representation and as 

they interfare with the panchayat system of local government 
(note the disparities, for example, in Bhotia societies that have 
mtukhLia headmen, and the the expeitations of panchaynt and ward 

assemblies, as in the northern border areas). 

d. Religiousildeological Basis of Social Organization and
 

Social Expectations. Variations of religious expression, parti

c,,larly within multi-ethnic, multi-religious context of Nepal. 
Examples of religious orientation toward the natural environment
 

(religious forests, sacred springs, water sources, fords and
 

river junctions, holy mountains, the natural basis of pilgrimage
 

sites, etc.) Examples from life experience (of students) " and 
from case studies (in. the literature) about:- religlous, beliefs 
regnrding- the environment etc. -Various Buddhist, Hindu, Islamic
 

and Shamanic concepts about the environment and cosmology, as 
well an to concepts of fate and pro-ordination, as they relate to
 

rational choice and decision making in daily life and in dealing
 

with the natural environment and natural resources. (There are
 

many case examples in books on the religious beliefs and customs
 

of Nepal.) The relationship between religion and the ideology of
 
social organization should also be noted.
 

e. Economic Systems and Economic . Organization. Various 
'Nepnle'e" forms of economic life; forms of group economic organi

notion and cooperation (2ar:ma, nogar, guthi, dhikur, etc.; see: 

III). The environmental and other soclo-cultural basis for eco
nomic adaptation (see below re: Cultural Ecology, Adaptive 

Strategies, etc.; see also material on basic needs in Nepal; for 

example, see reference 22). 
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Brecause economic systems are closely interrelatcd with 
si.inl nnd religious systems, and with basic environmental :oitdi
t.ions (altitude, aspect, soil type, forest cover, rainfall, 
,*'.-.), this topic Vrrm th, sorial scibnole perspective has con
qiderable importance and should lie used to enhance and broaden
 
the per.pertives of other courses, particularly Agro-fore.try 
S~ytems, hit also, conceivably, the more technical courses such 
a. : For. Feol.; Soil & Uai.er Cons.; Comm. For. & Ext.; Nat. Res.
 
:Igmt..; Res. Econ.; Met., Ilydrol. & Watershed Mgmt.: Hab. Improv.
 
A Cons.; .o i1 Gen. Morph., & Clans.; et cetera. The social 
scientist should use his/her imagination, and coordinate the
 
study of .ocio-economic systems with staff colleagues in other
 
,'oursts and seminars. Variations in socio-economic expression 
Rmoneg vill-agers inhabiting different eco-niches, and.according to 
vnriatinnq in sncjo-cultural expression, is a good topic for 
fieldwork excerriseq, practicals, student papers and research. 

Tht- frinfinmrdnt.al relationship between economic theory and of 
:W-ill-nutitmic exprssi(on nmong villagers on the one hand nd the 

l'rnctit:e nf o-ommunity forestry, ard especially agro-forcstry, 
shiuld not be overlooked. It is Itere thaL the essertial inter
relati,,nships lietween t.h,. natural environment, agricultural 
.ys trms, fortest.ry and the social science must be clearly pointed 
,titnnl emphasized. This is where the 'holistic perspective' of 

nnthropnlogy anti the interdisciplinary aspect of development take 
on practical application in the teaching and learning situation.*
 

(3) Rural Development Theory and Practice
 

a. Basic Theories from Rural Sociology and Anthropology,
 
v oarius stchools of Economic and Political Theory, etc. These 
inrlude theories of 'Dependency', 'Underdevelopment', 'Centrp-

Periphery', 'Tntegrated Rural Development' (IRD), 'lIntervention'
 
vs. 'Tinnovation' approaches, 'Top-Down' and 'Trickle-Down' vs.
 

'Bott.om-11p' and 'Participatory Development' (including the 'User 
Group' nnd 'Income Generating' schemes commonly used in Nepal), 
et cetera. For excellent work on the theory and methods of rural 
development in the developing world, see references 125 and 38. 

An Important topic in the social science.of development is 
'Tnnovation' -- i.e., the theory of innovation as the basis for 
cultural change (see: 19). 

for other titles on development, change and innoation, see:
 
1, 3, 5, 22, 26, 38, 41, 56, 57, 60, 65, 66, 67, 79, 116, 118,
 
120, 126, 149, 150-151, 158.
 

Another topic of considerable relevance to Nepal is Migra
tion Theory as it relates to development and change in society.
 

There is an exceptionally large amount of literature on
 
development theory and practice, focused on International, croos
cultural, Integrated and interdisciplrnary aspects and caue
 
studies. The subject is'particularly important given Nepal's
 
deeetit.ralized development program (see the Decentrali.ation Act 
or 1982 its Bye-Jl.ws and Amendment.s) and given Nepal's emphasis
 
on Tnt.grated Rural Development (IRDs). For a thorough discus
sion of various facets of rural development theory, see reference
 
15G. 
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Peorle's rartib. People's Participation' in Development. 

involvement in

SipIt. ifin is here de:finei ns local villager 

Lo:Letualithrnugh the following sequential steps:

dovnvetrment 
mrbilizatinn, implementation, mnnage-.

In I i n, plnnning, resource 
sharing, evaLuation and ,:untro

mpnt and maint.,'nntce, benefit 
and 95). There are many references(aftor 1.olnni, reCerences 84 

in Nepal and el.et:hve.
ti ,-ns .tudioq of pe')ple's participaLion 

to other Rpecial topics
.itnny of i he follot.Ing references rrlate 

to community forrtry
urch as tho relat ion-lhip of sorial science 

issues i'n develcpresource management, genderIevr.Inpimnt., water 
to t.he cotcept

m,.1t, rural energy development., etc. Some relat.c 
Nepal, especially in
 nn,! poliry of decentralization, as found in 

the User Group concept. See: 1, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 
r,.fercnce to 
22 , 26, 27, 32, 38, 41, 42, 	48, 49, 51, 56, 57, 60, 61, 62, 63, 

91, 94, 95, 98, 105, 106, 112, 111,
11 , &G;, 67, 68, 71, 79, 81, 


126, 132, 135-137, 149, 155,

11:,, 116, 117, 118, 120, 122, 124, 


156, 157.
 

tIhe concept ofit':ort,: Spr('in 
Nepal :nd the government's

'la,,e f i,'inry part i-ipation' in 
level citizen in,.'(Ve

rn:rnuEgnm.nt of 'user grul-q' 	 for Iocal 
poor. This discus

moot aind economic prodctivity among the very 


nion topic .hould be incorporated into courses such as For. Law &
 

Com. For. & Extn.; For. & Woodlot 
Admin.; Res. Econ. and Pol.; 

and E::tn.Nat'l Park Admin. & Mgmt.;
!tim. &'Landuse Planning;
Methlods. 

with the Smallsuccessful experimentationSimilarly, Nepal's 
and its emphasis on small,
Farmer Development Programme 	(SFDP), 


local user groups is important in the context 
,nru-avernment.ml , 

ntid pan,.hayat development efforts. All of 
or decentralization 

hnve direct implications to forestry, park nanag
tl,,-4e efforts 

and ot.her natural resource management, conservation and 
met , 

oai iI i.ntioln in Nep~al.
 

in the relashould be conversant.TOF .tuasnts and staff 

lionnhip bet.ween development theory, decentralization as it is
 

such ancillary non-gvernment

planned and practiced in Nepal, and 

as the SFDP. The experience of various
devr1opm-nt. programs 

in Nepal is rele
Tnt.egrnt.ed Rral Development 	 Projects (IRDPs) 

in forestry development and 	 soil and 
vant here particularly 

likewise, experience in park
untershed conservation activities; 

Keep in mind throughout
nnd wildlife devlopment and management. 

between-agri.Lthe essential Interrelationshipthis discussion 

and of the discipline of Agro-Forestry

rcuL Are nnd forst-ry, 

uhici links them together in concept and in practice.
 

The user group concept and its relevance to community
 

and other natural resource management and development
forestry discussed.
Nepal should be thoroughly reviewed and

sbhemes in 


agricultural, agro-

Students on fieldtrips in districts where 


or production user
 
forestry or community forestry managem,nt 


then with
 
grosps are common, should be encouraged to discuss 


about the socio-economic policies and
 
villagprs. Information 


the nation
impnrts of the communiLy forestry programs across 

the Nepal-

Community Forestry Development Project,
(e.g., the 


various forms of adoption
Australia Forestry Project, and their 

Resource Conservation &
 
on the Rnpt i Project and the former 

afs well ns anticipated changeR forthcoming
It iliznt.ion Proje,:t, 

Plan) and its relationship with 
under the new Forestry Master 
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d-,'entrnaization should be incorporated into classroom and field
trpj vii ,sqjnn . The sorio-economie~s of decentralizat.ion, 
Rllrco..Rsfiit user group activity, and community forestry develop
mrit isrr. "pc.,iinly important topics for courses dealing with 
nsttral resour,.e law and development policy. 

(4) Human and Cultural Ecology: Cultural Adaptation
 

This component should complement other courses in the curri
rulum dealing with concepts of Ecology (e.g., For. Ecol & Plant/
Tree rdent.; an well as any other new courses or seminars on 
general orology that might be designed and implemented). There 
are a variety or excellent works in the literature by Human and 
rulturl Fecologistq such as Bennett, Moran, Hardesty, Netting,
•Sponner, and nt.hor.q. The publications list of Westvle" Prt:ss 
(fouldor, rolornd), among others, should be checked for "ew 
montrgrnpi , te.xt.q, nnd nntholngic-A, dealing with.concepts of human 
:ilnat inn to the ,nvjrnnment., resource utilization, cultural 
,,.,, l,3gy, et-. 

The study of culture and human ecology has may facets.
 
Among thoste that should be brought to the IOF curriculum are the
 
Eco-System Concept, use or the Biological Analogy in the social
 
irienc.e., Cultural Adaptation and Adaptive Strategies as they

rel:aI t o adaptation of human groups to the natural environment,
the enroiept of Eco-Niche as used in terms of cultural adaptation,
 
Natural Equilibrium Systems, Bio-Cultural Feedback in Nature, et
 
r-o.ern.
 

These and other concepts should be introduced in specific

clnsaronm units, as well as in relation to fieldtrips, field
 
res narch n,] pr rtical experiences by students. This 'is*a" very
lnrgo' field of professional interest and application, .one which
 
is closely related to the study of Socio-Economi. Systems
 
(above), ns well as with concepts of natural resource management

and the role of indigenous groups, traditional knowledgee and
 
local systems of resource management. (discussed below).
 

A cross-cultural, holistic, integrated and interdisciplinary
 
perspective should be carried throughout , thereby preparing the

student to encounter the various forms of adaptive expression
 

.nmong human groups via-a-yis their physical environments, . and 
M[V' reflection in social and economic orkan ization. - Fmphasis"
should bi,-plnced 6n the logic and rationale for various alter
native forms of adaptation, and on the relative merits and
 
demerits of each system in light of natural resource conditions
 
and of national resource policy.
 

For example, the student should become at least minimally
 
aware of the varieties of cultural-ecological expression and the
 
range or adaptive strategies found within Nepal, and in the
 
surrnunding region. These should be closely coupled with other
 
coursework describing the major physical ehvironments representa
tive of Nepal's tremendous diversity: e.g., sub-tropical and
 
te.mpernt.e forest, riverine, hill and mountain, alpine, dry upland 
steppe and brush/grasslands, etc. Examples of human strategies

of adaptation to Nepal's environments include: (a) indigenous.

Ithint/Gatherers of the sub-tropical forest (e.g., the Raute of
 
SW Nepal, and related groups in north, centrdl and eastern
 
India); (b) traditional Swidden (Slash & Burn) Farmers in the
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tompernte sand sub-tropical forest (Chepang, Kusunda, and others);
 
(09 Pasant Farmers of the hills, river basins, sub-tropical
 
InInt ids, etc. (the majority of Nepalese agriculturalists; dis
,.u'usinn shnld include the rudiment.s of a theory of peasantry and
 
p,.nsnnt econlomics); (e) Highland Pastoralists and Traders of the
 
drier northernt valleys and mountains (Tibetan border people;
 
vari-ov. Rhntia, Sherpa, and other groups), (f) mixed Agro-

Patrhrnlists and Transhumant Herders of the upper middle hills,
 
tefmporate forfsts and alpine hig'.1lands (Gurungs, Magars, and
 
iu.hers), et cetera.
 

or course, there are many variations in adaptation, and many 
roembinations not specified here. The literature is rich with 
ase .tudips of these groups, in Nepal, India, Tibet, and else

where in Asia. 

ri,ai1 of these examples,.. discussi-on..should-center on over
all adapt.at ion to the natural resources of the environment, and 
part ivi'-arty Jiuman use ofr forests nd forest resources including 
soll, wnter and wildlife. The role of human groups as an into
graI part of the ecosystem, cohabiting space with other living 
and inanimate natural resources, should also be stressed, 
ino-lidirig the destructive as well as the supportive relationship 
hot.wepn them. This is an opportunity to orient the student to an 
Spjir'ciation for the frequently positive role of traditiunal 
humnn groups as a part of their ecosystem, as well as of their 
often negative or potentially destructive role. The causes of 
imbalance between Man and Nature should also be explored (outside 
Int.ervention, population/resource imbalance, etc.). (See also 
tie discussion, below, about the positive aspects of Indigenous 
Tct'hnir:al Knowledge and Traditional Systems of Resource Ma.nage
m,,nt. ) The cnncept.s of a Natural Equilibrium (or Ecological 
Ralatice) between Man and Nature, and of the nature* of' Bio-
Cultural Feedback are important here. 

(5) Indigenous Technical and Environmental Knowledge, and,
 
Local Systems of Social Organization for Resource
 
Management
 

The distinctions between 'scientific knowledge' and
 
'folk knowledge' are brought out in a discusson of Indigenous
 
Knowledjw. ..Similarly,- -the differences-and simi-larities between
 
'sciontific manmgment' systems and 'local, or folk management
 
systems' ar. encountered in discussions of local systems of
 
social organization and cooperation. The importance of tradi
tional systems of knowing and doing cannot ..be overstated or 
underestimated in the management of natural resources in a multi
farious society like that of Nepal. The User Group concept in 
Nepal, and its corollary in forestry and resource management in 
the development of local forest committees, etc., demonstrates 
the importance of indigenous systems of thinking and doing . in 
rural development. 

Fortunately, there is a growing literature on the subject of
 
indige-nouti systems, including relevant methodology (see Ethno-

Science, Part 1.2.3(6), below). While a single good primer on
 
the subject has not been written, there is an excellent anthology
 
from the Institute for Development Anthropology by Brokensha, et
 
al; see reference 24. For selections in the social science of
 
indigenous knowledge systems, see also: 3, 24, 32, 33, 38, 70,
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79, 84, 88, R9. For references specific to indigenous or tradi
tional systems of social organization, with special reference to 
cooperative local nrganizations for resource management, see: 
11M, 111, 112, 119, 122. 

1.2 	Other Topics Integrating Social Science with Natural
 
Science and Management Skills
 

There are a number of other topics of importance to resource 
scientists and managers and to development officers in Nepal. 
Thp folinwing list is not exhaustive, but is suggestive of the 
rslationship between resources management and development, on the 
oine hand, and socio-cultural issues in society, on the other. 
These topies can either be assigned as special topics for 
rr,qenrv'h papoers or addressed in a seminar series by experienced 
svientists, resource managers or development specialists familiar 
wilh thet . The should be integrated into other appropriate 
technical courses in the curriculum. The important thing is that
 
studets.q begin to get a feel for the critical importance of 
scoviological variables in what appear, otherwise, to be mostly 
technical and non-sociological subjects. 

(1) 	Rural Energy and Appropriate Technology
 

The study of rural energy and of renewable resource-based 
technologies is presently handled in the last year B.Sc. course 
on Harvesting and Utilization. Given the importance of energy 
usage from forest products, it is suggested that this topic be 
expanded and that it include study of social factors in *rural 
energy development and usage. (For example, social factors 
involved in the installation, use and frequent abandonment of 
improved stoves is quite useful for forest management. students 
who may become involved in rural development projects with 
improved stove programs; other examples may be developed...) 

There are many sources in the literature that bring a socio
logical/anthropological persective to rural energy, see for
 
example: 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, It, 161 31, 74, 77, 81, 90, 93,
 
104, 124, 142, 152.
 

(2) 	Water Managerent (Including Drinking Water Systems
 
and Irrigation.
 

References: 32, 37, 60, 107-109, 117, 126, 157, 159.
 

(3) 	( oi~n Propert? Resource Management and Protected Area
 
(Park) Management.
 

References: 32, 61, 69, 125, 130, 145.
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(4) 	Agriculture. Farming Systems and Agro-Forestry
 
(or Farm Forestr)
 

Agro-Forestry, in particular, has important sociological 
variables. A number of excellent studies exist, but the field is 
relatively young and a good literature drawing together all of 
the component parts of this multi-disciplinary topic has yet to 
be written. The following references include all aspects of 
Agriculture nnd Agro-Forestry, with some attention to Farming 
Systems Research. These topics, by their very nature, demand 
attention to socio-cultural issues. The International Council 
for Research on Agro-Forestry (ICRAF) in Nairobi, Kenya, has 
devrJorsd a strong social science unit to provide the attention 
dun to sociological variables. 

References include: 17, 25, 33; 34, 36, 39, 40, 50, 70, 78, 
92, 114, 125, 130, 138, 141, 161. 

(5) 	Gender Issues (Women in Development).
 

This is a critically important topic which pervades all of
 
the various topics and technical subjects dealing with natural
 
resource management science. The study of Gender Issues is
 
important for foresters and other natural resource managers in
 
order to gain proper perspective and appreciation for the criti
cal role that women play J&n the household economy and, parti
c,:ulnrly, in the utilization of natural resources (particularly
 
forest products -- fuel, fodder, etc. -- and water). Because of 
Women's intimate relationship with natural resources, it is im
pnrtant. to understand and appreciate their potentially important 
role in conservation and devtiopment. 

For Nepal, the principle published information on womea's
 
roles is the multi-volume ssries of case studies and analysis of
 
'The Status of Women in Nepal'. This research is aggregated and
 
noncluled in reference 2. Other relevant sources are: 31, 32,
 
43, 44, 45, 47, 52, 75, 76, 81, 82, 83, 86, 87, 92, 146, 152,
 
160, 161. Note that many of these titles are also cross
referenced with other topics (energy, forestry, agriculture,
 
et.c.) which sugge.sts pursuing a broadly integrated approach to
 

-gender issues throulbhout the curriculum.' 

14.3 Methods: Social Science Tools for Resource Managers
 

The purpose of teaching IOF students the rudiments of social 
science methodology is to give them the ability to examine social 
and human resource data quickly and accurately. These methodolo
gies fit quite well with the purpose and structure of the Human 
Resource Management Course. Or, alternatively, they could be 
taught an a short course or seminar topio preparatory to. field 
exercises by advanced students. When taught, they should be 
roloced up by immediate practical exercisea. Field method exer
rises can be triec" out during the regular Friday field excursions 
by ndvnnpd sttudents. They Jan also be demonstrated, briefly, in 
special seminar lecture-discusson-exercises in the classroom. 
One suggestion is-to assign practical exercises ' using various 
methodologies for weekend homework to Lhe students. Some of 
methodology practice -- e.g., interviewing, participant-observa
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tic!"; collecting and analyzing semantic domains, etc., described
 
Ielow -- .ould be performed on the IOF campus itself among the 
stiidtnts and staff; or conducted in a nearby bazaar or village
c,,mmunity setting. It is preferable, the first time, to conduct 
tlhe'se exercises in a controlled setting -- on campus. (Care

should be. taken to alert students not to appear secretive or 
%tispicioun, and to clearly identify themselves as institute
 
students on assignment, if asked. Proper politeness and respect
 
toward informant2 is mandatory.)
 

There nre a number of useful methodologies from the social 
sciences. They include: 

(1) Pnrticipant-Observation
 

Thi n is the princ.iple or basic technique of anthropology in 
field remenrch.. There is a large literature, and it is featured 
in every te::t.bouok on social or cultural anthropology and natural 
socinlogy methodologies. It implies, basically, that the 
ro.narcher play the role of a member of the group under observa
tion (e.g., forest or irreigation user group, village panchayat
)r vard council, cooperative harvesting group, eto-.), and make 

oi-goj rig observations about group organization, function,' 
p rlose, style, leadership, decision-making, and cultural 
vari2bles such as attitudes, beliefs, values, etc... In some
 
gvornment appointed positions, in district forest offices for
 
e nmple, junior forest officers are frequently delegated to be
 
members of some user groups and committees, as tie 'member
 
secretary', etc. These roles provide an excellent practical
 
experience wth participant-observation.
 

(2) Interviews
 

Interviewing tet-hriques basically fall into 2 categories 
structured and unstructured. 

a. Struvtured Interviews are conducted by means of a pre
pared list of questions. The interviewer may read the questions

from a list, or hand out copies of printed questionnaires. ' In
 
thp structured intervii, -the researcher musat take care not. to
 
ask" leadig questions or assume beishe knows the -answer be'fore 
the interviewee has a chance to complete the answer. in other 
words, the research;r should take nothing for granted. 

b. Unstructured Interviews are Interviews conducted without
 
a formal list, but with categories cf questions present in the
 
mind of the interviewer. The interviewer begins with a question
 
or general topic, and allows the conversation to flow freely
 
alcng whatever lines the interviewee takes. The inteviewer must.
 
however, keep the conversation on the topic selected, and not
 
allow it to wander too far afield. This type of interview allows
 
the Informant to speak of issues and topics in the order he or 
mthe thinks is most important or relevant. The k.nds of informa
tion gathered by the unstructured intervew can sometimes tell the 
researcher a great deal about local priorities, information which 
Is, itself, .quite useful in sorting out what is most important'in 
the minds of villagers, for example.
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(3) 'Key' or 'Expert' Informants
 

are
Identifying and Using key informants or local experts 


important skills that allows the researcher or manager to reduce
 

the amount of time necessary to retrieve important information in
 

the field. The 'key informant' is a recognized local 'expert' in
 

a particular topic (forest harvesting, fuelwood types, minor
 

forest products, village energy systems, farming, trading, black
the list 	of subjects is endless). There are
smit.hing, etc. --


maiy techniques by whicn to select the key informant, but one of
 

the easiest is to ask selected individuals in the village who
 
a school teacher,
are, themselves, experts on village life (e.g., 


Lea shop owner, headman, etc.). It is often useful to ask the
 

same sorts of questions of several key informants in ordei to get
 

nit representative sample of opini-h about a topic. 

(4) Seconuary Sources
 

implies
Identirying and using secondary sources usually 

as well as
library rese:arch with published articles and books, 

The use of
with unipublished papers, reports "nd other documents. 


stuch materials is sometimes quite important in the preparation of
 
Identification of
research proposals and seminar papers. 


instruction
secondary sources should be part of the regular IOF 


in the use of library facilities. Note, however, that many.
 

senondary sources may not be available in any one library or
 

office, but may require the student or saff person to search for
 

mnterials in a range of government offices, project offices, with
 

A number of sources are given
oion-government organizationt, etc. 

lit the Part 1.3: Resources, below.
 

(5) Social Surveys
 

use of social surveys is sometimes linked to s*.ructured
The 

Social survey techniques are well developed
interviews, above. 


in So iology and Rural Sociology, and are quite useful in deter

mining trends among the population (e.g., statistical averages,
 

means, medians, etc., or more specifically, for example, 
the rate
 

or failure of improved stoves, in
of use and relative succees 

n Und use of-a'aternrativ energy

.project areas; or distribut1
 

syst-ems in villages, etc. -- again,-'the lisc of subjects is 
nnd less). 

Several aspects of survey work are discussed here; more may
 

be found in textbooks on survey techniques for the social
 

sciences.
 

useful 	survey
a. 	 Rapid Rural Assessment. One extremely 


in known as the 'Rapid Rural Assessment' (RRA)

methodology 

technique. It is widely used in international and rural develop-

has been published ad discussed at length -by

ment work, and 


of the Institute for Development Studies at Sussex

nsonciates 


Some useful references to RRA
University, in Brighton, Ei.gland. 

end of this discussion, of

liternture are noted below at the 


methods.
 

b. 	 Computer Technology. Survey techniques often require
 
as well. Computerized research
sophisticated computer software, 
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teehniques should be taught along with the social survey 
methodo

are 	a number of excellent software packages availlogy. There 

standard computer systems.
able for most 


There are several excellent primers in social survey 
techni-


The social scientists in the instiqtte aanilble on the market. 	 per
select one or two use in classes and for the 


tule should 

mantent library collection.
 

(6) 	Ethnoscience, including Ethno-Semantic or Semantic
 

Domain Analysis
 

is a very sophisticated research tech-
Ethnosrience, per se, 
 based

supported by an equally interesting body of theory
niaiW', 


It requires more
 
considerable expertise in linguistics.
ou 	 " would bepurposes here. (It

e":pertise than is tiecessary for our 
as

quite useful, however, if an experienced ethnoscientist, such 

were to present a seminar lecture or series of 
nr,Ethno-Botnnist, the


the 	subject, coupled with field demonstration, 
to


IIe.uarcs on 
IOF.) In professional hands, ethno

tu4dnts. and staff of the 

soience Is a powerful research tool.
 

of the easier and more adaptable and appicable 
varia-


One 
 of 	select
 
tions Gf ethno-science is the study and anal.si 

of a simple semantic analysis (i.e.,
'ctultural scenes' by the use 

a particular


ait analysis of the terminology used to describe 

products, firewood,


as a forest, minor forest
subject, such 

This is a technique which,


'Jnter, soil, wildlife, birds, etc.). 

is quite useful to a resource
 more direct forms,
in it.s 	simpler, 


for 	example, conceptualize
manager in determining how villagers, 

or its 	bounds or owner

the 	forest, its products and their uses, 


on the words and phrases used to describe 
it
 

vhip, 	 etc., based 

their definitions and explanations.
and 	on 


(7) 	Social Impact Assessment .I A )
 

ods 	are also useful to a 
Social Impact Assessment met 
pro

or natural resource program a.-nager. They are widely used
 
ject 


the 	impact of particular interventions or 
.activit4es
 

to 	 assess 

social; cultaral and
in terms of ecor0mies,
apongn populationI, 

the 	opening of R-new industry, -or
 
envirnnmental changes (e.g., 
 in 	con-
SIA 	is often used 
industrial expansion or closure). 


in 	 the
 
junction with Environmental Impact Assessments (mostly 


on projects involving alterations to the physical or
 
U.S.A.) 
 park, 	a
the 	establishment of a new 
natural environment (e.g., 


irrigation
the 	construction of a road or 
change land use laws, 


canal, etc.).
 

The social science adviser assigned to the IOF should be
 

familiar with most or all of these research 
techniques and metho

dolrgirs; they need not be greatly elaborated here, 
except to say
 

relative
 
that these examples have been selected because 

of their 

in 	data
and 	their effectiveness 
ense of application and use, 


to the natural scientist or resource
 
collertion of relevance, 


They require no special tools or equip
in the 	field.
manager 
 operation, their
 

ment, except a good understanding of their 
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1'ro"iths nnd their ueakne-ses or limitations. It is recommended 
that the T0F social scientist familiarize himself/herself with 
tho use of Lhese techniquaes, and be prepared to introduce them 
quickly and simply to the students with appropriate practice

P,'Prc:i Res. 

Tiero nre several textbooks available on the market; such 
'workq shevuld be placed on reserve in the library, available to 
nil interested nt.aff and students. One exceptionally comprehen
sive methodology textbook is 0133. A practical introduction to 
ti,,a st.udy of Semantic Domains, helpful in leerning about how 
people perceive, organize and categorize their environments is 
runati in #147, complete with a step-wise field project design, 
•tid in related methodology texts by Spradley et al. Problems with 
survey design in development work, spec:ific to Nepal, are dis
r-usiqd ii #28 and 148,. and.. for.other..de-velopment. survey.limita
t Loris, set: rererence 33. 

The foliowirig refers-nces all deal %ith the methodology of 
P'tpid Rural Assessmont (RRA), a useful tool for the busy field 
officer, or researcher whose field time is short. This methodo
logy is often conducted with small interdisciplinary teams of
 
LidLviduals: 20, 21, 30, 33, 35, 37, 38, 72, 73, 78, 96, 123,
 
131, 138.
 

Other titles on methodology include: #6, 13, 22, 25, 32, 33,
 
39, 40, 46, 64, 97, 99, 124, 125, 133, 134, 147, 148.
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4. SELECTED REFERENCES
 

noted here is merely a small sampling of 
The literature naturalof renewablesocial science

pitoential sources in the 
the of materi~lindicadion of type 

r,:sour,:cs. The~y given some and 
be in the 1OF librcry and available to faculty the
that should 

for resarch and study purposes. 
Many or 

sludenL5 alike, although for 
to Nepal or the Himalayas,
specific
titles are a feu interthere are

cross-cultural exposure,
purposes or 
There are works of theory and 

of method
 
titles given.
national that
 

as well az numerous descriptive 
case studies 


on the list, of these titles reflect 
both. Note that &-great many

etimbine to the topics. This 
and integrated approaches

interdisciplinary and is by no" means 
of references is primarily suggestive,
list in Kathmandu; seeavailabletitles areMlost. of thesee.hauqtive. 

1.3 for suggested locations.Section 

and T. RajbanshiR. Acharya1. AoharYa, H., Tinau WatershedThink? Kathmandu:Do the People1982 Wh:t 
11MG/Nepal, and Swiss Association 

for Technical
 
Project, 

Assistance.
 

and Lynn Bennett
2.Acharya, M.una and
of :Nepal: An Aggregate Analysis

Rural WomenlnR1 The 
Summary of Eight Village Studies. 

Kathmandu: CEDA.
 

Status of Women Project, 11(9)) 

3. Agirwal, Bins of Ruraland the Diffusion
1980 The Woodfuel Problem 

London: Tropical Products Institute.
 Innovations. 


4. Alirol, P. in the lfalingehowak
animal husbandry systems

t979 Transhuming 
Kathmandu: Swiss Association
 region (central Nepal). 


for Technical Assistance, Integrated 
Hill Development
 

Project.
 

and D.A. Gilmour5. Applegate, G.B, 
Operational Experiences in Frest Management
 

.1987 ICIMOD Occasional
 
Develop-ment in the Hills of Nepal. 


Paper No. 6. Kathmandu: International Centre for
 

Integrated Mountain Development.
 

6. Arnold, J.E.M.
 
A revised methodology for energy 

demand surveys.

1980 


Discussion paper presented at 
the National Academy of
 

Sciences International Workshop 
on Energy Survey
 

4
es, 21-25 Jan 1980,
 
Methodologies for Developing Countr


Jekyll Island, Georgia, USA.
 

7. Arnnld, J.E.M. and J. Gabriel 
Campbell
 

The
 
Collective management cf hill 

forests in Ne:?al: 

1987 In- Common
 

Community Forestry Development 
Project. 


propert.y Resource Man.4gement. 
Washington DC: National
 

Academy of Sciences.
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8. lahuguna, S.L.
 
A novel movement for establishment or cordial
 19RI 	 Chipko: 


Tehri-Garhwal,

relationships between man and nature. 


Tndis: Chipko Information Centre.
U.P., 


9. Rnjrnchnrya, eepalk 
Food Needs for Deforestation:

198S 	 Implications of Fuel and 
in a Hill Village Pachayat of Eastern

An Energy Study 

N.pni. PhD Dissertation. Brighton, England:
 

University of Succex.
 

10.Dajracharya, Deepak
 
1983 Deforestation and the food/fuel context: 

Historical and
 

Mountain Research
 political perspectives from Nepal. 


and Development 3:227-240.
 

l1.11njrachnrya, Deepak..
 
food or forest?' Dilemmas-ina Nepali 

Village.

1983 	 Fuol, 


Wontd Development 11(12):1057-1074.
 

and Amara Pongsapich, eds. 
12.Rnjr:%chnrya, Deepak, Richard Morse 

for Rural Energy Planning Studies. Prepared
1984 	 Guidelines 

part of a Regional Energy Development
for FAO as 

C.I. Bangkok: Chulalongkornrrogramme Activity 

t'nive:nity Social Research Institute 

and Honolut-a:
 

,'stCenter Resource Systems Institute.
East 


13.najracharya, Deepak 
Organizing for energy need assessment 

and innovation:
 
1984 

In: Islam, et al, Rural
 Action research in Nepal. 

Energy to Meet Development Needs. Boulder, Colorado
 

Pp. 279-336.
 
and London, England: Westview Press. 


11.8njrneharya, Deepak, Ed.
 
Energy 	Planning in China and Other Peveloping
1985 	 Rusral 

rotint.ries of Asia. Technical papers presented at the 

Energy 	Planning in the Developing
Worksho-p on Rtral 

Countries of Asia. Beijing, PRC, 11-29 April 1983.
 

Rome: FAO.
 
FAO Environment and Energy Paper No. 

5. 


See in particular; Ch.2. Bajracharya, D 
-' Rural Energy 

Planning in the Developing Countries of Asia. 
pp. 6r30; 

-
and, Ch.16.- (no author 11sted), Qb ervations and_ 


144=154. 
R~eommendktidna arising from fieldtirps. 

Yp. 

iS.Bajracharya, Deepak
 
1986 Decentralised Energy Planning and Management 

for the
 

Hindu Kush-lilmalayft. ICIMOD Occasional 
Paper No.4.
 

Kathmandu: ICIMOD.
 

16.Rajracharya, Deepak, Richard Morse 
and Amara Pongsapich, eds.
 

Village Voices in Rural Development and 
Energw


1987 

Planning: Participatory Action Research 

in Bangladesh;
 

Bhutan 	and Nepal. Roae: FAO ancl ESCAP. 

17.13oskott, Mahesh
 
A paper presented


Hill farrers as watershed managers.
1985 
at .he I IMOD International Workwop on watershed 

Kush-Himalaya, October 1985,tanagement in the Hindi 


Chengdu, China.
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18.0arher, David
 
Appropriate methodology: An example using a 

traditional

1979 	

measure farmers' attitudes and
African board game to 

1DS Bulletin x(2):37-

40
 .

environmental images. 


II.Bnrnett, Homer G.
 New York:
 
1953 	 innovation: The Basis of Cultural Change. 


McGraw-Hill.
 

20.Rvebe, Jnmes (USAID/rhilippines)
 
1985 Rapid appraisal: The evolution of the concept 

and the
 

International Conference on
 definition of issues. 

Rapid Rural Appraisal, Khon Kaen, Thailand, 

Sept 2-5,
 

1985.
 

21.ler'be, 	James
 
Rapid rural appraisal: Ther critical first 

step in a
 
19R5 


farming symtems approach to research. Netwrking Paper
 

.Farming Systems Support Project. Institute of
 N,.5. 

F od and Agricultural Sciences, University 

of florida,
 

Gainesville, Florida USA.
 

22.Plnikip, Piers, J. Cameron and D. Seddon
 

Nepal in Crisis: Growth and STagnation at the
19R( 

New Delhi: Oxford University Press.
Periphery. 


23.Blaikie, P.
 
1985 The Political Economy of Soil Erosion in 

Developing
 

Countries. London: Longman.
 

Warren, D.M. and 0. Werner, eds.
 21.Brohensha, D. W., 

Indigenous Knowledge Systems and Development. 

Lanham,

1980 


Maryland: University Press of Amer'ca.
 

25.Byrne', K.J.
 
1985 A Socioeconomic Analysis of the Small Farming 

Systems
 

the Middle Hills of Nepal: Implications for Forestry
in 

Wales: UniverJity


Development. 9.Sa.(Hons.) Thesis. 


College of North Wales,
 

26.Campbell, J. Gabriel
 
Community involvement in conservation: Social and
 1979 

Vol. V, Annex .r Iesource

.organizational. aspects. 


Kathmandu:

Cinservatlon and Utilization Project. 


Agricultural Projects Services Centre.
 

27.Campbell, 3. Gabriel
 
People and forests in hill Nepal: Preliminary"
1984 

presentation of findinags of Community Forestry
 

CFDP Project Paper
Household and Ward Leader Survey. 


No.10. Kathmandu: CFDP/FAO.
 

28.Campbell, J.G., et al
 
The Use and Misuse of Social Science Research 

In Nepal.

1979 


Kathmandu: Centre for Nepal and Asian Studies,
 

Tribhuvan University.
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Subsection C
 

THE TECHNICAL-PROFESSIONAL FORESTRY SCHOOL LINK 

Source: Stevens, Mervin E. 1988. The Technical-Professional Forestry School 
Link. In Expert Consultation-of The Asian Network on Forestry Education. 
Regional Office for Asia and the Pacific (RAPA) Food and Agriculture 
Organization of the United Nations, Bangkok, Thailand. June 15-17. 1988. 

Note: "Special education attention must be directed to ways of providing 
more income to rural people through appropriate forestry or forest-Jased 
processing activities. Besides the basic knowledge in forestry, the forester
 
should be knowledgeable about community organization. The techuical and 
professional training must stress the human aspects of forestry in order to 
meat the needu of people and to involve people directly in the activities 
beneficial to them. The syllabus for both technicians and professionals 
should be updated with subjects like: 

- Introduction to Social Science: Description of social
 
vcience and terms used.
 

- Att tudes and Motivation of People: What motivates
 
people, how are attitudes formed and why do people
 
act the way they do?
 

- Population Dynamics and Structure: What is the meaning 
and inference of fertility and literacy rates?
 

- Women and Children in Forestry: The history and 
education needs.
 

- Community Development and Settlement: Organization. who
 
manages the community, land tenure and landless issues.
 

- Social Behavior and Economics: The relation between
 
social and economic sciences.
 

- Management Principles: The procesa of management and
 
management by objectives.
 

- Work Group Dynamics: Conflicts in management, group 
leadership and understanding how groups work."
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r-E TECHNICAL-PROFZSSIONAL FORESTRY SCHOOL LINK
 

A. For every profescional 	forester there are 4 to 6 "foresters"
 

who hive attended a technical 	or guard school. These technicivAs 

-re the front line forestry staff who are most likely to come in 

first contact with the public. It is this early approach where
 

initial tmpr _sions on forestry are made. This is the time when
 

thcre is onportunity to gain public interest and support for forestry
 

progran e and projects. 

2. Acccrdi-.g to the !1.E.FAO W-rld List of Forestry Schools there
 

are 1. non-university level schools and centers for study in forestry,
 

forest products and related fields versus 123 university-level
 

institutions in the Asia-Pacific Region. These figures do not
 

include the developed countries of Japan, Australia, New Zealand, etc.
 

The 1.e7 apprei5al study of Lantican has not been'up-dated, but after
 

a decade, the proportlon of professional to non-professional graduates
 

appears to te the same. For example, in Thailand the yearly output
 

at the B.S. and M.S. level is about 185 and at the two year certificate
 

level about 25C.
 

3. The technician is seen as a person who must be equipped with 

basic physical, manual and mental skills. Their tr.ining is different 

fron th.. professional in the degree of theory and concepts taught in 

the clacsroom. A larger share of the technicians education is on 

the practical approach. Both the professicnal and technical forester 

are vie7"d by their pee.'s as being rugged, strong and capable to take 

on the rigors of iyorking in a difficult environment. Entrance to 

many technical schools still requires passing a physical endurance test. 

4. The profile of a technical school entrant seens to be one of
 

a person who could not make the grade for acceptance to a university-level
 

school, but sho:s initiative, re.gedness and potential to work in the
 

woods and not the office. Women are not accepted. most professional
 

schools will acceit a quota of upper percentile technical school
 

3r3duates 	for continued study.
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5. Most technical schoolm are under the control of departments
 

of forestry. The schools are removed from the oversight of educational
 

mi istries. The curricula are designed to fit the traditional need
 

to !nov:, toy-down approach to the forestry job. Instructors are 

normally sszonded from government forestpy departments and have little
 

or no background in teaching =ethods or opportunity for education 

fcollow-up. here is both a holdover of the colonial approach to 

teechir.. an-- military discipline style. In recent years several
 

technical schools still had a schedule of military type training in 

the morning 'calisthenicc, parade drill; and uniform inspection) 

ani ncademic classes in the heat of the afternoon. Technicians in 

sone countries are still taught hov to usn guns.
 

6. The traditional forestry courses are insufficient to adequately
 

prepare theze people for this new thrust in forestry prograes
 

(Ruangpanit, Songsakul and Stevens, 1988). lanporwer and technologies 

in community forestry are extremely important. The forester, both 

technical and professional, must have a high perception of people
 

problems and needs and be skilled in the technologies available to
 

im.plment cormunity fcrestry projects and programmes. The public
 

has not learned to differentiate between a professional and a technician.
 

To them a forester is a forester, and degrees are not commonly recognized.
 

7. The practice of forestry that sincerely involved the comunity 

roquires the knowledge, skills and a reorientation of attitudes on 

the part of foresters and other forest workers. In other words, if 

the approach of "using forestry for the people" is to succeed, a new 

type of forceter is required. Unfortunately, the corresponding changes 

in forestry education and training, needed to support this change, 

have progrecred slowly. Except for the numbers used Lantican's (1978) 

appraisal of for-stry education and training in Asia and the Far East 

presents many points that are still valid today. For example, 

Lantican's sucmary points out "The main th.ust of forestry education 

In the region should he in the technical and vocational levels, but 

professional training also requires attention and support." Yes, there 

has been change ard many of the recormendations suggested by Lantican 

have been i--pler.ented, but the need for improvement continiues. 
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S. ,.".ile community forestry is still in its modern infancy,
 

it has beer, accepted as -,concept of great potential in enhancing local
 
cor=unity develpment through the Integration of sociology and forestry
 

technologies. Faing an evolving approach in rural development,
 

community forestry still neecs two very important support components

education and training for nanpower development and research support 
for d-velriomcnt of technologies.
 

JV. The orientation to training and educating foresters and forest
 

workers, at Ell levels, has undergone a transition since 1980 in Asia. 
The motivation for this evolution is recognition that 'orestry is about
 

people. Curricula at the forestry schools are being strengthened 

with social sciences, other academic curricula are including forestry 
subjects, and there is an incr-ase in short courses emphasizing the 

social science of involving people in community forestry decision 

making. In India, professors at agriculture colleges have been undergoing
 

retraining for forestry in order to bridge the gap between forestry
 

and aSriculture and help graduate people with a better understanding
 

of the interrelationships. In Nepal the recently established Institute
 

of Forestry is near Implienting a donor assisted programne of 

accelerating social science into the curriculu. in Thailand PAO is 

assisting with training of people in extension. People, both foresters 
and the public, are the focal point for tho sur-c of retraining and 
education. However, this surge is at the professional level. It has 

not reached the technical schools to the degree required. 

10. wThat are the links between the technician and professional that 
dictates a reorientation of the education being offered at the technical
 

level? They are: 

(1) The technicianb are normally trained ty professional foresters. 

(2) Technicians work- under guidance of professionals. 

G) The technician is the long term local Lnk to the cormunity, 

whereas the professional is frequently transferred.
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contact with the public, but 	the technicitn(4) Both come in 

has 	greater access.
 

(3) 	 There is an overlnp of knowledge. The professionals 

into greater depth on a subjecteducation, however, goes 

and has th3 flexibility to specialize or delve deeper 

into the subject. 

same.
(6) Except for the office, their working environnt is the 

(7) in the cyec and mird- of. the-public-they- are both called 

foresters.
 

(C) Both ar& seeking to develop and increase the general
 

publics awareness to the management of forests.
 

(9) Both attet to fill gaps in forestry information 
between
 

the public and policy maker.
 

(13) 	 _noth work within interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary 

management organizations. 

The updating of curricula for technicians has not kept pace
11. 


And as stressed elsewhere, this must
vith 	thtt of the professionals. 


change eceause technicians are normally the first within forestry 

Some of
orC.--nizetions to come in contact with the masses of people. 


the questions to be asked are:
 

"hat constitutes a relevant cducation of technicians in
 -

order for them to be able to interact with a comunity?
 

h t changes must take place in the education of technicians
 -

to overcome the out-dated philosophy that foresters are
 

an extension of the :tilitary?
 

That can both techn.cians cnd professional "oresters 
do
 

-

to c.wucatc people ir all co.muniti~s about forestry? 

What changes in their 9ducation needs to take place for 

them to be able to do this? 
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- What are the technicicns continuing education needs? 

- What changes in policy within countries are needed to 

bring about change? 

- het funding is required to adequately train staff? 

- 'Whtkind of re-orientation is needed for technical school 

instructors, so they are able to cope with the now education 

needs?
 

-. '.at is the lir. between.the technician.and research? 

12. In August "9 ," there will be an International Sonfrence on
 

"Educating Forest Technicins .into the 21st Century" at Paul Smith's
 

College, Paul Smiths, Naw York, U.S.A. Paul Smith's College is an
 

indepandcnt two-year school. The conference objective4 are:
 

- To claarly define the problems associated with educating
 

forest technicians to meet the challenges related tw forestry
 

in both the developed and daveloving world now and into
 

the 21st century;
 

- To datermine realistic solutions to the problems that are
 

identified;
 

- Lo have participants utilize the problems and solutions 

identified at the conference as catalysts for implementing 

chas.Ee in forest .achnician education in their respective 

ccuntries. 

13. The outcome of the conference should be of direct interest to
 

this forn.
 

SUARY
 

14. Forestry education programmes aust be directed toward the 

development of staffs prepared to serve community forestry. A staff 

of forc.ctrs equipped with the technologies of implementing counity 

forestry is extremely inportant. The forester, at all levels, must 

nave a .-i£h perception of people problen-s ±nd needs and be skilled in 

the technclogies available to izplement co'n-unity forestry projects 

and program-as. 
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1L. This redirected focus is most Important at the technician level, 

prticularly when it is realized that for every professional there are 

aout 4 t3chnical staff. The education of technicians should continue 

to prepare and develop them with the Lasic knouledge required to be an 

ef fea:ve :,.-bar of forestry organizations. ,1However, in order for them 

to be better equippad to neet the needs of today's society the 

curricula nct be. adjusted to include subjects such as the fundamentals 

of social science and management principles of dealing with people. 

The importan-ce is increased when it is further understood that the
 

technician is the firs- of the.forestry staff to come in contact with
 

the public, ".h~xeforehas the opportunity to influence first impressions.
 

16. Thna changing emphasis continues to advocate the integration of
 

forestry and agriculture, including the introduction of agroforestry
 

systems. Aproforeetry is one of the important tools for meeting the
 

basic needs of rural people for fuelwood, fodder and agricultural
 

production.
 

17. Special education attentiun must be directed to ways of
 

providing more inco.me to rurbl people through appropriate forestry or
 

forest-based processing activities. Besides the basic knowledge in 

forestry, the forester should be knowledgeable about comunity 

organization. The technical and professional training must stress the 

human aspects of forestry in order to meet the needs of people and to 

involve people directly in the activities beneficial to them. The 

syllabus for both technicians and professionals should be updated 

with subjects like:
 

- Introduction to Social Science: Description of social
 

science and terms used.
 

- Attitudes and .tivation of People: What motivates people, 

how are attitudes forned and why do people act the way they do? 

- Population Dynamics and Structure: What is the meaning and 

iriference of fertility and literacy rates? 
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- 4omen and Children in Forestry. The history and education needs. 

- Couunity Develcnpment and Settlement: Organization, who 

r, na3Ed the courity, land tenure and landless issues. 

- So.cial Behavior and Economics: The relation between social 

and aconomic sciences.
 

"r.e.Qr, Principles" The process of management and 

r.nagevent *-y objectives.
 

- tior! Grou.p D:ir..ics: Conf.icts in manegement, group 

l-acrehip and u-nderEtanding how groups work,
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Subsection D
 

THE USES 01 SOCIAL SCIENCES IN THE TPAINING OF
 
PROFESSIONAL SOCIAL FORESTES
 

Source: Burch, William R., Jr. 1988. "The Uses of Social Science in the 
Training of Professional Social Forest ers." Journal of World Forest Resource 
Management, Vol. 3, No. 2:73-109.
 

Note: The folloving article provides information on some of the courses 
recomutnzded to train social foresters. The list is not exhaustive. It is 
important to note that the special problems of various regions and countries 
requires modification of some details in order to meet specific challenges. 
Some of the crucial skills needed by a social forester are listed below. 

"The social forester needs skills in: (a) sociael measurement that 
covers the full range of csential possibilities i, social life; (b) an 
ability to group and display the dae- -,ained from these measures, and a way 
of connecting them to biophysical datc.- (c) an understanding of what and 
how to market cash products such cs honey; mushrooms. baskets. etc.; (d) an 
overall interpretative framework for perceiving the functioning and 
processes of social structures and cultural values; (a)a means to create
 
and to nanage the various internal and external species of social 
organizations affecting humans innd forests; and (f) an ability to listen, 
to interview, to organize, to give voice to. to persuade, to inform, and to 
direct the participants in social forestry projects."
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THE USES OFSOCIALSCIENCE INTHETRAINING
OF PROFESSIONAL SOCIAL FORESTERS 

WIIJJAM H BUt ;l, JR. 

.kreaWl of Forestryand£ aaronqalStdie, Ylkt Uiwiegity.M. lb.,.. rmare-. 

Hommary

In cmtrast to tradiminal forstry. which coxwrntr 
 an the priodton oinduetrlal wml.
social Iiorrstry is primarily directed intcommunity snustenance and imprvwaienL mindtheree rqui es the tbv.-.pnmnt -pecialkinlls on thepart ofthose who practiseiLSuchskills are more concerned with human relationships then aivilcukund mamipulation er tm
rultivation. and aweMen Iarkinx in foresters trained accordins toronventiomal crricmln.

he psye idr-ntiri some impotant prcmtical requirement in raiI foesiry projects and
rnates thew to.key aspecrt tnal 
 (i.e.
sciencr theney, methods end findings assessment. 
tenre.institutional. rummunity and imnnovation studies) whiti-can impwve Pnctdileignand implrmentation and cotrnibute tothe development of social restry as ad&iApline inits own riKhtThe paper concludes with iuvggested curritulum fir a training plninmme 
fW profewional m~ial forVOe. 

0omrnits throughout the wor!d are under great tre, whether it is the 
cmifcr f.umts of Northem Europe threatened by acid rain.or thedepletionof firest. in Northern ILuzon or Northern Thailand caused by commercial 
timber operators avid ugricultural expansion. At the am time, forester
and their profeunional practies are also under challenge. From bodies
such as native American Lind conservation groups in the l1ouglnu fir 
regin of the Pacific Northwest opposed to timber cutting pructices and
uilvicultural techniques, the Chipko Movement in Northern India 
challenging the displacement of native species by exotic species, and
envirgnmental groups opposed to the Forestry Commission's conifer
plantations in the countryside of liritain. 

These stresses represent both a challenge and un opportunity to the 
forestry profession. Forests and forestry have come out of the shadows
and stand at the footlight of consciuusness for lorge segmenta of the 
world's population and policy-makers. Thech.allenge is tocapitolize upon
that new and fleeting attention to the social importance of forests and 
foresury. Many professional forestry training programmes are recon
sidering the poaible role ofthe non-economic social sciences in tapturing
te opportunities and meeting the direct challenges to the profestion.

This paper will offerone basis for conuidering how the non-economic 
social sciences (hereafter simply the 'social sciences') can contribute to 
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the fiarestry enterprise and how they have contributed in the p 
l'cemsiaqnit is excluded because it has been much an integral part of 
forestry training and application for such a long time that it is 
establisht, like silvics. soil science and other disciplines included in 
frestry programmes. We begin with an overview of how forestry and its 
pnofemsional application has always been a social activity, though both 
paoctitionter and social sciet.tists have seldom acknowledged this. Wethzn ornider how tlhe emergvnce of"1social forestry" offers certain new 
variations ion old forestry themes. Thi conels us to make an arbitrary 
distin-tion between "traditional" and "social" forestry to gain a better 

,rolmjmrition and, there-rare, better underotanding of the diffcrent 
structur.,, and functions required fir forestry practices primarily directed 
tit maximizing profits from a few commercial rpecies. and those forestry 
practicrs primurily dirctted to community sustenance and impirovement. 
., from nttent.in ti rontinuitiet and similarities we look toward the 
nevtesairy differences that mumt occur if the challenges of the new 
environment for pnafetwiemal forestry are to be met. 

Afte identifying the practical, social, technical and ethical reasons 
for establishing social forestry as a unique and somenwhat independent 
Irofesmiuonal practice. we then coneider what the social sciences might
oontribute ts its development. An incidental benefit orthis exploration is 

that w- h-am of the re-al contributions th ..: miial sciencecould les make 
0.. 	 t troaditiomal forestwy. The pi.per "includes hy indicating the crucial 
I 	 -urritjlumn elements of social sirnme that must he considered in the 

effective, training of pnitfeisimal soiul foresters. 

miK lINIVKISAI. IK)MAINN OV MI.RF.TNrY-A MXOIAL. OVEIVIRW 

Na human culture fully -xphits al of the henefits. goosl and Mervices 
possible from i given farested ectmystem. C.iaoicev of what to exploitand 
what to avoid vary from culture ti culture and from. one hitsorical period 
to annther. In the practice of faireatry, as in all other human resourve 
activities,we devekp policies about what needs to be done, and plan how 
te irraplement the rnlicies; we asrign the implementation of plans to 
ergunizathmrns and pensions; and we monitor, reviseand evaluate as to.how 
well we are doinp or havedone incarrying out plans and fulfilling goals. 
Another given is that there is a wl,4- -tream of sustainable and non. 
sustainable benefits potentially availat le from a fores'ed ecosystem, 
msme of these uses are complemetxarv u-nd others are conflicting, soame 
uses have markets and other do nc.. Consequently, decision-maker a'd 
clients lok to resource professionals to have certain technical and 
organizational skillsto regulate the socially desired flow of lienefits.The 
purpose of resarch is to improve and constantly adapt thtse skills. 

Foresters intervene inecological systemo to increasethe production, 

on asusLinable basis of thocesmaly desired benefis(output of goods 
andservices) and to decrease tht.e'outpts that am perceived an negative 
(floods. soil erosion, insect damage, fires). All professional forestry
practices manipulate human uses and access to forest ecoystem benefits. 
so all forestry ic social in terms of its rationale for practice, its venue of 
practice, and the socially approved incentives for practice. 

Benefits of forests should not be seen only in the traditional view ofeconomists who concentrate their measure of value upo, %.'iingnessto 
pay and purchasing behavior, e.g. toothpaste is treated as a benefit and 
Its prices measure the worth of the benefiL In full social reality a benerFt 
is notobtaining a specifrk item or service, it is what a given consumer or 
collection ofconsumers perceive ass likelyand desirable outcome-good
health, prestige, sexual attractivene. a good place in the hereafter and 
oher equally important cocial outcomes 

'w foresters we talk great deal about wood and wood products, yet 
the general public simply looks at functions: a table ofwood orone ofatel 
or plastic is a means of setting things upon (however, at different times 
and in different cultures the prestige value varies greatly): a house of 
wood or concrete is still functioning as a shelter, heat from keroseneor 
charcoal is still functioning to warm the room; the sheltering ofcrops
frosm wind can as easily come from a fence of thornbuah or derelict 
materials like wrecked cars or used tires a from trees;erosion control can 
as easily come from grasses and shrubs as from a eucalgyptus planzation. 
People don't think in terms of product Soures but merely of how 
something benefits them. Foresters spend so much of their livesworryingabout trees and forests that they think others share this view of theof the im-portance of trees and forests;yet it is much more imp, tens to lok 

at benefits rather thar objects. Interestingly, thegener-! pubiicoiftzo, has,,wider view oF :hva .enefits of fireited ecosystems than professional 

resource msnagenr. Foresters who are attempting to serve human 
populations will therefore need to discover the range of these wider and 
narrower views of L1 c benefits from' forest ecosystems. 

Whilemany foret; nenefits haveaclearmaretprice.otherwhichare 
highly valued by human communities, such as clean air or water, may
have nodirect exchane value. Sacred groves are pricelessandcannotbe 
included in rny balanced exchange system. Further, manyof the benefits 
of forested ecosystems may be highly valued but have no monetary 
exchange value. Tobacco may be traded for fruits or nuts. a gift of 
firewood may obligate the recipient to provide certain favors at a later 
date. and a trceor forest animal maybe removed tocelebratea significant 
event such se the marriage of a daughter or thebirth ofachild. Nomoney
changes hands in there exchanges but there are clear and well-known 
metrics of reciprocal value. 

Indeed, the establishment of public forests and the deire by foresters 
to regulate forest practiom on private land were a clear recognition that 
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forestry wasa!ociallytooimportant to be lefttoeconolic markets alone. It 
was asaumed that socializationofthe forest resource would encourage the 

full range of benefits-priced and unpriced-to be given attention by 
society and its forest managers. In fact, the utilitarian zoals or the Us. 
Fairest Service in its early days reflected the clear values ora developing 
uaociety. Tha emerging resource agency of a rapidly developing _,ociety 
argued: "all land is to be devoted to the moat productive use for the 
permanent good of the whole people and not the temporary benefit of 
individuals for companies... where conflicting interests must be recwn-
cited, the quentithi will always be decided from the standuxiint aif the 
greateet good of the greatest number in the long run." 

Thmughuuttheperiodoferlydevelopmentofprof-mional ft;restryin 
the lSA. foertens ught answers Us the fallowing universal questions: 
I. 	Whut care the means for iLcreasing the production of desired benefits 

from ri-,t ecos.ystems? 
2. What are the means for suppressing certain internal and externul 

threats ta the forested ec mystem? 
:1. 	 What are the means for balancing competing demands upon the 

forestr? 
4. What is the relation between certain forestry practices and the 

economic develtipment and social stability mfondjaLent Lommunities? 
5. 	 amwcan private, small-ecale forest lane owners be encouraged to 

utampt -muund" forest practices? 
El. Iiw can political challenges be a- npted tamserve forestry g oals find 

pumiliciett? 
'lhough the full and effective response to all ofthese questions would 

requiresystematicknowledge ofocial and culturnalsystems.the traiing 
tf formtern ham.nl(niotexclusivelyemphanized technical and hiophymical 

-casiomal elective in an intnrmlue.ory ruralsmluticms. In the I9t*V' the 
sociology coure might be part ofa U.S. forester's training, even though 

the I193's were the height ofasoial forestry practice in the U.S.. Indeed. 
the interest in forests serving people was umfsuch a level that ll.T. 

Giahorne. a fmeelter working fair the forest service in Montann, argued: 
"foreistry hasbecomeone form omfapplied socology. Freatersar actually 

dting something doingabout iL So-ciologista cnu.'l help, if they would, by 

defining the social objectives which they wan. frestem ts achieve but 

exceed" ((;islxmrne, 194:). 

A few years later Gisorne had his with and twi sociologists did v 
study in his regin (Kaufman and Kaufman. 1946), looking in detail at 

a variety (iftwo forest-dependent towns in Western Montana. Among 
findings they reported: "from the standpoint of the community members 

interviewed. te basic issue with respectto•forestmlicy is notin much one 

of technical forestry, as one of social control and economic reward. The 

central question is not rapid liquidation of the fort resource versus 

sustained production, but rather concerns the problem of protecting the 

public interest and .;4inrihuting equitably the rewards frn the foest" 
(Kaufman and Kaufman. 19-46). 

Hloweve.thesepointaandmost ofthefindings ofthentudywereeither 

rejected or ignored by the Flrest servi-e. The r.im'.term uc (or minl 
science fw used on how to stamp people setting f'orest fired, and using 
information from tither rtudiet to (!irtt people tIwards accepting the a 
priori notionsof the forenteri. Therewa littleserinuseu.t.fswilscinre 
until the recrrietional crisis in the Ite mI((h amni early I!N;um. Yet. ivy that 
time., the public had decided its part'ipation in deciding that the 
"greatest good fer the greatest numbar, in the lcng run" hngerwas ne 
available tomtheir cemntrl. ly the late IN and ery I IVAliN. tie IIA had 
enacted legislation (the Willernem Hlll Iemurvies lanning Act. 
Natimnal Envirmmental Pioliavy Art) thatgrently curtailed time latitudeif 
ation Imyforerster, ind grrmtly cnemn-led the Iarticipation amrethe Imullic 

in the* hctiimns. Tihese tnndm. sugget. entmugh fra riehthat what is gmemi 
smi ieties is gimssl ensugh1 for Imrvrsmcietim., me grtesim- partieilaritm by 
nffrcfd members of the public in fmrrittry di~r~ions w,,l mean, if rnt 

etter funmtry. at lemt a forestry more sensitive to thecliente p-.'-eived 
l-ire". 

(iven the changel axtiul envirnment. emenwould expect that 

pnmgrmmneo af femnmst training wmuhl attempt timcmbine skills in 
unlerstaumnling hiophysie Imnytermn with naleq ivalentunder.tmndingmor 
seacim-tw somic systems. lIommever. tiIeme alenls have serldem been 

attem-Infr Ifs.aue, r" limited coatrihutinos hmymmclll sientitm nd 
limited exlomurs- hmyformelere tio sueh is umihilitiess. ('ionmequntlv. though 
public values and interests haive dramativally changed, met fameltry 

tining perog;.mes in the industrial ountries have mamde nly mintor 
udjumientli in their currirula. A few Ipmogranm hnve added i.me aMciml 
mientistA mlpeiaizing in outlhotmr recn'atiom. lout only twin hiavecr'nli'd ae 
suhmetintial mocia s iene' faculty and currieulum giving diret att'ntimn 
ti 	 major forestry issues. Oirtinly. (only one m- two tUS fnestry 
prmgrammes aimoach the ummlitiuhlevel omrthe existing met-iul fureostry 

Iogranm at tihe Ilnivermitv- ,,fthe ilippine. IAm innew.frte Regisnid 

(Oammunity Forestry Training ('ertn. at Kaselsart in Thailamd. 

Social forcustry might beatmeaeen am anevolutiumary offshoo rom its
feiremetry Nsmt. Yet, as when homminils hmraned fnmm theoether Irira. 
social forestry harce. maneimilnaitie with it traditionalprn.imtry 

saure. The soil fon'.tr intervene% in ecemytem Inwemamis too 

enc mrge gains in shially desired mutimus. The aoial fiaretr mult 

break from fascinntion with trv tm coiaidering hopw to fulfill func'tional 

needs. The mscial forester shares the same universal quemtionsa or 

production. protectimo. distribution fnd management control, hut many 

of the camatrioints of traditional femestry. such ims pmplc's deires mnd 

knowledge regarding ferest uses. Iecome oplomrtunities, and many caf 

truditional forestry's opporlunities. such as clear technicaIl goals mnd 
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711 means. become constraints. However, both share a confusion as to how These forest consration activities wregreatlyaidedyteratthat

theycan bestincorporatethenon.economicocialsciencestoimprovethe cal, petroleum. high-rise housing and new mterials ethnology ll
effectivenem and efficiency in the delivery of forestry programes. poided the means b)etcapi timber tmines, and to make Isaitically

The next sec.on ill explore how theemen field ofc~ial forstry feasilhe strong forest conservation practices. l)eired smcial Ienefitssthat
 
is both older and newer than its prponents maya me,Inthiscuiondictuynother were once metonlyfrom the forest ecoytem were now eing 
we will see how social forestry is both parentand child to traditional systems.inc e stilluilt homes. AMstheated them anciroole hy.Ihrut
frestry, and may be the best hope fdr overcoming public lcticim woo had becme n minor element in meeting sich I.nefits. flenceregarding the fit between the rhetoric of foresters and what they actually conservanfion o forests ecame poasible at the very time th t frsts were
practise! becoming minor elements in the political ecmmiy. A final irony isthat 

substantial portions of lhe lands purrhuord tsor inclusim in state oretat5 
to ensure incontinuous supply of wood fiber find their highest use value 

TIM ElViEN;lENT' AN) AIlINIAVATION )F iSlAI, .'uhtRlt Y-A I(tWIAI. for anetthetic, reereation und tourist lourpomea ruther than as mauremec of
ANDCtlI.TtIAI. OVEkVIEW timber. 

It would Appeur that few the present developing countries there may
not he such a happy history for furest conservation. Yet it ia imporLnt toSoacial forestry may scem the latest invention oteorcerned international nmember the fortuitous faishm that hiav. made fsrest cnservation

conaervatinit. Yet the very viewing of it as something new both effective in North Americaand Western Fur pe.These formerdevelhping
distorts histsrical reality and ensures that, in the ig run. the hope of regions ion! not likely it wrve n useful moulels sf social forestry nurces
mcial forestry may prove as ineffective its other distortions of historical tin their own. Indeed, the rpertresrf growing populationis resising upon
reality. All human communities hive an awanerenews sf the essentil fixed hand luass and without industriail-urdaan saccupantiona opportuni
connection I etween tree cutting and the attendant soil lom if regenera- ties reeans that amcial forestry may likely lbtcome a gwrmanen., r:ather
tion fails be sruer. bet whenever the cycles ofcutting have exceeded "he than shiort-term strantegy whoe Iong-te...-, deficieneies will not 1.w 
c'yclesrgeneratiom.therehave been pefectly predictable tcial forceso 
 r-$#lved by external oijl and economic fators as 4tnplenel in theat work. industrial reuntrics. When raciani fsrestry is e.sains the permanent and 

In classic times. defirestation folloned the uhorption or displace- only suhisene stnat-y, then it will begin ts,csume as diverme n range
sent Ef run and hunter-gatherer communities by urhiaL crnterm in the oaf prncttla is dow- Iraditiona: forestry. It in th.refore crucii that wedia
Tigris, lFuphraite, Indus, Yellow and Nile river vaileys. It Neems likely not let the training and pnartas-e sir asiaaal forestry umume sefixed andtat the excrieive rutting if Liml.r in the upstream rural anresnmtrihutel monolithic postun,. but allow it te rennain highly adaptable. Them. 
to the enoss l'the urian n'iurun, hme.and ultimately, the derline.f the lncti-ces that might work in alpine areans uin unlikely to work in Iowland
social and cultaal base of them hydraulic civilizantions. Similarly. the manih careaas; practicese apt for tril,aimirmunitiesan.unsuitdiaplienan nt 
emergence or foarternlh century orestry in F'rance. ;ermany and the rommunities: inu those that fit Mishion villages will Ieinappropriate to
Nethcrlals wao a resmonis, tiextessive cutting indutd by urban lliadu or Iluddhist villages.
gnawth ((tlicken. N;7). The range fotstrategies that hmnve been perrsed to develop forest

In the Unitl S-tates in the middle IllNNt, and in the 11, timber eisytitens fir the benefit or h.-lacninimmunitie" and the whole nation
famine., fo st degradatiom and mail ercsmion led ti fores of sacial mema extensive and to I.growing it a rate equal toamaine pojectiaims of
forestry. Pesople inthe urban centers sent money. unemployed workers defs'restation rates. AmEng the many strategies. the folliwing sre
and ncmurce professi.nala 'to restore certain rural prctices--uhelter- commin: angroorestry practitv whi44h combine fod crolpm and livetoc-k 
belts. farm wodih"L. planting on ereded hi!ls nd guillies, tourist in vaiout wayr; community fuhlivsl proluction. which plants rapid
facilities, cheek dams and the biking of marginal landsoutofagriculture. growing spLcies on communal lands in sriner timeet dimestic rosking
and putting them hack into forest. In these periods there were strong and space heating needs; smali selle coammercial timber and pulpdemands hy fswesters to use the [mower iaf the state to give them the legil operations, which are not unlike programmes in the northeastern United 
authority tooregulate certain timber practices on private forest lands. States that seek to have many small landholdings producing woal fibre-
Further. there were the more successful pressures to purchase marginal small-sale. nuture-bmsed tourism that seeks to provide farilities for
lands and thereby include them in public forests to be managed by urban folk to enjoy nature with local enterprises furnishing services 
professimnal foresters. rather than an urban centered chain; shelterbelt and watershed systems 



to conserve moisture and igrixation systems. Thi list could be greatly 
expanded an we examine the needs of micro systems or new opportunities 

much as the large etai commercial mangeove plantationd being 
developed on the new deltaic islands of the angs in Bangladesh. 

Each of these socil frestry systems require specialized training. 
Further, since theme activities have not been part of traditional 
agriculture or forestry progrommes, there is averylimited base ofresearch 
knowledge upon which to build sound professional systems of inventory, 
assessment, diagnosis, monitoring, prescription and evaluation. Hence 
participation by client populations is crucial, as they are moat likely to 
have the long-term working knowledge to carry out the mocial forestry 
programme that the professionals can best adopt and systemize as their 
learning progresses (lBrokensha et al. 19KI; Haoskins, 19M3; Rambo. 1984). 

One thing that seems certain in the social forestry ares is that it is 
directed to local Liteesta and is relatively smaller in scale than most 
commerciul operations. IHowever, there is much ofscial forestry that has 
comrercial relevance, and there seems a real possibility that some 
activities begun as small-scale operations might find a market and move 
more diret-'ly into large-twnle commercial operations. On the other hand, 
many commercially driven projects may find grater flexibility and 
sustainubility at the smaller scale of social fmrestry. 

Indeed, a review of the literature suggests that though stopping 
erosion and dereststion are important goals, they aire euqal to,.or 
subordinate to the most common and consistent desription of social 
forestry projecto as being dire'ted to equity in the distribution of benefits 
und burdens and a desire tit reach thome ipyrer arena and social groups 
that an' seldom reached by other development upproache.The criteria of 
equily would seem at first glance to rule out many of the most touted 
social forestry xuccesses such us the emalyptus plantations growing con 
former cottim farms in India. As Cuba (1985) argues, the modial is often 
left ot of social forestry projects: "they have emphasized plantations tn 
private land...(rather than communalI land).. they have favoured 
exoti0 likeEucalyptus which on!riminercially valued and which hardly 
fulfill 'baic' n".N -ffuel. idder andfbre." Shiva et al (1982) argue that 
social forestry riojecta have meont the loss of land for food production 
and the lo sof employment, in ime comes as much as 2rA man-days per 
year. As they note: "the losers will he precisely those whom the project is 
intended ti benefit most" (Shiva et al. 19 2). 

'The fferctive pIarticipation of the rural poor and landless in social 
forestry prognrmmes is something that hus been much talked about, but 
seldom appntched in actual development efforts. The middle class, and 
therefore morm receptive farmers, have been a more satisfying target 
because they talk a.- think like the professional forester. Consequently, 
social forestry that actually gains the participation of the rurml poor in 
design, action and benefitditribution will need tubuild itsown.and very 

unique, lemming curve. In the remainderof this paper I will suggest that 
(I) succeasful social forestry projects will require 5 new kind of 
professional and (2) there is asubsA:ntial base ofsocial science theory. 
methods and findings to aid in the development of this new profession. 

Social foresters will intervene in a .valsystems an often as theywill 
intervene in the ecosystem. Thi is particularly am as they move from 
introducing pure, physical technologies toward attempting to introduce 
new valucs such as planning for a long term future or developing a 'work 
ethic'. Itseems a simple matter to provide rural villageswith technologies 
ruch as tree species that grow rapidly, harvesting techniques that save 
labour, stoves that UPO less fuel. Yet each of these technologies can 
greatly impact long-held tastes. social relations and sensitive cultural 
values. 

For example, the idea of a plantation is a cot fatahle one for 
foriesters, but to many villagers in Lain America it "ias extremely 
negative connotations. Often a new tree species may too loudly announce 
the dependence upon outsiders-the foreign trees all in anunnatural row, 
with an 'unpleasant' smell and a 'dirty' feeling of the bark gains a 
reaction not unlike the British who see 'foreign' conifers crowding out 
solid 'native' oaks. So the seial forester is saking for changes in taste 
from groups whose primary means ofsurvival has been to hold onto what 
traditionally has worked. That is, stability of survival is equated with 
stability in traditional standards of taste. Further effective social 
forestry projects will require changes in land tenure rules and there will 
be constraints and changes regarding wood gathering rles about which 
gender and age groups should have the "right" to gather, from which 
trees or parts of trees, for which functions (Fortmann and Rochelau. 
19.K). 

The point of this discussion Is to suggest that the moial web hasits 
fragile interconnections that are not unlike the complex web that holds 
together the forest ecosystem we are attempting to protect and/or restore. 
Yet the social web is no more confusing. complex or unpredictable than 
the biophysical web and only unwillingness to apply the extant social 
knowledge remains the mystery. 

People are generally very receptive to technologies that improve 
traditional practices-a horse is better than walking, P -fle betr than 
bow and arrow, a snowmobile better than a dogaled. However. much 
social forestry is short on such easily fitting technologies and often 
depends on effecting critical changes in cultural taste, social rules and 
practices, different ways oforganizing work and leisure, new schemes for 
planting, harvesting and sustaining the commons. The forester as an 
agent of major social change innot a common image nor, probably, a 
desired tine. Yet this is bth itcause and consequences ofa social frorstry 
progrmme whose actions match its rhetoric.The next section willoutline 
some steps toward gaining sustainable programmes in social forestry. 



.Social fonrestry is therefore not something new hut an ancient, 
continuing and recurrng practice that emerges and becomes systematized
whenever urban elites perceive threats to values they cherish. It includes 

a diverse -nd growing complex ofpractices and strategies for which little 
iophysiral resarch knowledge exists. The most 'successful' social 

fareatry projects have been those that did not accomplish the goals of 
equity and communal benefit. Social forestry projects that areeffective in 
accomplishing the goals of equity and communal benefit will give more 
attention to the causes and conequenices ofscial intervention than they
do to pure biophysical intervention& Finally, effective social forestry 
creates major social changes. 

IMWARID I'H I.4. IHNAI. EIHKIENrATION-A (I)MPAHIM)N OF 
TRAI)ITNAL. AN) H'ItAI. ).iUHFitTkY l'StA"(i'WI AND NI-K 

One (if the unique properties of social firestry is that its practice is not 
solely directed to specific tree species, silvic systems, ur other aspects of 
large scale forestry systems, hut rather to the total perceived and 

" potential stream of social goods, services and benefits available from 
%A intervention in forested ecosystems. The social forester does not look at 

trees nor at peoiple, hut rather at how tn facilitate a string of complex 
cr'jnections between: (a) desired and pereived benefits.(b) thecapability 
of the ecosystem; and (c) access to the institutional means for 
accomplishing the took. Effective social forestry means an entirely new 
perspective on the range of benefits from forest ecosystem manipulation, 
the role ar the professional 4and the contribution of key persons in the 
beneficiary population and urban elite populations. This does not mean 
that the traditional forestry training and practice geared to maximizing 
hiomass prmduction for commercial output is no longer necemary. Rather 
that "dressing up" traditional forestry by ceiling it social will not make it 
work in other contexts. We shall need more traditional forestry in 
traditional locales, hut for areas where such practices are inappropriate 
an entirely different kind of professional will he required, 

There seems to be enough systematic data and expert testimony on 
the ineffectiveness of traditional forestry to deal with the needs of large 
numbers of the rural population (Vidyarthi, 1984; Kartawinuta and 
Vayda, 1984; Dove 19K5.Westoby. 1973; Eckholm, 1979; Chowdhry, 19M3 
are a few illustrative examples). Certainly it seems curious to expect that 
a new name, the addition of a few jaw-breaking social ecience terms, and 
trading in the gun, uniform and budge for jeans and sandals will 
transform the traditional forester into a bright new saviour of the people 
and their forests. Ilere. we clearly have a case where we should let those 
who dowhatthey do beitteontinuedoing it, whilst we develop the new sets 

of knowledge, organization and training that can meet very different 
needs challenges and environments.
 

The notion here is difrent frm the "bunmeucrati
ctlething 


reorientatim" effectively argued for by Korter. (1M8H), and Korten (1981). 
The suggestion is more directed to reorientation of the profesion so that 
social frestry develops separate pathway ofurtion and education while 
traditional forestry programmes continue with plantatiom and commercinl 
forestry and other traditional activities. Further. it seems essential to not 
simply reform traditional forestry agencies, but to create a new agency
whose values, incentives and career paths match the needsof the unique 
social forestry requirements for its own specialized output measures. 
planning procedures and directed social and ecological changes.

Ganapin's (1982) experience in social forestry in the uplands of the 

Philippine led him to believe that-"social forestry asa holistic approach
becomes social forestry an a subversive action... (because) ...it mtemo tochange the status quo. the existing condition of limited perspectives.
shortsightedness, and inequality... where before, forestry education 

mostly concentrated (in the sciences and technology of dealing with the 
affects and symptoms of forestry problems, it must now develop socially 
Lomscious and politically active foresters." 

lIe concludes with five lesson. learned from working in upland 
areas. The first two of these are that foresters must have a strung
commitment to service, rather than to their pensonal careers; social 
forestry must encourage process-oriented rather than output-oriented 
activities. lie notes: "an activity like the planting or fruit trees can 
quickly be done-if the sole concern is output Tell the cooperators that 
they have to plant so many numbers of seedlings, or else. give them the 
seedlings, transport them en musse to'the site, and bring them hack only 
when they have done the job. A (lay isenough for this. A process-oriented 
fruit tree planting, however, will never do it this way. esides giving 
respect and asking for the people's decision first, a process-oriented 
strategy considers the series of necessary activities that lead into actual 
tree plantings and follow-up maintenance activities" Hetlem anstrates 
how each phase (if pnnting, maintenance and protection involves 
understanding by the cooperator group, as well as the active respon
sibility of particular individuals for certain specific tasks. 

Veneracion (1982), writing on a similar theme, argues that the 
widely acclaimed PICOP program in the Philippines may he social 
forestry, but it still is a large corporation versus the small farmer, lie 
notes: "Whether the farmer asvociations in the IICOP agroforest indeed 
function according to democratic and participatory principles is another 
issue worth looking into.The merefactthatitinaccompanyemployeewho 
helps in the dispensation of the loans of the I)MP and the World Hank 
(through the local Rural Banks) already creates theaurao(feconomicand 
political influence, the mechanism ofcontrol overthe farmer's view of his 
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day-to-day struggle rorsurvival.1ihemonocultureofAlbiziafak'otaria.or 
any other crop. for that matter. not minly encourages, but in fact, ensures 
political control ince the farmer is kflt with no choice but to deliver his 
goods at predetermined and contractd prices." 

Ganapin (1982) makes a similer political point, though from the 
perspective of the professional w.;cial forester. Ilis third lesson is that 
social forestry should be pe',ie-based, rather than agency-based. lie 
notes that when conflicI: occur betweei agencies and communities,
"social foresters should take the side of the people. If they do. they will 
most likely be considered subversives or traitors to the agency that 
employs them... (further, a people-hased approach may be alien to the 
local people)...experienced development workers will attest to the 
difficulty of making people-who have considered their poverty as 
normal and who wait upon fate, the hand of God, or a super hero fortheirupliftment-realize that their development lies within themselves. intheir unity and self-reliance. E~ven professionals ind theconcept difficult 

to comprehend, much more to implement" (Ganapin. 1982). The social 
forester not only must contend with the political struggle between the 
employing agency and the target community, whilst raising the political 
comsciousness of the target population, hut Ganapin's fourth lemon is 
that the professiomal must encourage unity between frequently waring 

- scientific disciplines and resource agencies. His fifth and concluding 
" point is the need for a nationalistic response if the correctdistribution of 

sacrifie and determination are to create successful social forestry
projects. 'Mat is people communities and agencies mu feel they are 

serving a larger entity than themselves. 
Both observer., one a forester, the other a historian, treat social 

forestry more as a form of political action than the simple implemen-
tation of technical factors. Still, it is difficult to see how a "subversive" and 
"radical" activity that raises the consciousness of the poor to attack the 
institutions and agencies that pay the professional and make the loans to 
the now radicalized villagers is a very likely event. Nor are there many 
professionals who can sustain a challenge to their own organization 
when its goals, rules and practices conflict with local desires, or bring 
together Iong-conflicting disciplines and agencies in a sense of 
nationalistic self-sacrifice-and still remain on the payroll. Indeed. the 
most likely way much generally recognized changes can occur is with the 
creation of new kinds of professions and agencies withdifferent missions 
that can compete with the older institutional patterns. The reward 
structure of the social forester mustbe so structured that it fits within the 
necessity of change and challenige to established patterns. Output in 
measured by criteria very di-ferent from the cost-benefit measures of 
traditional agencies, and personal advancement ingained by faith in the 
"radical" vision of the new agency. Such a pattern is not ur'ke the 
agency Gifford Pinchot created in the United States, where very 

n 

revolutionary ideas were carried out by the very young and idealistic 
members of a very new profesaion operating in a highly decentralized 
agency newly taken from its traditional bureaucratic home. 

Heaver (1982) provides a convincing argriment an to why there in 
the need to consider these realities of bureaucratic politics in the 
management of rural development projects. He notes how economic 
growth does not necesmarily aid the rural poor and may well be 
detrimental to them. This is because. "the poor can be neatly defined in 
economists' statistical tables as some homogeneous lower fractile of the 
population in income per head terms, but in the rural area the poor live 
next to. are tenants of. owe money to and work for the relatively 
prosperous larger landholder. Leakageof benefitsto non-targetgroups in 
these circumstance. is inevitable." In other %,ords.the political realities 
are such that not only does "trickle down" noW work, but even when the 
poor are tageted we get something ofa "bubble-,p" of benefits. Heaver(1982). Veneracion (1982) and Ganapin (1982) argue that ifweare to have 

project thatreach the target populations ofthepoorand thelandlem.we 
must recognize and operate within the political realities of a given
political and organizational system. 

Heaver (1982) suggests that the World Bank's strategy in the 1970s 
ofpolitically feasible "operations at the margin are likely to be turned to 
the advantage of local vested interests where land distribution is skewed 
and where local elites are powerful. In the majority of rural projects, land 
distribution is skewed and local elites, in the shape of local member. of 
state or national legislatures, party officials, village leaders, mayors. 

landowners. businessen, merchants, at.... are powerful." 
Hartmann and Boyce (1983), who did a detailed field study in a 

village in Bangladesh. found that even "appropriate technology" which 
is. most often, what social forestry is all about, cannot bypass the 
established village clas system. They report "even the inexpensive. 
small-scale MOSTI (manually operated shallow tubewells for irrigation) 
wellscannot completelybypass thesocialobsiacleswhich blockaid tothe 
poor. The extra yields from MOST! irrigation are still reaped in 
proportion to 'he amount of land a person owns...'Appropriate 
technology', suited to Bangladesh's present conditions, is undoubtably 
preferable to inappropriate technology but, in the final analysis, there 
can be nn simple technical answer to problems rooted in a inequitable 
social order." Later they note the substantial upward flow of much 
foreign aid. They argue that aid lubricates. "the vast rural patronage 
machine which links the government in Dhaka to the rural elite. This 
helps to explain why the real income of the top 5%orhouseholds in rural 
Bangladesh rose by 24% between 1963-64 and 1976-77, while thatof the 
bottom 85%declined by 33%" (Hartmann and Boyce. 1983). 

The "bubble-up" effects of many rural development efforts are not 
missed by the rural clients of social forestry projects. Ted MacDonald 
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(1982) suggests that social forestry programme for Indians andCampesinos in the highlands of South America will most logically be
located on land@unsnited for agriculture. However, "communities may
hesitate to become involved in any activity which visibly increases the 
vatov of land previously viewed as 'worthles' by those elements of the
national society who have previously usurped much of the valuable 
arable lower regions. Improvement, therefore, could be seen anan
invitatim fr usurpation". "i is pa rticlarlysio as, "for 450 years, social 
elites have become established largely by exploiting the labor and seizing
the land of Campesinos and Indians. Indians and Campesino areacutely aware ofthis. And they aresuspicousofany programmedesigned
by thosme elements of the identified as part of the ruling elite." 

This fact makes it all the more difficult for the social forester to be
the agent of radical change desired by Ganapin, because the social
forester, by virtue of educational attainment and income, is likely to be 
more closely linked to the village and urban elites than to the language,
values rind experiences of the landless and rural poor. The social forester 
shares the dilemma of the concerned social worker who must, even
though originally coming from the classes he or she tries to help, earn
the trust of clients at the same time as reassuring the elites that all their 
privileges of property will not he upset. 

Ileaver (1W42) outlines eight strategies for donor groups to follow if 
they really wish to create the necessary political changes so that thepoor
actually do receive the benefits directed to them. Though onedoubta there 
will be any massive stampede of donor groups to fallow his advice on
developing a direct political challenge to hoatcountry institutions, he 
does provide additinal evidencethata social forestry thatsimply adds a
modifier to traditional forestry will end as do many other development 
promises in completely missing, if not directly harming, the targetbeneficiarie'... 

I)articipmtion by the target population in wicial forestry projects in 
greatly favoured by both traditional foresters and their challengers from
the left. Iowever. the meaning of participation, as the discussion above 
demonstrates, varies a great deal. Sometimes participation seems the
equivalent of the handpicked advisory board and ritualistic public
bearings favored by forestry departments in industrialised countries 
because it permits them to do what they intended to do in the first place.
At othcr tims it has the feel of a consensus of equals all talking and
making intelligent choices and then marching off to fulfill theirdestinies 
in ways not unlike some of the poetic hopes in the 19Kh and 14W60 about 
poor workers and farmers throwing out their oppressors and coopera-
tively helping each other to succeed. To design and implement social 
forestry projects that truly raise the living of the rural poor will require
some radical social change, but the change agent is unlikely to find a 
great deal of help from the poor themselves, for all of the institutional 

reasons we have noted. 
There i a need forthesocial foretertnestablish an authoritythatin 

seen aa legiimate to both the client group and the elite groups. This 
assumes skill in nutsimply following who villagers think theyneed from 
the forest, but helping them to translate those perceived needs into
realistic opportunities. Thus, few people get to gratify their fondest 
desires, though all should have the opportunity to aBoo the various 
desires, the various means of accomplishing these, and what the likely
cmsequences are of choosing the 'y' solution over the'' solution, and of 
choosing desire 'p over desire a. 

In short, the social forester must create a legitimate authority,
accepted by the client group and members in the power structure. Part of 
the legitimacy among the poorcomes from helping them to makerealistic 
assessments of the constraints within which their aspirations must 
operate, identifying the goals, means, hopes and likely consequences of 
any and all of their achievements. The social forester is a source of 
information about and access to the necessary sources of credit,
operational skills, legally mandated rights and opportunities, markets
and generally how to 'fight city hall'. In this way the authority of the
social forester gains its legitimacy from effectiveness and efficiency in 
helping people to develop hopes, and to match those hopes to political
reality and ecological possibility, yet the actions maintain legitimacy
with elites because it is done within the rules of the established system.
The social forester gives a voice to thepoorin an accent and style thatcan 
be heard and understood by elitis. 

Jedlicka (1981) furnishes an interesting example as to how such a 
social forestry program might' work. lie discusses a participative
approach used in Puebla, Mexico that had an immediate payoff: 

"in this transfer organization, administrative staff as well s extension 
workers were recruited specifically for their ability ip involve c!ients in 
planning and decision-making.Sta ff were trained in human relatioms and 
group dynamics training at the National School 4 Agric-ulture. The writeroften iheaerved penant famer group. marching into the central office inPuehla to hash out their grievances with middle management The skill
with which that conflict was handled was above average. In the lhebl',
Pnjerct. problems were met by designing a structure that could control
problem in the transfer proes n they ars." 

The "participative, twa-way communicator" favored by Jedlicka. is 
a substantially different kind of professional than the graduate of the
usual forestry training programme. His report, and those oftheoterstu
dieswe haveexamined, pridesharp ontrastbetweenthegols, motivc,
organizational patterns. functions and activities of the traditional and
the social forester. The following pages will clarify this comparison and
permit us to identify the necessary continuity and divergence in the 



course work, academic subject&and training program ofthe two distinct 
prfessionl practices. 

TABLE I 

(:mporiaun or the l no of Traditional and Social Forl. 


. Management: 

Traditiomal Forester manages large contiguous landscapes in maximize 
hWanas prwlctim for economic profit. Ynsmes that part of pruhft surplus is 
retained to invest in sustaining productive proces. 

.%on'l Foreaser maouges information about the structure and function of 
forested ecomyslem. ape'ies churacteristic. seed suppliescnsas and potential 
benefits of varus interw-ntion strategties. 


2. l'lannine 

Traditmonal Fo ster develops detailed plans as to working cirde plantings 
cutting regimes, desired species. rotation schedules, and an forth. 

•irial Furvai-rmaps cunnections between resource capability. infrastructure 
.npacity, institutional constraints and opportunities, and market trends or 

O client populations" desired benefits 

:I Implementation: 

Traditmonal Forester supervises a large workforee or technicians. hoggem, 
planters, insert and diseasecontrullers, fire suppression aides.nod engineerm 
and othem. Means of control are ecomomic incentives and bureaucratic 
authority, 
.,6a1 parexer facilitates onnetions bet-ee individual. houehld or 

Community desired benefits and institutional. infrauitructural and ecological 
means of aecomplishment. Means ofcontrul arepersassion and demontrati m, 

4. Monitoring: 

Tradii#ooal Ftm'strr has standardized indicators of how well cutting
schrduk. planting schedules and profit making are proceeding, and whisresponaihle for surces and failure in acc'omplishment of these predetennined

pl. 
oal ii muntried. 
x wrial re i nin ape tm/', ler anent state of lear ingtand adjustment f ronthe 

unexperted and unplanned. Certain traditional values or techniques or m 
aridentally disrovertd techniques may be mtwut effective in planting r 
distribution sucves. As thedistancebetween practice and pructitioneriashort, 
the regular adjustments need not impart an entire hureaucratie system. 

.	 Evaluaton: 
Traditional Forester will examine how well the costs or pmrouction are 
balanced with the rates of return, what investment strategies will he needed to 
minimize futurecosta and tomaximize future returns.The numbers ofhertares 
replanted and the comparative efficiency of various planting strategies willbe 
examine. 
ial
nt Foesterwill esamine hNow well the client pooulation isable to increaae 

dao ti nd rejur the prorfeional's actual intervention.benefit gain without to 
Other questions will consider whether thedistribution ofbenefi ti have reached 
the target populations and what factors affected the accomplishment or failure 
in thatditrihautits. Further. there will he conaider hie attention a to whether 
the capability and austainshility of the ecosystern has been improved, or if 
pior patterns of degradation have been arrested or slowed. 

Table I contrasts the functions of traditional forestry and racial 
forestry. The point or this comparison is not to demonstrate the 
superiority of one forestry practiceover another. Rather, it into recognizethat any enduring political ecohorny will require some variant of bothpractices to meet ongoing national needs. Yet itia essential to realizethat 

pnfessional functions, practices, behavior and rewards are very 
different. There is no possibility for a simple transfer of technologiesand 

skills from one area to the other, though coordination and mutual 
learning seem essential. 

Social forestry prograsmes therefore involve more than letting the 
population do whatever it wishes. Rather. they assume a clear and 

essential role for the outside professional. As a broker and facilitator of 

information, the social forester needs to know the sources, nature, types 
and distribution of the various producers and consumers of resources 
information. Further. the social forester will be an essential catalyst in 
making community and household participation actually happen. 
Consequently. there is a real need for persons who can integrate anddirect information from bJth biophysical and scial sciences. 'Me next 

section will outline some ways in which key social science ideas may be 
applied to social forestry training and action. 

AI'Il.INE; )CAI.SCII:NCK THFt)lY, MIflttOI) ANi) PINI)INtl t11 
ts:IAl. IIHIV RY-HON.K lLLUb'LJ ATIONS ()V lqttSInIIJTY.W 

The intellectual antecedents of social forestry neitherare new. nor 
Indeed. there ina substantial literature on these very topics.W o g f e t m y n t c m i e y l b l d s c a / o m n t 

t yghoften it may not come nicely labeled, "social/community
forestry. Rather, the labels may be: community studies, innnvation 
studies, time budget studies, survey studies, social indicator studies. 
regional studies (Burch and Deluca. 19W4). The need is to get these 
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applied findings synthesized and reshaped to aid social forestry (1975). Schnaiberg(1980). Humphrey and Huttel (1982). and others have 
applications. As Hoskins (1982) notes regarding available field experience: greatly refined the conceptual models of society-nature transactins. 
"itis time to take the tools and project successes which we have Political science has given most attention to policy and organ. 
developed. tosee in whatway they maybe used or modified to improveour izational issues. Sally Kirk Fairfax (190) has examined the sources of 
future social forestry programming." institutional myopia and given solid comparisons of resource agency 

structure and function. Herbert Kaufman (1960) examined the forest 
ranger, Ansley Schiff (1962) identified the future of forest socience and 

Theoretical Perspectlves culture. Culhane (1981) compared and contrated old and new US 
agencies, and Norman Wengert (1976) has been examining the 

Perhaps the most useful contribution the social sciences can make to envirmment of politics aid the politics of environment since the 19150.. 
social forestry iWa theoretical perspective.The struggle by variousa but ansocials, 
sciences to develop integrative models that combine man and nature as outstanding example is Clarence Glacken'a (1967) Traces on a Rhodian 
part of the ame system may be the most helpful. Because with such a Shore. liegives a masterful study fhow forest and other environmental 
lerspective theresource professional can begin tosee how certain silvicor and resource practices do not really emerge until the resource is nearly
other treatments may affect certain distributionalorsociallysustainable gone--or is no longer a central aspect of the normative order. He 
factors in the dependent human community, examines the origins of European ideas of conservation from the 12th 

At the present time, these models are associated with particular through the 18th centuries. 
individuals or "schools" within particular disciplines. However. they The psychologist Irwin Altman (1975) has provided a distillation of 
usuamlly have more in common with one another than with other empirical studiesonhowindividualsuserespondtoandarecontrolledhy 
exploratry models within the particular discipline. The following gives their environment. I lis work does not have the historical depth ofLewis 
an overview or set of snapshots of ti.e social science potential. It is also Mumford' (196"' studies on mnn and the environment, but it clearly 
important to note that social scientists have had a long and extensive connects naturl ecosystem degrac ation with social ecosystem de
intermst in natural resource and ftrestry issues. gradation and the impact on the individual's sense of well-being. Zube

One of the earliest writers with a holistic viewpoint was and his colleagues (19W2) have done similar work on landscape
Radhakamal Mukerjee, whose Regional Sowiohogy (19 18) argued that: perception, joining individual, social system and ecosystem an equally 
"Cooperation in the conservation of land. in the use of water, in forest balancing elements. Harker's :(1968) ecological psychology studies 
management, in the training and management of rivers, and finally,in pioncered techniques of social observation.the reciporcal relations of village and city must be the keynote of the pn e historian Samuel obes r9v9)did a eries of studies inthe 

future". In I94l. his The Dimension of Human Espolutio-i continued to 19641 that provided insight on'how the "cult of foresters' efficiency" 
argue that stablesocieties require stable, well-managed resource systems. created a trained incapacity that had them see foresta when others saw 
•orokin and Zimmerman (1929) in the 1931)s were two other sociologists only trees. His insights remain universal cautions and guides as to how 
who saw biophysical factors as essential elements in ,ny .xplanation of the hest of source intentions car have unintended social consequences. 
human social structure. Fernand |raudel's (1966) study of the Mediterranean world, lewis 

.Rural sociology has had a large number of integrative resource- Mumford's Techniques and Civilization (1963), and Bill Cronon's (1983) 
society models. An early example is the work by Harold Kaufmann, recent study of New England land use practices, all represent the 
whoseearly studies on forestry and community stability (1:19. 19.46)end historian's vision of linking man and nature in a time-space context. 
his ".socioogy of Forestry" (19) treated ecosystem stability and lkinald Worster (1979) consistently documents the political origins and 
instability as part of the larger cultural processes-the forest political consequences of the prescriptions made by ecological scientists. 
economy cannot beset apart-but remains an aspect of the larger whole. A variety of anthropologists have made significantcontrihutions to 

In the 19susand 1961)s Cottrell's(I )95)studiesonenergy and Firey's our understanding of the holistic interdependence of human and natural 
Man.Mind and Land (19W) fully incorporated natural forces as central ersystems. Perhaps one of the most systematic attempts to c)mhine 
variables foir understanding change and stability in human society. In hiophysical and socio-cultural variables in amode for rural development 
the 1971h and 19.s work by Otis Dudley Duncan (1964), Catton and is in the recent work of Terry Ramho (1984). Michael Dave is another 
Iumlnp(11Q78). Ilurch(1971). Lee (1975). Kellrt (19A2). Fortmann (198). anthropologist whose work is directly relevant to social fomistry. lie 
West (1982), Gale (19146), Morrison (1980). Wulf(19m), Van den Bterghe examines traditional systems of social forestry "that have been in 
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existence for millenia" (Dove. 1985). whilst the anthropologist George 
Iovelace (1984) provides a useful example of a human ecology model for 
communiP-. and social forestry programmes. 

The point of thisbriefoverviewis todemonstrate that (a)eachof the 
social sciences has a unique angle of vision for analyzing people-forest 
interactions; (b) there has been a substantial amount of intellectual 
activity and accomplishment in identifying the forces that affect the 
nature and outcome of these interactions; (c) the social sciences have been
considering resource issues for a very long time; (d) significant models for 
planning and desruning social forestry projects already exist; (e) the 
design of training programmes and curricula forsocial foresters will need 
to incorporate these several facets of thought. rather than simply picking 
one particular, favoured discipline, 

Findings 

SoRAZ forestry does not suffer from limitations in useful and available 
social science finding-. The failure to use such data in the planning and 
implementing of social forestry projects is a failure of will. rather than a 
failare of social science. Thompson and Warburton, for example, looked 
at thousands of numbers to express physical facts in the Himalayas. yet 
they found them less useful than social facts: "It is only a slight
exaggeration to say that it is our considered conclusion that there is at 
present only one number that has any scientific validity at all. that is the 
number 67-the factor by which all the expert estimates of the per capita 
rate of fuelwood consumption vary .... but one of the perhaps surprising 
conclusions thatemerges from it (theircomplex analysis) is that whilsti" 
is extraordinarily difficult to come up with any useful and valid physical
facts, it is quite easy to come up with useful and valid institutional facts" 
(Thompson and Warburton, 1985). 

Ofcourse this does not mean that we have enough valid andreliable 
social data, or that we do not need tn improve our biophysical measures, 
What itdoes mean is that we cannot blame lacko social information,but 
rather our failure to act upon its implications. Indeed. the recent volume 
by Michael Cernea (1985) demonstrates a substantial range of studies 
and findings on rural development. Further. social scientists have 
collected a greet deal of information on social forestry alone which could 
be used to help improve project design and implementation. We will 
discuss five such areas in a fairly 1--oad sense-assessment studies, 
tenure studies, institutional studies. c-mmunity studiea and innovation 
studies Two of these-community studies and adoption studies-will 
be aed to suggest how a much wider, available and relevant social 
science literature could be applied in social forestry programmes. 

Asesment Studies 

Ilmm (19W)) identifies thirteen ways in which the benefits and costs of 
social forestry can be measured. Further, he identifies how theme 
measures can be assigned to project level, separate village and forest 
department levels. and by the different groups within the village. Harmes 
et al (1982) and Allen and Barnes (19K15) provide a cross-country and 
cros-project comparison of benefits and costs or waysto systematically
evaluate the accomplishment of the prjects. 

Henefit/cost measures are not the only established mean. of 
assessing, monitoring and evaluating social forestry projects. Perettetal 
(910) provide examples of a wide rangeof behavioral science methods to 
use in project assemenLi Their discussion and case studies cover a range
of uses from assessment and diagnosis, through pre-feasibility study, 
feasibility analysis, appraisal, impact prediction, design and impact 
measurement. Noronha (1982) provides a variety of assessment uses of 
social science, and Noronha and Spears (198.) examine the variables 
affecting mocial forestry projects. Fortmann and Thomson(1%4)identify 
! wide range of common problems in social forestry design and 
implementation, and suggest specific social science techniques to deal 
with the problems. Chambers (19&1. 1985) outlines techniques for RRA 
(rapid rural appraisal) to assess impacts of projects. A wide range of 
scholars, disciplines and techniques provide guidance for assessment
(eg. Budowski, 1982; Gregerson, et al. 1981; Murray, 1981;Skutsch, 1983; 
Tucker. 1984). 

Tenure Studies 

Perhups the most substantial tools relate to "tenure" issues. The 
institutions of property rights have been a central interest of all social 
sciences, from economics and political science through anthropology and 
history. Consequently, theory and methods for examining the influence 
of tenure upon success orsncial forestry programmes and the techniques 
for dealing with tenure are well known. Cernea (1981) did an excellent 
case study on how tenure behavior can greatly differ from formal norms 
and the reasons why. [is recent analysis (Cerneu. 19K'5) broadens our 
understnding of the influence of tenure upon social forestry projects.
Fortmann (198)clealy identifiestheinfluenceoftreetenurenormsupon 
agroforestry project success, and provides the means to include her 
insights into project design. Noronha and Lethem (19142) offer an 
excellent overview of the social anthropology literature on traditional 
'.anure and land use systems, and clearly tell the reader how to 
incorporate such information into project design. Bruce, Fortmann and 
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Niddell I 194) provide the most comprehensive overview oftenure factors
and thisis esential reading for the scial forestry studenL 

Institutional Studies 

The s cial science literature contains a numberufdifferentapproaches ta 
studying motives as they might influence social forestry projects. For 
example, there are methods for gaining great depth of understanding
about the motivation of individuals, hut such depth is often as 
unnecesuary as it is time-consuming. Salient levels afawiad forestry 
participation are more likely to be collective, i.e. village, tribe, clan for 
hauseholl, and ciamsequently, the motives are to be found in the social 
strutu-re itself.That is. the system of differential distribution of wealth. 
piawer, prestige or informution emves as a system eaf motivation. 
Illiusehelds forcommunities that have wealth, power, status ar specialc-
izel infoarmatioan tend to striv' t hold onto it.and those without it tend it 
strive teaattain it unless they have been st long aind heapelemaly withmact it 
thit they remain within a fatalidtic attitude, 

Institutionalized structures serve to direct behavior, in spite of a 
desire teada the oppasite. As Thompson 3nd Warlurton (195) note; 
" ultsfnimilackif"tragedyisnnotintrinsictothecommnnsbut, rather, re 

S 	 studyianapprpriate institutional shefoundsuppourt.""smallThis firmsisis Isarnwatencaut lay Ashly'snostet .bsyA(198.5)a' sumltiawhere le1M 
land highly susceptihle ta mail crsmian adapt to environmental pn-e'oes 
of mail fertility decline with cultural practices th*at provide them with 
incime in the shoart run, hut which exacerbate the long-run prniacves afijoiil
erosion. In this case, small farmers have responded toaa miarket structure 
and a political a.id institutianal environment whi:ch creates inentives 
fear them teaexpand cassava prucluction....." In short, like the farmers 
studied in Nepal, the institutional structures of proerty rights, market 
froe etc. direct a behavior for which there are no technical selutions. 
only uawial tolutions. 

Indeld. the use of knowledge on the structure, function and 
evolutionofscialinstitutionsandtheireffectupon forestryprojectsmay 
be tine of the mostodetailed sets of'how to do it' social science knowledge. 
Illair and Olpadwala (19144) provide a thorough and highly useful 
overview of the literature, and a series of superb case studies to help the 
re'ader to identify how heat to apply the knowledge to specific project 
constraints find opportunities. Chandruasekharan (19) identifies the 
nature af rural organizations affecting fearestry programmes. (ueme 
111182) givcs a political analysis of institution building. 

Thompson and Warburton (1915) make the clearest connection. They
way: "if land and wealth are seen as virtually synonymaus, and if the 
population that has ta live on that land is increasing rapidly, then we 

have a negative-sum game from which theonly posaihlerelicfris by wayo f
population stabilization or increased productivity (or both) But, if theequation of land with wealth i severed, clmure is no lnger inevitable 
find it is powasihle (hut by no means certain) that the game will ie 

positive sum." They then suggest a variety ofways by which sonegroupsspread risk and wealth-getting from sources other than the land. Indeed, 

they are must rare for folk in development studies, an they suggest that a 
most useeful alternative for wealth-getting is nature-bued tourism. liere 
they wee the sherpas, whose political economy is not unlike that found in 
depressed rural areas of North America where mixtures of primary 
praductian, snail scale, "mien and pop" tourist-serving enterprises and 
welfare payments nerve as survival strategies. It is significant that their 
paperisoneofthe firstto systematically considernature-baaed tourismmn 
desinthle alternati'-c pniduct to e "harvested" from forested ecusystems.
They clearly demonstrate that, without the tourist an an alternative to 
treating band as wealth, there inno way ti protect forests in the long run. 
Certainly, one would need ta be totally fixated by 'hard' production to 
miss that even the pomrest of the poor have religious holidays, elaborate 
weddings, game, and other forms of recreatim, many of them associated 
with forest settings. Consequently, serving people from urban areas who 
enjoy the natural setting of hill stations and other rural areas :_a logical 
econoamic use of forests that require their retention rather than their 
removal. So our third example of a social science approach-institutionalanlysis-serves to link motives ta social structure, and suggests how 
students ofsocial forestrystrutegiej could broaden theirrange ofpossible
benefits. 

Community Studies 

One (if the larger research literatures in social science has to do with the 
factors affecting adjustment to internal and external changes (inno
vations) by human communities. An analysis of this literature (Burch 
and l)eLuca, I.83)suggests at least five patterns af adaption. First, in 
some communities a continuity 'in basic norms permits a smooth 
transition tochanged conditions. Forexample, Bruner( 96 1)reports that 
the Toba iatak of Sumatra moved from a small, mountain village to a 
westernized, urban setting with minimum personal and social upse:
because' hey retained kinship as the major nexus of interpersonal 
relationships, along with patrilineal descent and traditional life crisis 
ceremonies. Second, some communities have normative systems 
"primed" to take the induced change. Fakimo transition from dogsled to 
snowmobile, Plains Indian@' adoption of horse and rifle, Maori 
acceptance of the Furapean sweet potato. are examples where nonns af 
hunting or mobility, or a particular form of agriculture were "met" fir 
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Innovations that enhanced exisuting norms. Third. changes in the The work of Rao (1971) serves as a baae for reporting on what ismaterial structure alters the normative structure. For example, a large known about the at4 uibutes of the five elements that influence thenumber of anthropological community studies report that extensive adoption process: the attributsof the change agent the attributes of thematerial changes are overshadowed by changes in outlook and social innovation, the attributes of the information source, the attributes ofrelations (Holmberg and Dobyna, 1962). Fourh, in mote successful opinion leaders, and social status. We will simply consider part ofadoptions, changes in social norms precede material changes. A large the range of studies and the trends in empirical findings on the topic.numberofstudiesillustratewhathappenswhenmaterialchangesoutrun Out of nearly one hundred studies, the strongest support for anthe normative changes, for example Saski (1956) describes the failure to innovation isfound to be given to thoseinnovations thatseem to permit atransfer modern farm techniques to Navajos because the prevailing trial run. The perceived advantage and compatibility of the innovation norms favored smaller, more subsistence farming. Fifth. in some are of reasonably strong importance, while complexity ofthe innovationcommuoities rapid change, whether material or normative, improvement does not seem a great consideration in adoption. Consequently. it wouldor decline, produces mocial fragmentation. The "boomtown" literature seem that the soundest strategy would bethe introduction ofsocial/com.spawned by western energy development provides ample evidenceof the munity forest innovations that permit a trial run, where if the action i@need for appropriate timing ofchanges if severe social disruption is to be not satisfactory to the client it can be eliminated without great cost.avoided. Highly visible demonstration projects, or small items such as solarThere are not only different responses to different kinds of cookers, would seem important factors in encouraging the acceptance ofinnovation a-' different kinds of community responses to internal and an innovatim.external perturSations, but the very processes end attributes vary in A change agent who has the right credentials and an innovationcertain systematic ways. that is right for a target population still mustinform the population ofthe 
innovation. There are not enough studies on adoption that refine the
media into magazines, newspapers, television and so forth. Nor arethereAdotion Studies ample studies on whether contact with friends, kin orchange agents are 
more significant, hut the strongest influence is when information comesThe social forestry literature augcesto that donor and host forest from "peruocnal" sources (77% of 60 studies). Further, there is comp.professionais are promoting at least four patterns of innovative change lementarity in the two sources of information. The media make an!".-ural villages-technology, taste, rules and values.Rural villages will innovation known, while contact at the interpersonal level providesbe provided with better tree species, better means to harvest them and knowledge about the innovation.other technologie3. However, these technologies may require changes in A crucial link in the adoption process is theopinion leader.Thesearetaste. e.g. smell and aesthetic preferences. If we follow Eckholm (1979) persons whose judgement is trusted and who are asked their opinion onand others, we are altering land tenure roles, certain wood gathering roles various matters. The opinion leader may bea person in theinvisiblecollegeassigned on the basis of gender and age. and the norms affecting relations of scientists who knows the quality of research atvarious labs; it may be abetween social strata. Finally, the beneficiary community may have local farmer who ham consistently good crops, or it b-ay be an editor ofisurvival practices directed by traditional values, rather than the trade journal. The studies indicate that opinion leaders are likely to berationalistic values which mey be rrquired iftheseedlingsare tosurvive well-informed by the press and electronic media. They are likely to beAs we move from technology innovations (better tree species) more urbane and have higher socialstatus. The strongest attribute is thetoward value changes (traditional to rationalistic) we move toward innovativeness of opinion leaders. Apparently opinion leaders areincreasing resistance. However, much of social forestry inshort on such willing to try new solutions, and this willingness to try reinforces theirwell fitted physical technologies and depends more on changes in moial power us opinion leaders.practices and attitudes-different ways of organizing, planting and The studies suggest that early adoptt- have higher social statusharvesting, different ways in accountability for the commons, different than later adopter.. Age seems to have little influence upon adoptionperceptions nf the connections between traditional resource practices and processes. Adopters have progressive attitudet towards mcience, changehungry children, different time orientation and so forth. This dis- and risk taking, their life styles are progresmive in that they are more crepancy is no excuse for doing nothing, rather, it is an opportunity to cosmopolitan, les dogmatic and fatalistic, and they have high rates ofdevelop, test and use social technologies which require different social participation. The aocial context seems less important than thetechniqtms of transfer. And therefore different types of "knowledge". personal characterstis of the potential adopter. 
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Poenial Adoper 
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Figure I attempts to sum up the previous discuasion. It in heuristic 
rather than absolute in its suggestion of attributes and their connection. 

real~y is a skeleton for including complexity, available socali science 

-Acceptance by Community - C H 
Consistent Massages -Village Clan. Household 
Stressing Compalabitiy of Penion-owning or conitrolling 
Technology lm Client _d 
intenn. .. 

Opinion Leaders 
StillRadio'Personalit.-

-Moviegiot Leader Supot.s 

I literatures, and speculation about some likely connections in the 

planning of a social forestry project 
The five groups of studies considered here-asesment, tenure. 

institutions, community and ,idoption of innovation-provide an 
indication of the range of empirical studies that could help the social 
forester to plan, to predict, to prepare for action, and to provide some base 
for evaluating progress ofthe project. Further, Hoskins' ( 98:1)distinction 
between community forestry and social forestry iaexcellent because it 
commends our attention to the unit of adoption. Not all villages are a 

Plan cormmunities-with heads, arms and legs that car be aided by project 
field persons. Indeed, moat villages are made up of hcwis,--Ads, 

information 
. .,.village

MRSS Media 
L p 

Early Awaretne55 

Relatively Higher Educational 
oioaslParLlciSatus L 

individuals, social roles, relationships and rules about appropriate and 
inappropriate behavior (Critchfield. 1981[).The village elders may not like 
the idea of planting faat-growing trees, but the young wmen of the 

might very much ';ke theopportunity for some fencing material to 
keep th pigs out the garden. So part of the task in social forestry 
techhology tranmer is in identifying the uppropriate entry points for 

a" 
- -" certain practices. In some places it may be at the community level, while 

at others, it may be at the clan. household, or individual levels. 

Opinion Leaders ," 

Ilyman (19Mi5)offers a useful complement to our model ofadoption. 
A paraphrase of his nine necessary conditions forsuccessful technology 

trans~cr is: 
Village Leaders. Elder 
of Kinsip Association. 
Respaced Village Herdsman 

I. Tlw innovatiom must fitth, conditions of the target community.
2. The demonstration must he provided by local people for lowal .eople. 

:.LThere must be effective means for two way communication between 
the change agent and the udoptees. 

Innovalin 

Adopter 

4. Thie change agent must understand and facilitate connections 
between the adoptee. the markets for theireventual products and other 
sorial forces resulting from the innovation. 

Plantingao Highyield Fuel/ 
Fodder Trees. 
-compatible with esitinsig 

- ---- - - ----
-High Achievement Desres 
-Positive Attitudes Toward 

5. 'Te adopteen must be active participants in the planning end 

implementation of the innovation. 
6.The results of adopting the innovation must be seen as t- win-win 

practices iru"odern" 
--almple to intce 
-can be tried on trial basis 

before complete system Is 
established 

Fig. I. A hiourislir model of elements in 

Ideas 
-Curious aboul "New"Things
-Aware otInnovation 

.. 

ocial foiretry transfer 

situation. 
nituatidn. 

7. Acceptance ofan innovation is detndent upon understanding all the 
steps that affect the functioning of the innovation. 

8.The environment where the innovation is demonstrated must be 
perceived as similar to the environment where it is to be used. 

9. The initial enthusiasm of the adoptee must be strong enough to carry 
that commitment to the adoption until it is aelfe uppurting. 



Howtver. it should be clear that the political constraints upon full 
equity of distribution will diator. the diffusion of the innovation model. 
Rolling et al (1981) point out that the model may not reflect the change 
from tribal to peasant situations in developing countries. They are 
particularly critical of the pro-innovation bias, "that all innovations 
should he adopted by everyone. Often research concentrates tn 
developing innovations which benefit larger and more educated 
fanner.." Later they note: "itis not thecharacteristics of farmers, as much 
aa it is the characteristics and deployment of government development 
services which ure the prime determinnnts ofdiffusion efforts." Further. 
theunitofadoptionisnotalwaysanindividual fnrmer buthouseholdhsor 
communities (Wet. 19784). 

We have discussed some of the means for dealing with the pnblcm 
they identified. While Jedlicka (19I4I) and others have dcvehm-d wiys e 
including clients in understanding the constraints on technology 
tranusfer and techniques of risk-shift in which groups ruther than 
individuals share risk. lie found in I londuras that: "87% of the farmers 
tsted in groups urcepted greater risk than they would itsindividuals. 

sagnifntly. women in the groups proved to he equal or greater risk-
takers than men" (Jedlicku, 19I1). This scems a significant place to end 
this overview n the application oif social science tit ensure success in 

. asial forestry programmes. In this sense. we take success tit not simply 
0 mean the oplortunity for the landless and the pIor to do the work of 
' planting trees, lut also top shar in i wider dixtribution of the ienefits 

possible from the-management of forested ecosystems. 
Still. then an ste magic, painless social bu!lts ready to bring 

fo.ests to harren lands and to enrich the pior who ore compelled to 
survive.. n them. The available theoiry. methods rad findings on-
necessary and ausually sufficient to deal with moat forestry pnrjet to. The 
essential means for creating. establishing and sustaining high levels of 
social foirentry success need to he assembled- cadsr of prfessional 
initial fioneters operating within an agency tht rewards innovation, 
risk.,.ing. an ability to learn from mistakes, a certain irreverence for 
etaldished systems and a cipacity W. meet the different outputs and 
actios of social forestry.Nearlyallofthe ppularm.rial forestry projects, 
including and especially ngroforestry, direct their activities to greatly 
increasing the production of hiomams in the hope that if enough i 
produced all of thenecessary socialand institutional structures will see to 

'hat enefits will trickle down to all who need them. Yet people do not 
4afy forests because they are willfully destructive or negligent, hut 

"Cause. LI Blriscee (1979) so clearly demonstrated, the social structure 
p rmitr them no otheroption. Without alternativestotreating theland as 
the sole source of wealth and survival, there is the unintended press 
toward the ultimate destruction of the Isan's capability, 

Il
 

A TRAINING PROGtAMk FORn PROI .4JIONALO(DIAL oRKWMvy 

This concluding section attempts to link universal trends, problems 
and challenges to opportunities of training. like the development of 
forestry training in the developing nation of the US. at the turn of the 
twentieth century, we will need some programnes to re-tool traditional, 
older graduates at the same time as we are training the younger 
professionals who will truly build and develop the field. Much of the work 
on social forestry since the middle 197( has concentrated upon updating 
and readjusting profeasionals trained for very diffe-rent practices
commercial ailyica, logging engineering, agronomy and other direct 
pnrduction skills. Therefore, a variety of hurried introductions to social 
tools and techniques have been provided to "prepare" these -ocial 
foresters. If we wish a truly professional social forestry training 
programme, then what has been an essential emergency training 
measure should not be used as the model for how the training of 
professional social foresters should e designed. 

A second caution in designing a training programme isto not accept 
the university visicn of the world. Universities have u remarkable 
tendency to divide the world into knowledge binsi, to create academic 
departments around these hins and then to fet as if the world were really 
me suldivided. Yet, effective application ofsocial forestry practice requires 

a holistic wide range of information and
,integrative approach to
techniques. 
Table 2 is an idealized illustration of how the social forester might 

approach the various stages of the forest cycle by c.mbing bio-physical 
and socio-economic data and techniques. The specifics are less important 
than the awareness that equivalent data exist for huth systems and that 
they must begiven equivalency and combired ford,:cision-making.Most 
often the left-hand column on -the forestry planning cycle may he 
sufficient for commercial forestry practices. Yet in social forestry the 
right-hand column on'sociai planning is both sufficient and neceseary 
and must be combined with the biophysical date. 

This suggests that the uauv.; smorgasbord approach to curriculum 
design will not be the most useful, and we will not take care of the 
"people" problem by simply requiring an introductory course in rural 
sociology. Each social science has unique perspectveandmethodology 
to contribute to our understanding of social forestr.y practices. Ilowever, 
each also has a large amoun. of information and nteresta thatare mostly 
irrelevant to the practice of social forestry. Forther, many soial 
scientists are disdainful of studies and applications regarding rural 
communities in general, and farest communitics in particular. So the 
need i toselect the nuggets of useful knowledge from the accumulating silt 
of disciplinary inertia and. ofequal importance, to sielect instructors with 
knowledge and commitment to forest and rural communities. 
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TABLE! 	 Sociology. Systematic observation (e.g. use of formal schedules); 

Cordlnating social and foe y skills 	 design ofsmall scale survey: sociometric and time budgetstudies: non
reactive trace measure; collecting data on social categories, groups 

stssm in Ioretr Panning Cylde Wages in Socitl Planning Cycle and rules affecting production, use and distribution of natural 
I. 	 la,1ioryofhanne " %tristInornory resources. 

epes. volarme, agw dlea gItth de rphirag, strdurs, fertility- 4. Political Science. Reputatimal studies: small scale voting or other 
rates. e. murtality rates. thnic. etc. public choice measures; attitude and opinion measures; leadership 

Z. 	 Markr#Analysis Market Analysis structure measures to identify key structural constrain and oppor
end .e,ots deasand prujtion. preferen es tunities in forestry projrammes. 

:L 	 Ihaawea hiiegnals 5. Ps.whohy. Standardized measures of motivation; preferences and 
hw to increa. omnwth reduce how to conect ectvi to nedfl. clue perception to locate individunI characterirtics that constrain or open 
amrtlity. itwsrove dockinl. etc. gap in poverty cyte opportunities for forestry programmes. 

4. 	 Mattingn,Prerepion, PtifnNgIPr,MPawa00 6. l1istory. The use of documents and oral histories;,trace measures of
wakting circle. harvest Iaciulm, kinds labour force analysis. organiztLonal indigenous actions; knowledge and experiences to identify traditional 
of harvnts, etc. analysis. etw. and normative constraints and opportunities for forestry 

r o. Irvartoffi Aussrnearn programmes.
mrhaiL rud 111rail layot. 7. Economics. Cost/benefit unalynis, micro nnd macro economic anu" mcjl inisct assesemnt, cost-enet 
Squerstin rsfitmenl analysis. rsining systetuo lyes location decision analyses, surrogate measures for unprwed 

6. 	 IerivW iA6mAcuriow benefits. To monitor and evaluate the efficiency of projects.
ouperri"ine, .rsling wgulatua, fire timn budget analysis, In Lim a-ident,
 
naton f, eign irhanane The next six required courses could come from a variety ofacademic
 

mt1917. 	 Rury4, Ftavreriutnnurery rtalgiikmen1. sper sedlint! 	 4mx tra trends in rrnptkqmwnl departments. However, it is crucial that the instructor are committed to 
planning and planting prutrtion 	 dintributi.n ,,( lenefita and rusts. iwial social forestry issues and applicatinns. The course on marketing is a 

smtri.tre rhanxe and adaptinn. unmtiv crucial one because it helps to consider the full away of goods and services 
and peitiv, wmial indicalut that could be marketed, rather than giving primary attention to 

......... _ _-sawtimber. 	 pulpwood and fuelwood. The course on geographic analysis

To prepare the social forester to accomplish the many tauks from aids inventory and diagnosis. but is nust crucial for planning. Courses 

social inventory to evaluation listed in Table 2 we will needt range of on environmental stciology and cultural ecology provide theoretical and 
skills from u variety of disciplines, extracting the unique techniques of sub,,tantive applicntions to all stages of the socisl forestry cycle.While 
,wasurement fnim each of the social sciences so that inventory, the courses on organization and communication are the essential means 
sameesment. monitoring and evaluation can be direct and systematic, for ensuring that the analyses, diagnoses and prescriptions actually get 
Hence the first required course is one on the "Methods of Social Science implemented. Short descriptions of these proposed required courses 
Applied to Forestry Issues." An individual instructor may be sufficiently follow. 
broad-based to extr&ft the nectasry techniques from eac i of the 
disciplines or a selected team from the various disciplines may be 1. Gewgraphic Information Systems. This should be taught so that it 
required. A mixture ofin-lw. explanatian and field application should be combines socio-economic and biophysical varinbLa. Traininp- should 
developed for the following techniques and disciplines. (Appruximately use one of the GIS programs that operate on a personal coanpute.
six contact hours per topic should be planned.) 	 These techniques are interactive and permit the "visual" planning to 

he shared with target groups for their understanding, input and 
I. 	IDemography. Techniques of sampling small-scale human popu. change. 

latiots, developing predictions of structure, trends, gro,"th rates and 2. Marketing. The design of this course should he such that it 
so forth to inventory target communities. concentrates upon "minor" forest products-mshrooms. snake skin, 

2. 	AnthropokWy. Participant observation and the use ofkey informants charcoal,small scale tourip.m, etc. This is a coutse in applied sociology 
in collectirS data on cultural values and practices in resource and psychology. 
production, use and distribution. :1. Environmental or Natural Resources Sociolw:v. This isa course that 
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translates major theoretical approaches and accumulating empirical 
findings to the direct interest of natural resource management. There 
should be solid sections on organization of resource agencies and 
firm., institutional structures, attitude formation and maw move-
mentu, factors affecting change and atability in social structure. 

4. 	&alog.el or Resource Anthropology. lUke No.3 above, this course 
translates basic theories f village, peasant and tribal communitiem in 
term&of resource-cultural interactions. 

5. 	OrganizatinnalSystems in Restouce Management. This is a course 
from political science, sociology, or a management school that brings 
to bear extant social science theories and empirical findings upon 
resource mangeent practice.ofte 

6. 	CommunicationSkills for Resource Managers.Practice in organizing 
hearings, community meetings, use of communication media such as 
video, public speaking experience, writing crisp message for the 
general public, *kill in understanding audiences. Again, this is a 
crucial application of social imience. 

These six courses are an essential core of the social science 
component of a professional social forestry training programme. The list 
is by no means exhaustive. Further, the special problems of regions and 

e-" countries will require some modification of the details I have noted. And 
M though there may be challenges on the margins o' his social science 

curriculum. I am certain that the core isauesa are correca 
The social forester needs skills in: (a) social measurement that 

covers the full range of emential possibility in social life; (b) an ability to 
group and display the data gained from these measures, and a way of 
comnecting them to biophysical data; (c)an understanding of what and 
how to market cash pnducts such as honey. nushnomns, basketa etc, (d) 
on overall interpretative framework for perceiving the functioning and 
procnss of social structures ant cultural valuer, (c) a means tocreaska and 
to manage the various interaal and external species of social organ-
izations affecting humans and foresta; and (f) an ability to listen, to 
interview, to organize, to give voice to, to persuade, to inform, and to direct 
the participants in social forratry projects. 

One could argue, of courue, that thesesocial skill%would he essential 
rw all resource professions, and I would agree. Yet, the goals, means, 

constraintband opportunities of traditional resurce proressionsare ona 
different pathway from social forestry. Our demand is no lees than to 
create a professional who is neither exclusively an applied social 
wsentist, nor exclusively an applied biologist, but rather one whoPatting
combines such necessary knowledge to "provide the greatest good of the 
greatest number, in the long run." That is quite a different proposition 
from maximizing the production of biotass. 

1o&
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Subsection I
 

THE ROLE OF GMER IN CURRICULUM DEVMOPNW4T 

Source: Sheehan, Nancy. 1986. A Curriculum Guide For A Course On 'Gender 
Roles in the Community Approach to Forestry'. Tropical Resources Institute 
Working Paper No. 16, Yale School of Forestry and Environmental Studies, Now 
Haven, CT, USA. 

Note: This subsection provides an outline for a coursi addressing the
 
Lrportant and integral role women play in natural resource issues; it 
combines women in developmant (WID) issues with forestry issues. 
particularly at the international level. Specifically, this example course, 
"Gender Roles in the Community Approach to Forestry." looks at the role of
 
women in forestry development. The course has many key elements such as 
women's diverse realities, female subordination, development theories. 
politics and bureaucracy, and course direction i.e., women in forestry
 
development and project programming. Sheehan (1986) points out that in the 
past. development projects have had some adverse-effects on gender 
relationships, and as r result there has been (1) a disintegration of the 
sustainable balance be ween conservation and utilization of forest resources 
and (2) a breakdvau v. the equity balance between men and women. There is 
a wide variety of courses that can integrate women in development, and this 
course is one example. "The materials presented herein should act as food 
for thought and not as the only means for achieving integration."
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3. 	 Outline of Course Topics 

I. 	 INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW 

A. 	 WOMEN IN DEVELOPMENT 
B. 	 REVISED FOREST POLICY FOR CHANCING ENVIRO.W.NTAL AND 

SOCIAL NEEDS
 
C. 	 WOMEN IN SOCIAL FORESTRY 

II. 	 Tn FRAMEWORKS 1OR "VISUALIZING' VOMIE 

-.	 SYSTEMSA. 	 HOUSEHOLD AND MARET PRODUCTION 

1. 	 WOMEN AS DISTRIBUTORS, BUYERS AND SELLERS-OF 
FOREST PRODUCTS 

2. 	 WOMEN AS NON-PAID, *INVISIBLE' LABOURERS 

B. WOMEN'S HOUSEHOLD ROLES IN SUBSISTENCE AGROFORESTRY
 

1. 	 WOMEN AS PLANTERS AND HARVESTERS OF AGRICULTURAL 
AND FOREST PRODUCTS 

2. 	 WOMEN AS APPRECIATORS OF THE ECOLOGICAL IMPORTANCE 
OF TREES AND FOREST STANDS 

3. 	 WOMEN AS PRESERVERS OF TRADITIONAL FORESTRY 
PRACTICES AND SILVICULTURAL SYSTEMS 

4. 	 WOMEN AS MOTIVATORS FOR ENVIRONMENTAL IMPROVEMENT 
THROUGH THE USE OF TREES 

C. 	 BIOMASS ENERGY 

1. 	 WOMEN AS COLLECTORS OF BIOMASS ENERGY (E.G., 
FUELWOOD AND DUNG) 

III. 	EFFECTS OF NOT INCLUDING WO IN DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
PIOGWIBG: REASONS FOR DEVELOPMNT PROJECT NISBEHAVIOR 

IV. ROGRAIMTIC SUGGESTIONS
 

A. 	 WOMEN'S FORMAL AND INFORMAL ORGANIZATIONS 
B. 	 WOMEN'S ACCESS AND CONTROL OF FINANCIAL AND 

NON-FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS 
C. WOMEN'S ACCESS AND CONTROL OF POLITICAL/LEGAL 

FORMAL AND INFORMAL ORGANIZATIONS 

V. 	 CASE STUDIES * 

Although several references are provided in the bibliography,
* 

this section is left up to the discretion of the professor
 

according to his/her own international experience.
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The following excerpts are from Part II. the description of course
 
topics. They follow the outline of course topics on the preceding page.
 
Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of these excerpts.
 

"I. INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW"
 

"A. Women in Development 

The reading materials selected for this section of the course cover a
 
wide range of topics concerning women in development. Most of the materials 
are early works by authors establishid in this field. They provide the
 
student with a challenging survey of the conditions of women in developing 
countries, ... 

"... one methodological directive will be stressed throughout: the 
conceptualization of traditional roles of women in rural-based cultures must 
not be rooted in Western stereotypes of women's roles but rather must be 
rooted in an inquiry into the actual situations ci women in their social and 
ecological communities. 

This directive has not been internalized completely. Project 
programming has not involved sufficient research of these roles; many
 
(forestry) development projects have had negative effects on women. In 
other words. development projects are one of the several factors 
contributing to the underdevelopment of women." 

"In reality. these gaps in proper analysis of which underdevelopment is 
a symptom are indicators of a larger problem- the lack of adequate training 
for development professionals. Therefore, to fill these gaps, academic
 
institutions must make it their objective to train students to be aware of 
the necessity for new methodologies which uncover or. rather, which help 
students 'visualize' Yzmen's roles in household and market activities. 

Given this objective, the first section of the course will detail 
weaknesses evolving from the omission, reinforcement, and/or addition of 
Western stereotypes expressed in development projects. The strengths of 
various projects that have succeeded in WID terms will also be given." 

"B. Revised Forest Policy for Changisg Environmental and Social Needs 

In this section, a discussion of the ecological status of forests is 
given. This discussion is to impart a sense of urgency for action. Most of 
the materials used in this section will emphasize the status of forests in 
the Third World and the ability of proper forest development policies to 
improve this status." 

"A b ief historical review of forestry development projects will also 
be presented. The historical perspective will provide students with an idea 
of the evolution of forestry policies adopted by development assistance
 
agencies and of present forestry policy." 
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"C. Women in Social Forestry 

The core material of the third subsection will examine rural women as 
foresters and as forest users. The readings will also cover the traditional 
roles women can and do play in social (community) forestry projects. In 
this respect. this section sets the tone of the course and presents the
 
building blocks for integrating the methodology of women's studies to
 
forestry studies (as they pertain to the developing world)." 

"At the end of Section II. the instructor will present illustrations 
of: the interconnections between women's life-patterns and their basic 
needs; and, forest/tree sustainability and yield. ... The three frameworks 
are not to be viewed as the only useful viewfinders; others exist depending 
upon a person's perception of WID issues. Briefly stated. these 

interconnections are:
 

(1) 	 household and market production systems

(2) 	 women's household roles in subsistence agriculture in
 
particular agroforestry systems- .0
 

(3) bi.omass energy- ... " 

"II. THREE FRAMEWORKS FOR VISUALIZING WOMENN 

A. Household and Market Production Systems 

Women use collected forest products within households and for external
 

market trading. To explore how trees are critical to the functioning of the
 

home and small-market enterprises, the lecturer muot turn.to a description
 

of household production systems." 

"B. 	 Women's Household Roles in Subsistence Agriculture in particular 
Agroforestry Systems
 

Frequently. Third World womn's interest in planting trees is indirect 
or secondary to their interest in planting agricultural crops. In fact, the
 
majority of families living at the subsistence level depend entirely, or in 
part. on the foods they are able to produce in their gardens, dooryards and
 
other manipulated areas. A traditional strategy employed by farmers to 
integrate simultaneous or intermittent growing of agricultural crops with 
woody perennials . . . is . . . agroforestry. The frequency with which this 
strategy is used by rural people demands its coverage in a course on women 
and forestry. This system has also been selected because various skills 
from agriculture and silvicultuire to animal husbandry are required to 
maintain the system. Thus, the system is a good tool for describing women's' 
wide range of ecological knowledge and for illustrating women's multi
faceted roles. 

In the first stages of discussing women and agroforestry, the lecturer
 

should provide students with materials describing agroforestry."
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"... Following this discussion. the lecturer should present the 'myths
 

and realities' of women and agroforestry..."
 

"C. Biomass Energy 

Throughout the following discussions, the lecturer should stress the
 
multi-use aspects of trees in developing countries. This is particularly
 
important for Western students who more readily perceive lumber and saw wood 
as tree-products but who might not perceive trees and forests as sources of 
medicines, fodder, furlwood, and food." 

"III. EFFECTS OF NOT INCUDING WOM IN DEVELOPMENT PROJECT PROGRAMMING" 

"The first two sections impart a sense.of women's diverse realities and 
the degree to which women and men are dependent on the productivity of 
forests and trees and are interested in and capable of ensuring the 
sustainability of wooded areas. The student should [sic] be [made] aware 
[in this third section] that development in general and forest development 
in particular has not eradicated poverty and inequality nor halted 
deforestation. At this point, the student should be searching for reasons 
for the failures and successes of development projects -4-order to better 
formulate future projects. Therefore. in the fourth se,,tion the instructor 
should present the existing body of literature addressing these questions." 

"IV. PROGRAMMATIC SUGGESTIONS" 

"Next suggestions to the question of 'how to' include women should be 
partially presented. These suggestions can be organized into three main 
opportunity/constraint areas. 

1. Women's Access to and Control of Technology and Land: 

2. Women's Organizations: 

3. Women's Access to and Control of Financial Resources:"
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Subsection I 

CUICULUM DESIGNED TO MROVIDE STUDENTS WITH 
'LEARNING BY DOING' EERIENCES 

Source: Macadam, Robert D. 1988. "Systems Agriculture - An Alternative
 
Approach to Agricultural Education, Research and Extension !Or Rural
 
Development.* Perspectives ip Education. Vol, 4, No. 1: 3-11. 

Note: At the Faculty of Agriculture and Rural Development in the
 
University of Western Sydney (formerly Hawkesbury Agricultural College), 
students 'learn by doing'. Some elements of the program are described
 
below.
 

a...One way this is achieved is by placing iundergraduate students on
 
the farms of cooperating farmers for four months midway through their
 
programme. There they live and work with the farm family. They also
 
conduct a systems analysis of the situation. Together with the farmer they 
identify problems or issues they can continue to work on as problem-solving 
and situation improving projects when they return to college. These 
projects are a form of action research. TLe projects undertaken by the 
students are supported by learning materials and activities developed by the 
staff. Group activity is a feature of the programmes and the creation of an 
interdependent learning environment is cultivated ... " 

"Because the projects are based on real situations they are inevitably
 
multi-disciplinary. Students are expected to utilize appropriate resourco
 
people and they soon become adept at identifying and contacting appropriate
 
resource people from a wide range of disciplines. on and off campus. The
 
strategy results in government agencies, farmers and commercial and
 
marketing organizations being involved in interdependent learning projects
 
with students and staff of the College. During the last year of the
 
undergraduate degree program-me students work on projects related to the
 
career they wish to pursue - potential school teachers with education
 
bodies; e~tension workers with extension agencies; co-mercial
 
representatives with commercial firms and so on. The networking on which
 
these linkages are based is initiated by staff and students, usually on an
 
informal basis with individuals in the various organizations...."
 

By basing our programme on action research projectz undertaken by
 
learners we believe:
 

- the learning is internalized and hence more effective; 
- staff and students are exposed to the realities of rural 

life; 
- the competencies that are needed to be effective as a 

professional agriculturalist are validated; 
- new methodologies and techniques for situation-improving are 

developed; 
more appropriate relaticnships are developed between clients 
and professionals; 
the farmers and others who collaborate in the projects 
benefit by learning about themselves and how to improve their 
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situation;
 
appropriate technology is developed; and
 
improvements are effected." 
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Subsection G 

INVENTORY OF SOCIAL SCIENCE AND NATURAL
 
RESOURCE MANAGEMENT CENTERS IN NEPAL
 

Source: Meuerscbmidt, Donald A. 1987. Working Paper on a Social Science 
Curriculum for the Institute of Forestry, Nepal. A Consultant Report 
submitted to the U.S. Agency for International Development. Kathmandu. 
Nepal. July 10. 1987. 

Note: The following report inventories resource centers and the kinds of 
social science and natural resource management related materials available 
in Nepal. More importantly, it identifies internally and externally 
available resources which might be utilized to integrate the social sciences
 
into a country's forestry curriculum. 
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1.3 RESOURCES
 

Literature Sources and other Secondary Sources in the Social
 

with Special Reference to Nepal & to Rural/Inter-
Sciences, 

national Development and Resource Development and Conserva
tion Topics.
 

1.3.1 Libraries and Special Collections
 

(1) The Institute-of Forestry (IOF) library, Pokhara and
 
in theflr't.aera rnmpuxes, is extremely limited in its resources 

in the social sciences.
nnitrnl sipnces, and al1 the more so 


The sot-inl nrientist nppointed to the TOF is strongly advised to 

w'it-h him/her all principle and supplementary te.tbooks,
briig 
,-nt.', stzlinq, journals.and journal articles, and other pedagogi

enl mage,rini nt!,:es.qry for-tpaching,..- advising and conducting 

rf"2e1nreih it1 ul1at is, ess4entially, a literature resource p,.or 

qiItinti . .lntprials can be xcroxed in multiple copies for 

di .itribuliim, ir necessary. 

At I.h' same time., it is recommended that the Library Commit
resorce
tee of the IOF draw tip a prioritized list of library 

maps,
mnltrinlm -- Journals subscriptions, books, monographs, 

of USAID
-tv. -- fot immediate purchase in the second phase 

areas of study at the institute should be included,funding. All 
science materials, eqpecially, should not be
hitl sorial 


neglerted.
 

(2) Other Library Resources within Nepal with social science 
the library of the Forest Researchmacrials ijrltide, of course, 

the main Tribhuvan
Division nt Rabar Mahal, Kathmandu, as we'll as 

rqity Library, and the libraries of the Centre for Economic'ni.' 

Development and Administration (CEDA) and of the Centrefor 

Nepal
 
The latter are on the main Tribhuvan
nud Asinii Studies (CNAS). 


near Kathmandu. There are also

University campus in Kirtipur, 


the Institute of
 
some resources available at the library of 


Rampur, especially
and Animal Sciences (IAAS) at
Agricultural 

usefuI in I.he study of Agro-Forestry. 

Bhawan has some
Tn addition, the USAID Library at Rabi 


as well as the offices of its- various prollects
useful.materials, 

'TRnpti Zbn. .Development .Project, Integrated .rerls Project,

lib-raries
etc.). Other international donor development agency 

e.g., the Swiss Association for Technical
might. also be useful --

the German Agency
Assistance. (SATA) at Ekanta Kuna in Jawalakhel; 


for Technical Assistance (GTZ) and Its Dhading District Develop

ment. Project (DDDP), both in Pulchowk; the British, the French,"
 
Nations Headquarters
etc. See also the library at the United 


WHO, UNICEF," UNDP,
Ruilditig, in Pulchowk, which includes FAO, 


etc. 

The library of the International Centre for Interated
 
in Jawalakhel near Kathmandu,- is
Mountain Development (ICIMOD), 

nn e,.ellnt soure of materials on mountain research and 

See also the offices and individualdevelipment. topics. 
ICIMOD dealing with social science, ruralrr%i'rrrher% within 


energy, forestry, economic development, etc.
 

The library of the Agricultural ProJects Services Centre
 
of soclo(APROSC), in Kathmandu, is an excellent repository 
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-.nnomir. materinla on Nepal, particularly topics in 	agriculture
 

and rural develnipment. 

1.3.2 Published and Unpublished Sources
 

Th,,re nri' a numbnr of sources for thoretiral, m'.thodo-

l,,gi,-nI, prart le'nl and des,-riptive social science literature 

rulevant to natural resource development and management study and 

reoareh. A great deal is available on social science per
the limalasprCtiven on international development and on Nepal, 


ynx, and South Amia generally, in Journals, Monograph Series,
 
Annotated Bibliographies, Seminar
,\ithnlogios and Case Studies, 


nmd Worltchop Proeerdings, Project Reports, Professional Eva]ua

t.inis, and so forth. In the following description of sources,
 
list of References
4wo'c-ifi- c xnmples are given by number from the 

i n r t I. The lit of sourcns given here and In the References
 
no means
:-rp ta*nist to be den'cript.ive and sugaestive,. but by 


":-h.'ims. ivo.
 

(I) Journals
 

The following list is of both international and Nepalese 
in the study of natural resourceJournals of importance for use 

mnnagement and rural development from a social science pcr

p.ct Ive. Several of them are important enough to be on sub

for the IOF library, and are so indicated.st-ription 

n. Mountain Research and Development, International Mountain 

se.l,.iely (published in the USA). Includes excellent research 

qlid ijq, and Prt i.les with important theoretical and historical 

per-rov. ivc~q on the ititer-relationship between the natural and 

s.,4inl 	resources of the Himalayns, including social forestry and 
pieces based,e'v,.l,,pmenl policy. There are also good comparative 

into human adaptation, resource degradation, andCn re-mparelt 
re-o~ar'vn manngement from other mountainous regions of the world. 

(For Npm)al, see: 10, 85,.88, 100-103, 113, 141, 150-151). While. 
a ti.w Qiheeqcription has recently been begun for this Journal, the 

TnF library at Pokhara should request a complete set of -back 

issues In order to secure all of the earlier articles on Nepal 

and time Himalaya. Write to Jack Ives, Editor, P.O.Box 3128, 
R,,slder,- Colorado 80107 USA-. 

b. Nepalese Social Science Journals of note 	 include 

Contributions to Nepal Studiew of the Centre for Nepal and Asian
 

(CNAS), Tribhuvan University. While not specifically
Studies 

ofdevelopment orient ,, occasional articles feature topics 

cultural ecology, the organization of Nepali social groups, and 
indepthother theoretical and descriptive case studies based on 

An important source for description ofresearch within Nepal. 

Nepali life and culture. (See: 28, 158.) Should be on subscrip

tion at IOF lIbrary.
 

Oither useful social science journals from Kathmandu include
 

Kailash: A Journal of Himalayan Studies, the Himalayan Review of 

lite Nepal Geographical Sot:iety, Prashasan (The Nepalese Journal 

of Priblic Administration: see: 156), and the Journal of the Neval 

See also publicatons from the
Research Centre (see: 139). 


Centre for Economic Dvelor.ent and Administration (CEDA) of 

Tribhuvan University (see: 2, 94, 95).. 
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,0. Human organization, Society for Applied Anthropology
 
(jIblishrd in the USA). Frequent articles dealing with inter

nntionanl development 	 subjects, participatory action, etc., with 

occasnional titles on South Asia and Nepal (see: 50, Ill, 148).
 

d. Development-Specific Journals include: World flvelopment
 

(iablirhed in the U.K.; see: 11, 93), Development (of the Society
 

for [nternational Development; see: 134-136), The IDS Bulletin
 
(of the Institute for 	Development 'Studies, Sussex University; see 
the various publications from IDS: 9, 18, 33, 38, 40, 72, 79, 96, 
123), Agricutural Administration (published in the U.K.; see: 30, 

73), Public Administration and Development (see: 35), Journal of 

Development Studies (sep: 36), and occasional articles on 

develo.pment in Public Administration Review (see; 91). These all 

h'ino e'r-,nI leznt articles on internatinnal development, w! th 

€,r,.asi,.nal titles on Nepal. Among them, some titles should be 

ni lablo on it regular basis- to -IOF-. st.udents, such as World 
P..v-lopmnnt, D,)'vnlnpment (from SID), and Agricultural Administra-
I i.-$. Titl*'4 available on agro-forestry from the International 

Council on Research in Agroforestry (ICRAF) in Nairobi, Kenya, 
science
.houild also bo looked into; TCRAF has a strong social 

cimel-,,nt d.n1ling with development work in agro-forestry. 

Human and Cultural Ecology Journals are also recommended
 

for the IOF library. There are also a variety of international
 

on human and cultural ecology. One of the best that
 

e. 


journnls 
cu)mhines the quantitative orientation of human ecology with the 

ijnli 1alive asprets of cultural ecology is Human Ecology 

(pul lish,'d in the USA). Occasional articles on Nepal and the 

Ifimnlny.r, region. Should be considered for subscription to IOF 

I ibrnry.. 

See also occasionf. Miscellaneous Other Journals of Note. 

al nrl.rJeR on t.he social history of forests and forest develop
in the Journal of Forest History (United
ni,,t internationnlly, 


SLat,.q; see: 15'}. 

(2) Monographs Series. Anthologies, Reiports. & Special
 
Studies.
 

Kathm ndua. 	 ICIMOD 'Publications. . Publications of the 
Mountain Developmentbase l International Centre for Integrited 

(ICI.IOD), and affiliated institutions (e.g., The Mahendra Trust. 

for Conservation of Nature, the East-West Center, etc.) are 

Important sources for special case studies, critical evaluations,
 

topical and literature reviews, etc., on a variety of subjects of
 

importance dealing with sociological 	and anthropological per

slnetive on mountain research and development. (See: 5, 15, 17,
 

29, 18, 49, 77, 98, 112, 114, 119.) The IOF library should
 

have the ICIMOD Occasional Paper series, and other publications.
 

h. 	 APROSC Publications. Nepal's Agricultural Projects
 

see: 26, 107-109), publishes a great
Services Ceaitre (APROSC; 

d,:nl of is,ful, materials in its several research and topical 

,ori,,q. Some publications are done in association with Winrock 

!,Ivrnat.Jonnl (and,. earlier, uith the Agricultural Development
 

APROSC has published 	a number of insightful short caseCnunell). 

studiex by Nepali - researchers dealing with forestry, agro-

forestry and other topics on agriculture and on natural'
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roroireq. !tnny are focussed on micro-economics; a few have 	an 
nitihrfnl,,l,,gi,'1l and/aor rural sociological persective. Regular 

\rP.nst pahl iont.jon series and other special publications 	 of 

in I r-t. to fore'st 	ry, ngro-rorestry arid the social science of 

,l,.',.rpmF't should be maintairned in the IOF library. 

I.. Other Local Sources. See also occasional publications
 

nol pnp,.rs frm varinus private applied social science consult 	ing 
New ERA; see: 66, 67), Integrated Development
rjroaq (e.g., 


S,.rvIcns (IDS: see: 80;, development Research Group, and others)
 

in Kuthmandu. Sel#;ct.2d titles from these organizations should be
 

nvailnlle to students and Rtaff in the ZOF library. 

3. Rural Development Committee Series. Publicationl of the 

Rural Development Committee of Cornell University (Ithaca, New
 

Vok}, i nlt itde it,.mi. di.rectly rlev ant to people's pr.rticipat, in
 

: :,,! l,,ial ornnizitivo s in the developing world. Many are based 
fil qII \sin-br.edl (some: Nepal-b:tased) case sttidies (e.g., Small
 

F.,'mer r'evolepmont. Program/Nepal l. Many publications have a
 

it-, it i,.nl %:i.,te, evonomics ai,)/or general sociology orienIa

ti.,i. (See: 42, 56, 57.) All of the titles in this series 

%h-,,l,! be mnintained in the TOF library. 

4. 	 The Institute for Development AnthropologZ (IDA) of 

has published some outstanding works onIti ighnmI.on, New York, 
in! .rnntinrnal development. (IDA regularly publishes proceedings
 

of Its conft-rences, and anthologies on special topics of interest
 

I,, the rtiral and natural resource development through Westview
 

Press of Boulder, Colorado, USA. Westview Press has many mono

grnphs nnd anthologie. on topics of rural and internationnl
 
do.e1ipmont, naturnl resource management, environmental sciences,
 

,t,-,l,,gy, et,0., manay of which would be quite useful to the IOF
 

pnl .sh,-,Id be maintained in its library. (For example, see: 13,
 

21, G1f, 83, 105, 157.) See nlso occasional books published 
 on 
99), anduievr-l-pment. Issues from Cambridge University Press (see: 

,I.h't'.s 

r. 	The. Institute of Development Studies, Sussex University, 

some very important publical.ions. TheBrighton, England, has 

Robert Chambers and his colleagues at Sussex is
Inspiration of 


,-nnsriderable in the development literature, especially dealing
 

with people's participation and to methodology of rapid r.ral
 

•app raimn-. (Littel! above.) "OS.at Sussex.sponsers annual tjorlr.10 

shops and study courses for students and develpment officers from 

developing countries, which might also be looked into as a 

potent.ial training resource for IOF staff and faculty.
 

g. Other Publication Sources of Note. See also publica

tinns 	 of the International Development Institute (Bloomington,
 
see
ITndinrnn:; see: 125), the East-West Center (Honolulu, Hawaii: 


121, 146), the Land Tenure Center (University of Wisconsin,
 

.Madison, Wisconsin; see 70), the International ouncil for
 
see 78), the Ford Foundation'
Research on Agro-Forestry (ICRAF; 

(especinlly out of New Delhi; see: 37, 39), the World Bank 

122, 130), the Food and Agriculture(Wnmhi~igtnn DC; see: 32, 41, 


Organization of the United Nations ( 'AO; note especially publica

tions coming out of the FAO Regional Office in Bangkok, and in
 

genernl, FAO's publications on community forestry, see 12. 16,
 

27, 58, 59, 71, 87, 	105, 106 , the International l/bour Orianiza-


Lon (TLO; see: 31, 	'81) the Economic and'Social Council for Asia
 

and the Pacific (ESCAP; see: 106)g etc. See also the newsletters
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rr:.in various forestry relatbd organizations such as the Forestry 
Support Program of the U.S. Department of Agriculture with the 
L.S. Agency for International Development (Washington DC), and 

rrum the F/FRED regional forestry project headquartered in 

fl:ng!.nlt 	 (ewsletter published by the principle contractor to 

I.'.. I!V fnr this project, W.inrock International, from its 

Wnshiigtcmn DC office). 

The Board on Science and Technology for International
 
(Washington
Development of the U.S. National Academy of Scences 


10: haq pitblished a number of important anthologies on topics of 
the environment, etc., many
,!cvelipmnfnt, naLural resources, 


having a qocological orientation, and most with a policy orienta

tinn. (See; 6, 7, 117, 128.)
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SECTION 5 

INTEGRATING THE SOCIAL SCIENCES IN A MODULE ON 
THE SILVICULTUE OF IULTIPURPOSE TREE SPECIES: 

PROCESS AND CONTENT 

Note: As part of the recent Curriculum Development workshop held at the
 
Institute of Forestry (I0¥), in Pokhara, Nepal. participants addressed
 
questions about: 1) the process of integrating the social sciences in a
 
module (i.e.. segment) of a course on the silviculture of multipurpose tree 
species (MPTS). and 2) the potential substance/content of such a module. 
The leaders of this training session in module planning were Amulya 
Tuladhar, Ridish Pokharel. and Don Messerschmidt. all working at I0.
 

Two background documents (see Attachments 1 and 2) served as examples. one 
outlined a silviculture course taught at IOF, and a second surveyed social
 
science aspects of various courses taught at IOT. These helped focus 
discussions on the nature of opportunities available to integrate the social
 
sciences in existing technical forestry courses.
 

The following briefly summarizes participant discussions during the session. 
It is important to note this was one of many activities during the workshop 
and the results of this training session are illustrative rather than 
comprehensive. More emphasis was placed on outlining the elements of a 
module planning process than on specifying the content of such a module.
 
Participants suggested a range of technical and social science topics that a
 
course on the silviculture of MPTS might address.
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Process of Module Planning and Implementation
 

Workshop participants addressed the following questions concerning the
 
development of a module integrating the social sciences in a course on the
 
silviculture of multipurpose tree species. These questions raise topics to
 
be considered in the process of designing and implementing such a module.
 

1. 	Need for a module
 

A. 	 What are the basic assumptions underlying the need to develop such
 
a course module?
 

B. 	 Who determines the need for such curriculum development?
 

2. 	 General nature and quality of a module 

A. 	 How does oni define the essential ideas of the module7 Its
 
purpose? Its intended educational impact?
 

B. 	 What are the fundamental and most appropriate questions, issues,
 

and problems that must be addressed by curriculum designerm?
 

C. 	What are the "nodes" of entry for the social sciences?
 

D. 	 How can we maintain the quality of the biophysical sciences when 
the social sciences are integrated?
 

3. 	 Designers of a module and sources of input 

A. 	 Who should be involved in the design of such a course module? 
What range of "experts". "clients", "users", and others should be 
involved? 

B. 	 What is the role of alumni as a source for direction in the 
planning of a module? 

C. 	 What is the job market for forestry professionals and how does
 

this 	market affect the design of this module? 

4. 	 End users of information and knowledge imparted in a module 

A. 	 Who are the end users of the information/knowledge imparted in the 
module? 

B. 	 What do they need and want to know? 

C. 	 What are the respective roles of teacher and student in the
 
learning process, information collecting, screening, teaching, 
validating, etc.?
 

5. 	 Resources available for design and implementation of a module
 

A. 	 What resources (e.g.. personnel, financial) are needed to
 
develop and implement a course module? 
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B. 	 How are these resources identified?
 

C. 	 How are they obtained? 

D. 	 From whom? 

E. 	 By whom?
 

F. 	 When? 

G. 	 Why? 

H. 	 How should they be structured into the classrrom. field exercises,
 
or other activities of the module?
 

6. 	 Knowledge required, available, and accessible for development and 
implementation of a module 

A. 	 What fundamental or basic information is needed to. develop and 
implement a module? 

B. 	 What variables are important to know and build in/consider in a
 
module? 

C. 	 At what depth of knowledge should the integration occur? 

D. 	What kinds of knowledge must the teacher/professor manage?
 

1) 	 Knowledge from a specific discipline (e.g., theories, 
methods, and substantive findings). 

2) 	 Resources available to impart knowledge (e.g.. faculty from 
other 	departments who might teach a module, existing
 
literature, sources of potential financial support).
 

7. 	Educational learning opportunities for implementation of a module
 

A. 	 What criteria are used to select appropriate strategies (e.g.,
 
literature review, class lectures, field study) to address the
 
fundamental and most appropriato questions, issues, and problems?
 

B. 	 What is the role and value of each of the following examples?
 

1) Students listening to their professor ask farmers
 
questions in the field.
 

2) Use of case studies where analysis requires questioning.
 

3) Field trips:
 

a) 	 Technical activities such as planting, silvicultural 
techniques.
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b) 	 Socio-economic activities such as interface with 
farmers, learning and listening, exchanging knowledge. 
rapid rural assessment techniques. 

c) 	 Give select students responsibility for planning field 
trips.
 

d) 	 Require student follow-up through debriefing, reports
(orel and/or written). and other activities. 

4) Learning by role playing. 

5) Use of Audio-visuals. 

8. 	 Evaluation of a module 

A. 	 How can we evaluate the course module? 

B. 	 What are the indicators (e.g.. adequacy, accuracy.
 
appropriateness of the knowledge imparted)?
 

C. 	 Who should evaluate (e.g.. students, faculty, local farmers)?
 

Content of a Course on MPTS with a Social Science Module
 

The workshop participants raised the Follc-iing itsues and questions
about the relevant content of a module integrating the social sciences in a 
course on the silviculture of multipurposE tree species. These issues and 
questions are illustrative of many substantive concerns possibly addressed
 
in a module. Many of the issues and questions associate the content of a
 
module with the transmittal of.that c--tent.
 
1. 	 Questions dealing with the kinds of knowledge necessary to enable 

foresters to be better field practitioners such as the following: 

A. 	 How to determine local needs for MPTS? 

B. 	 What planting techniques are appropriate? 

C. 	 What management techniques (e.g.. thinning, pruning, felling. 
traditional management techniques) might be applied? 

D. 	 What knrivledge should the forester share with farmers through 
extension activities? 

1) 	 understanding potential outputs and characteristics of
 
specific species.
 

2) 	 mensuration techniques.
 

3) 	 production variables to obtain optimum biomass, fruit. 
wood production, etc. 
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E. 	 What is the range of appropriate questions foresters should ask
 
to determine the utility of local management and production 
systems or techniques? 

F. What tools exist to determine the value (for whom and of 
what) of traditional as well as non-traditional systems of 
tree/forest management? 

2. 	 What kinds of knowledge are available Zor a module (e.g., basic 
knowledge, relevant knowledge from pvactical application of basic
 
knowledge)? 

3. 	 What essential concepts and basic skills do we need to impart to
 
students in the course? For example, we might want to train
 
students:
 

A. 	 not only in current pruning techniques but also in 
communications skills to facilitate working with local
 
farmers to learn about traditional pruning techniques. 

B. 	 how to ask farmers questions regarding their needs,
 
objectives, goals.
 

C. 	 how to determine what simple technical applications farmers 
need which supplement, complement, or replace their current
 
techniques, technologies, etc., and how to add to the farmer's
 
repertoire to improve local resource management.
 

4. 	 Why aro these concepts and basic skills important?
 

5. 	 How does one organize the range of opportunities for teaching and
 
learning such as classroom lectures, field tours, laboratory

exercises, research projects, etc.? Separate modules on specific

topics? Lectures integrating concepts? Field tours utilizing a
 
range of skills?
 

6. 	 How do we instill the ability to see, think, ask, question, make 
conclusions, then act appropriately? This is a higher order 
question, not about spe.iific content but about the learning 
process itself.
 

7. 	 Attitudes that need to be instilled as part of the educational process 

A. What attitudes are required by good, skilled forestry graduates 
that 	enable them to link their professional knowledge with the
 
farmer's knowledge? 

8. 	Some technical forestry questions to address in the process of
 
developing a course:
 

A. 	What are the relevant silvicultural systems for forests?
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B. 	 What are the relevant silvicultural systems for single tree 
management (including traditional management systems)? 

C. 	 What are the different silvicultural, mensurational and 
management techniques and assumptions for MPTS compared to 
forest silviculture? 

-D. What are the silvics of indigenous trees? Of exotic trees?
 

E. 	 Are there different learning strategies and educational 
materials that best impart knowledge about tree management as 
compared to forest management? 

F. 	 How do we bring any differences into teaching, learning, and 
practice through the development of a module? 

G. 	 What techniial variables should be considered in the selection of 
a species? Are other variables relevant? What are they? 

H. 	 Are there variations in the content of a module because of
 
agroecological differences (e.g.. terai vs. hill areas)? What do 
students need to know in order to work effectively as local
 
conditions dictate? 

9. 	 Some social science questions to address in the development of a 
module: 

A. 	 What social concepts are important to build into a module 
based on the nature of the course, the technical issues being
 
addressed, the knowledge required to be an effective 
practitioner. etc.? Some questions might include:
 

1) 	 Indigenous knowledge
 

a) What is it?
 

b) How do you determine its value? 

c) How can it be used? 

d) Who has it? 

e) 	 How do you obtain 1..: 

2) 	 Local participation
 

a) What does it mean?
 

b) 	 What do you need to do to ensure it? What skills are 
needed? 

c) What are the costs and benefits of it for the local
 
people? For resource management?
 

4) What is the relevance of local social organization and social
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structure in the silviculture of MPTS? 

5) 	 What is the relevance of seasonality and of local beliefs on 
tree management? 

B. 	 When should these concepts be built into the course? At the 
beginning? At the end? At various points during the course? 

C. 	 How should these concepts be built in? What should go into a 
separate module? What should be included in fully integrated 
activities? 

Conclusion 

This 	training session was valuable in that it provided an opportunity: 

1. 	 to identify challenges (e.g.. improving natural resource
 
management for the benefit of local people) to the forestry
 
profession that should be addressed in the preparation of current
 
and future practitioners;
 

2. to 6ncourage dialogue between biophysical and social scientists 
about what knowledge (e.g.. theories. methods, and substantive 
findings from various disciplines) is needed to enhance the 
education of practitioners;
 

3. 	 to discuss opportunities, constraints, and processes for 
integration of relevant knowledge and skills from other
 
disciplines (e.g.. technical questions that have social 
implications, observation skills, problem-solving that infuses
 
technical. social science, and other knowledge and skill
 
domains);
 

4. 	 to present some preliminary ideas on the range of teaching
 
strategies and possible topics for a course on the silviculture of
 
MPTS, and more specifically, for a module integrating relevant
 
social science knowledge and skills.
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Attachment 1 	 Total Marks : 100 
Theory : 60 
Assessment : 20 

Practical : 20 

I. 	 TITLE: SILVICULTURh 

Il. 	 OBJECTIVE: 

Foresters must be able to create and maintain the kinds of forests that
 
best fulfill established objectives for given tracts of land. Thus
 
they must be proficient in the theory and practice of silviculture.
 
Also. wildlife managers and soil and water conservationists frequently
 
must manipulate vegetation to accomplish their objhctives.
 
Consequently they too must be proficient silviculturalists.
 
Upon 	completion of this course the student should:
 

i) 	 Understand the theory underlying silvicultural practice. 

ii) 	 Be familiar with the silvicultural characteristics of various 
important species and timber types in Nepal and with silvicultural 
systems applicable with these species and types. 

iii) Be able to perform various silvicultural operations including
production of nursery stock, treatment of seed and direct seeding, 
planting, various intermediate cuttings such as thinning, pruning 
release, and various harvest cuttings such as clearcut. 
shelterwood and selection cuts. 

iv) 	 Be ble to organize and direct crews of workers for implementation 
of the above practices.
 

v) 	 Be capable of writiug silvicultural prescriptions and developing 
silvicultural systems that will accomplish objectives of 
management on a given site. 

III. 	COJRSE OUTLINE Z Time allocation 

Unit 1. Introduction - Silviculture and its place in Renewable 
Natural Resource Management 	 5
 

Unit 	2. Artificial Regeneration 17 
2.1 	 Choice of species - Management and Ecological 

considiarations 
2.2 	 Nursery operations
 
2.3 	 Site preparation - mechanical, chemical, fire 

(co.trolled farming) 
2.4 	 Planting
 
2.5 	 Direct seeding/sowing
 
2.6 	 Protection of plantations and seed
 
2.7 	 Afforestation of difficult sites
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Unit 3. 	 Forest Tree Improvement - Application of Genetics in 
Silviculture 10 
3.1 	 Review of Genetics
 

3.1.1 	Mendelian Inheritance
 
3.1.2 	Quantitative Inheritance
 

3.2 	 Selection Approaches in Tree Improvement
 
3.3 Seed 	Production Areas
 
3.4 Seed 	Orchards
 

3.4.1 	Types: Clonal and Half-sib Orchards
 
3.4.2 	 Establishment and Management
 
3.4.3 	 Progeny Testing; Calculation of Heritability
 

3.5 	 Hybrids in Forestry
 
3.6 	 Provenance Tests
 

Unit 4. 	 Intermediate Operations 20 
4.1 	 Thinnings
 

4.1.1 	 Effects on growth and yield
 
4.1.2 	 Methods of Thinning - low. crown, selection and
 

mechanical thinning
 
4.1.3 	 Application of Thinning Timing. Regulation of
 

Density
 
4.2 	 Improvement and Salvage Operations
 
4.3 	 Pruning and Lopping
 

4.3.1 	 Natural Pruning
 
4.3.2 	Artificial Pruning and Lopping - effects upon the
 

tree
 
4.3.3 	 Tools and techniques of pruning
 
4.3.4 	Fodder. Fuelwood and other benefits
 

4.4 	Release Operations
 
4.4.1 	 Cleanings and Liberation Cuttings
 
4.4.2 	 Use of Chemicals
 

Unit 5. 	Natural Regeneration - Reproduction Methods 15
 
5.1 	 High-F.orest Methods
 

5.1.1 	 Clearcutting
 
5.1.2 	 Seed-Tree
 
5.1.3 	 Shelterwood
 
5.1.4 	 Selection
 

5.2 	Coppice and Coppice with standards
 
5.3 	Reproduction by Layering
 

Unit 6. 	 Formulation of Silvicultural Systems 8 
6.1 	 Identification of Objectives of Management
 
6.2 	 Provision for Reproduction
 
6.3 	 Provision for Efficient use of Growing space and
 

productive Potential of the Site
 
6.4 	 Control of Damaging Agencies
 
6.5 	 Modification Required where sustained yield is an
 

Objective of Management
 
6.6 	Optimum Use of Forest Capital
 
6.7 	 Resolution of Conflicting Objectives
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Unit 	7. Social and/or Community Forestry
 
7.1 	Fuel. fodder and lumber needs
 
7.2 	 Other needs of mankind'supplied by forests
 
7.3 	Techniques for obtaining people's participation in
 

setting objectives of management
 
7.4 	Harmonizing conflicting objectives
 

Unit 8. 	 Silvicultural systems Applicable to Important Timber types 
of Nepal 18 
8.1 	 Identification and Distribution of Important forest
 

Types 
8.2 	For each type. in-depth study of:
 

8.2.1 	 Ecological Characteristics of Important Species
 
Involved
 

8.2.2 	 Site Factors
 
8.2.3 	 Silvicultural Systems
 

PRACTICALS
 

Practical 	1. Seed Collection, Extraction and Storage 5
 

Practical 2. 	 Evaluation of Germinative Energy and Germinative Capacity of 
Collected Seed 10 

Practical 3. 	 Production of Tree Seedlings from Seed Collected by
 
Students 5
 

Practical 	4. Student Exercise in Direct Seeding 5
 

Practical 	5. Student Exercise in Planting 5
 

Practical 	6. Marking for Thinning 10
 

Practical 	7. Pruning Exercise 5
 

Practical 	8. Student Conducted Release Operation 5
 

Practical 	9. Marking for Shlterwood Cutting 10
 

Practical 	10. Marking for Selection Cut 10
 

Practical 	11. Marking for Coppice with Standards Cut 5
 

Practical 	12. Evaluation of Regeneration Success 5
 

Practical 	13. Formulation of Silvicultural System for a Given Tract 20
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Attachment 2 

INCLUSION OF SOCIAL ASPECTS IN D1'FERUIT SUBJECTS 

AT INSTITUTZ OF FORESTRY 

NDUCTIOls 

Institute of Forestry has been established to produced lower 

level 	and mddle lutel tochniqians in the area of Renewable Natural 

Resource Conservation and Management. It also conducts short to= 

training in any of forestry disciplines (eg Comunity Forestry 

Extension, Forest Utilization Techniques, Fodder Managsment and so 

on). 

The Institute has been offering courses related to various 

disciplines of Natural Resource Management at Certificate level 

and B.So. level. These toechnioians have to look after not only the 

vast forest estate but also the human resource, which Is getting 

increasingly involved in protection, production and development of 

forest resource. In order to work with persons of varioue background 

IOF has introduced some social aspects in different subjects at Certifi

cate level and as yell as B.Sc. level. 

The objectives for designing the courses are as follows: 

10 The students should know how to take good and timely decisions. 

2. 	 2ie student should be able to organize and conduct meeting 

offietivelyi 

3. 	 The student should be able to work effectively with staff of. 

other disciplines. 
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* The student should be able to drawn an extension program for a 

v.illage 

. The student should be able to deal with persons of various 

baekgrouns and motivate them for the protection and development 

of forest manageent. 

SJBCT CIDCOURSB QUTLIN3 

19 	 Forest ManaffeMent ( B.S. 3rd Yr. ) - nly for general forestry. 

Additionally, this subject has the following course on social 

aspects: 

Unit 	7s Social Environment of Forestry 

7.1 	 Social values, public relation and public participantion. 

7.2 Marketing 

7.3 Organization of the project 

Unit 8s Case studies in Forest Management Planning 

8.1 	 Community Forestry 

8.2 	 Industrial Forestry 

8.3 	 Wildlife and Recreation Management 

8.4 	Watershed and Soil Management 

8.5 Rational Forest Management 

2. Bilvieulture DBc. bd Yr.)( 8 

Additionally, this subject has also the follwing course on 

social aspects 
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Unit 	7. SogiA and Comunity Forestry 

7.4 Fuel, fodder amd lumber needs 

7e2 Other needs of mankind supplied by forests 

7.3 	Tedhniques for obtaining people's participation in
 

settink objectivex of kanagement
 

704 Harmonazing conflecting objectivis
 

3. 	 Watershed Management ( B.Sc. 3rd Yr.) only for soilcons* 

Additionally, this subject has also the follwing course on 

social aspects 

Unit 8 Social and eultural consideration in watershed Mgt* 

8*1 Assessing social and cultural backgrounds 

8.2 	Determining social constraints to various management
 

practices.
 

8.3 	 Evaluating strategies required to effect change In 

watershed management* 

4. 	 National Park Administration and Management (B.50. 3rd Yre) 

- only for vildlife management. 

Unit 6 Additional Hanagement Policies* 

6.1 	 Fee collection 

6.2 User survey 

693 Insurance 

6..* Maintenance 

6*5 Public relation - public participation 
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5. HumaR Resource Managerent ( B.Sc. 2nd Yr. ) 

Unit 1 Introduction to sociological approach In resource management. 

1.1. 	 Importance of social in resource mnatement. 

1.2. 	 Brief account of resource history & hrief survey of 

Nepal.
 

Unit 	2 Social Organization 

2.1 	 Traditional groups ethnic and community study 

2.2 	 Frinciples of social organization and the problems ef 

social order. 

2.3 	 Political, economic, and idological component of social 
Se 

organization
 

2.1+ Language of social organization
 

2. 	 Social control and ffeedom 

2.6 Social change organization and modernization 

Unit 3 Social Institution 

3.1 	 Ethnicity and caste 

3.2 	 Religion, norms, values and laws 

3.3 	 Role and status of women
 

3.1 Customs governing resource management 

Unit 4 Application of social principles tos 

11.1 Econony and society
 

4+.2 Resource Management
 

4.3 Production
 

1+.14 Use of resources
 

1.5 	 Technological innevativeness 

+.6 	People particip&tion and marginal integration
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Unit s axtension 

5.1 Principles, necessity
 

59.2 Secrets of success or causes of failures
 

5.3 Planning and drawing up an extension program, plan
 

of work and calender or pperations. 

5eo Agencies and methods of extension 

5.5 Control and evaluation
 

Unit 6 Interdisciplinary approach
 

6.1 Working with different agencies
 

6.2 Co-ordination
 

6.3 Maintaining leadership and coordination
 

Unit 7 How to ortanize a meeting
 

7.1 Preparation of and duliverying aSpeech
 

7.2 How to talk effectively
 

7.3 Preparing for a change
 

7.4 Necessity of maintaining and good hman relations
 

Unit 8 Communication
 

8.1 Definations
 

8.2 Objectives
 

8.3 Principles for good communication
 

8.4 Barriers in communication
 

8.5 Communication system
 

Unit 9 Motivation
 

9.1 Defination
 

9.2 Effective motivation
 

9.3 Role of incentives
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For Certificate Level 

I* Silviculture ( C.L. 1st Yr. ) 

Unit 7. Social Forestry 

2. Introduction of Extension work in RNR ( C.Llist Yr.) 

Unit 1. Extension 

1.1 	 Introucotion to textnsion work
 

1.2 	 Preliminary defination
 

1.3 	Why extension work is necessary
 

1. 	 Aims o extension principles governing extension 

activitye 

1.5 	 Ladder of learning principles governing extension
 

activity
 

1.6 	Various methods used in extension work general
 

1.7 	Mass methods
 

1.8 	Group methods
 

1.9 	Individual methods
 

1.10 Program plaiming
 

lo11 Understanding the people and their problems
 

1.12 	Drawing up an questionnaire & conducting interview
 

1.13 Extension program
 

1,k plan of work
 

1.15 	Calender of operation
 

1.16 	Qualities of an extension worker. His key role
 

1.17 	Causes of failure of an extension program
 

1.18 	 Evaluation and Its impo,'tance
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1.19 How and when to do evaluation
 

1,20 Comprehensive definition of extension stops of success 

in extension work 

1.21 Organization of extension work in a new area.
 

Unit 2 Coumication
 

2.1 Commmivation what is it.
 

2.2 Use of sqnses - comunication as a system
 

2.3 Benefits of understanding the people - Its
 

Importance in extension work. 

Unit 3 Motivation 

3.1 WMt is it - It's .ecessary 

3.2 Ladder of needs
 

3.3 Factors governing motivation
 

3.4 What motivates men
 

3.*5 Important, theories of motivation
 

3.6 Extension comutmication and motivation, essential 

linkds, in educating man. 

3o 	 Agriculture and rural sociology (COL. 2nd Yr.)
 

Additionally, this subject has the following courses an
 

social 	aspect: 

Unit 5 	Rural Sociology 

5o.1 The nature and characteristics of rural oocial system 

In general 

5.2 Comunity health
 

,5.3 Comntity welfare
 

5. Cosmunit education 
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Unit 	6 Rural Economics 

6.1 	 Social econmlo power and its interaction with rural 

commumitIts 

6.2 	 Exchange of goods, services and wealth 

6.3 	 Creation and distribution of wealth 

6.1. 	 Self sufficiency and tnterdependense 

6.5 	 Role or natural resource consarvation in community devi 

lopment 

6.6 	Benefits
 

6.7 Problems 

Unit 7 Migration 

7.1 	 Causes 

7.2 	Its interaction with forest'environment
 

At the end of the course, it is hoped that the students 

will be able to manage the forest estate as well as work with 

persons of various background in their respective areas. 
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SMTN 6 

CURRICULUM RESOURCES INVETRY INSURWMWhT 

by 
Lucretio L. Rebugio
 

J. Kathy Parker 
William R. Burch, Jr. 

NOTEs This is intended to be a working document. As it is tested and 
refined, it will be modified. We would like to encourage input into the
 
process of making this a more useful document. Any comments, concerns,
 
recommended additions should be forwarded to:
 

Dr. William R. Burch, Jr.
 
Tropical Resources Institute 
School of Forestry and Environmental Studies 
Yale University 
205 Prospect St. 
New Haven, CT 06511 U.S.A. 

We would also appreciate receiving any reports or publications resulting
from the application of this Curriculum Resources Inventory so that we can 
benefit from the information obtained and share it with our colleagues.
 
Thank you. 
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CURRICULUM RESOURCES INVENTORY INSTRUMENT 

Introduction 

The Curriculum Resources Inventory Instrument is a tool for use in the 
evaluation of existing institutional and curricular resources, and for
 
identification of some of the potential opportunities and constraints to 
curriculum revision and development. The instrument has been drafted with a 
number of fundamental questions in mind, including: 

o What information do we need to have? 

o Why do we want this intormation? 

o Who do we need to ask to obtain this information? 

o When 	and how often do we need to ask these questions?
 

o How and by whom can the information be used? 

Instruments such as this and other tools should be developed, adapted, and

applied in erforts to plan, monitor, and evaluate forestry school curricula.
 

The following details are provided to help the reader/potential interviewer 
know what this document is, how it can be used. what outputs might be 
expected, who potential respondents might be, and what problems might arise
 
during the application of the instrument. 

A. 	 Goals of the Curriculum Resources Inventory Instrument 

1. 	 to guide the inventory and evaluation of curriculum resources 
(e.g., people, processes, courses, materials) in forestry academic 
institutions, with special focus on opportunities and constraints 
to integrating the social sciences in forestry curricula.
 

2. 	 to serve as one tool in the process of institutional self
evaluation and curriculum development and revision. 

B. 	 Objectives of the Curriculum Resources Inventory Instrument 

1. 	 to provide baseline information on the status of forestry
educational programs and resources (e.g., cdntext and demand for 
curriculum; curricular types, objectives, and content). 

2. to provide guidelines on the kinds of information needed for 
understanding existing curricula (e.g., curriculum inputs, 
curriculum delivery). 



3. 	 to provide guidelines on the various sources of information about 
status and trends of curricular development within an institution 
(e.g.. administrators, faculty, students, graduates). 

Details are provided below for the application of the Curriculum
 
Resources Inventory. The six sections of the Inventory are printed 
in different colors to facilitate their use. Vote that this is a 
working document of the Inventory which will be tested and revised over 
time. Suggestions for improvements to the Inventory or these 
instructions are welcome. 

C. 	 Instructions on Application of the Curriculum Resources Irrventory 
Instrument
 

1. 	 Potential Users-The potential users of this Inventory tool 
include university personnel, external host country evaluators, 
and development experts. 

2. 	 Potential Respondents-It would be relatively time consuming for 
any one individual to answer all the questions for all of the 
sections of the Inventory. We have, therefore, identified the 
potentially most appropriate respondents for each set of questions 
in instruction B. for each section of the Inventory.
 

3. 	 Potential Responses-Where specific details such as numbers of 
students are requested in answer to a question, it may be useful 
to provide respondents with a separate sheet outlining the
 
questions so that they can provide those numbers at some agreed
 
upon 	 time after the interview has been conducted. 

The Inventory Instrument has been consistently formatted to handle 
up to four listed answers (e.g., 1.1.1.. 1.1.2., 1.1.3. 1.1.4.). 
though this number of answers need not be rigidly applied. If 
additional answer space is required, merely add more numbers so 
that the answers can be entered during the analysis phase of your 
effort.
 

You should work with your respondent to determine a timely

reporting of the results of the instrument. 

4. Potential Outputs-The Resources Inventory has been design-ed to
 
serve a range of potential uEes. Respondents should be informed 
of these uses for their answers to Resources Inventory questions. 

a. 	 Institutional Self-Evaluation by providing information for 
monitoring and evaluation of existing resources. 



b. 	 Baseline Data Collection and Monitoring by providing a 
systematic outline for the collection of data about forestry 
programs/curricula in individual institutions. The data can 
later be used to monitor and evalugte changes in curriculum 
over time. 

c. 	 Regional Research Activities o~n institutional Development by 
providing for comparison and c€trast of forestry 
prograns/curricula across the stody region. 

d. 	 Technical Assistance in Institutional Development by 
identifying potential opportunities and constraints to 
enhance and/or modify forestry curricula. 

5. 	 Potential Problems. in Application and Analysis of the Resources 
Inventory-It is difficult to predict the nature of problems that 
might arise during the application of this instrument, however. it 
is important to be aare of some potential problem areas which are 
outlined below. 

a. 	 Time for Application 

1) 	 It is essential to ensure that you have adequate time 
for the compltioi oZ relevant sections of the 
instrument. 

2) 	 It is essential for your respondent to understand. in 
advance, the potential time requirements for the 
successful completion of the instrument to avoid 
inconveniences. 

3) 	 This Inventory is divided into several sections for ese 
of application. It ii a long document and may require 
the interviewer and interviewee to establish several 
meetings Garing which the instrument is applied. The 
interviewer should keep track of the time it takes to 
complete each section of the instrument. This should be 
provided to the instrument's designers so that they can 
update the information provided herein. 

4) 	 The interviewer can apply one, several, or all sections 
of the inventory. depending upon information needs, time 
limitations, potential uses. etc. 

5) 	 The actual data collection phase may take a long time 
depending on the number of respondents. This ust be
 
factored into the design and implementation of the 
activity. 
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6) 	 'e prepared to give your respondent a copy of those 
questions that require quantitative answers. It would 
be useful to indicate, in advance, that this might 
happen, so that they might be able to have someone 
working to find the answers while you are interviewing 
the respondent. If questions are left with respondents,
 
please ask them to keep track of tha time that it takes 
to complete each section. This may prove useful in the 
future application of the instrument. Also, be sure to 
establish and agree upon a deadline for completion of 
the additional information. 

7) 	 Set up interviews well in advance and reconfirm your 
arrival. 

b. 	 Clarification of Purpose of Questions 

1) 	 While we hope that the purpose of each of the questions 
is self-evident, it may not be clear to the respondent. 
While it is better not to interrupt the flow of the 
questionnaire, the Interviewer may have to interject 
clarifying statements to obtain the relevant information 
from the respondent. The interviewer, therefore, needs 
to be fully aware of the purposes and potential uses of 
the answers to instrument questions so that he/she knows
 
when 	 it is necessary to rephrase a question for a 
respondent. 

2) 	 It is importaot to notify university officials that this 
Curriculum Resources Inventory Instrument is being 
applied and that it will require discussion with a 
variety of administrators, faculty and others in the 
institution. This will help the officials understand 
that the instrument has questions that can best be 
av,,ed by specific groups or individuals. 

3) 	 Many oi the questions are close-ended. They may, 
however, elicit thoughts, reflections, or examples that 
can be "captured" In the margins of the instrument. 
These additions can provide the interviewer with richer 
detail and add depth to the analysis. 

c. 	 Issues of Confidentiality 

1) 	 We do not feel that the answers to this instrument need 
to be confidential. 

2) 	 if however, the interviewer agrees to the 
confidentiality of any or all answers, then that 
agreement should be binding. 
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d. 	 Use of a Taperecorder-The ease of recording information 
during the interview process can be facilitated by the use of 
a taperecorder. However, this can cause interviewees to be 
more cautious than they might othervise. Never use a 
taperecorder without the permission of the interviewee. 

e. 	 Introduction of the Interviever-Interviewer will need to 
contact officials at the institution in advance to obtain 
permitsion to apply the instrument. If the interviewer is 
from outside the institution, this vill require contacting 
officials at various levels as appropriate to each 
institution. A letter of introftction can be a useful 
document and should be obtained, as appropriate. 
Additionally, a letter from the interviewer detailing the 
objectives, anticipated time requirements, etc. should be 
sent to potential interviewees in advance of the first 
meeting. 

f. 	 Conclusion and follow-up--At the end of each interview, try 
to provide the respondent with details on deadlines for 
additional information. follow-up discussions, schedule, 
etc. Specify the feedback that vil be given to justify the 
investment of their time in responding. 



CURRICULUM RESOURCES INVENTORY INSTRUMENT 
Section 1 

.	 URRICULUM DEVELOPMENT AND DECISIONMAKING PROCESS 

Instructions for the Interviewer 

A. 	 Objectives of this section of the instrument: 

1. 	 To obtain information about the curriculum development and 
decisiomaking process,
 

2. 	 To identify who sakes decisions about curriculum development 
at the program level. 
To identify who makes decisions about curriculm development 
at the course level. 

4. 	 To identify obstacles and opportunities in the existing 
curriculum development and decisionmaking process, and 

5. 	 To identify mechanisms, obstacles. and opportunities for 
integrating the social sciences in forestry curricula and 
forestry in social science curriculum. 

B. 	 Potential Respondants: 

1. 	 University administrators (e.g., President, Vice President
 
for Academic Affairs, Dean of Forestry Schools) 

*2. 	 Selected faculty (e.g., Heads of Departments. senior and 
junior faculty). 

C. 	 Anticipated Time for Application of this Section of instrument: 
2 hra. 

D. 	 Potential Application of Information Obtained: 

1. 	 Description of nature of Curriculum Design Process 
2. 	 Identification of opportunities for introduction of 

innovation 
3. 	 Research on forestry education development 

Z. 	 Questions that might be given on separate sheets for elaboration 
before or after the interviev: See question 14 if time does not 
permit it to be asked and answered 5 u the allotted time frame. 

1. 	 Details for Application of this section of the instrument: 

1. 	 An important distinction exists between the terms "program" 
and "course" curricula as used in this instrument. Program 
level is intended to cover a range of courses within an 



academic program (i.e., at the College or Department level) 
vhile course level is intended to cover single courses where
 
curriculum change might occur. 

2 	 Please use charts or diagrams to outline the nature of the 
curriculum design process if there prove useful tools. 
However, it is important to keep in mind that text must 
accompany theme diagrams in order for them to be useful to 
other readers or analysts. 

3 	 For open-ended questions. try to take down as many examples 
as possible. This will make the reporting of results and 
analysis of the survey answers much richer and more 
interest.ing 
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_ _ _ 

CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT AND DECISIONMAKING PROCESS
 
Interview Instrument
 

1. 	 Which office or duly constituted body is primarily charged with 

forestry curriculum development functions? 

Level 	 Name of Office/Body
 

1.1 	 Ministry Level 

1.2 	 University Level 

1.2.1. College Level 

1.2.2. Department Level
 

1.2.3. Faculty Level
 

2. 	 If curriculum development is formalized or institutionalized at the 
institution/university level, have official criteria been established 
to guide the process?
 

- Yes (obtain a copy if available) 
No 

3. 	 What social, political, economic, environmental, or technological

changes or problems usually lead to a. demand for change in your 
curriculum? Please elaborate.
 

Changes Curricular Changes
 

3.1. 	Social
 

3.1.1.
 

3.1.2.
 

3.1.3. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 	 _ _ _ _ 

3.1.4.
 

3.2 	Political
 

3.2.1.
 

3.2.2.
 

3.2.3.
 

3.2.4. 
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Changes Curricular Chanjges 

3.3. 	 Economic 

3.3.1.
 

3.3.2.
 

3.3.3.
 

3.3.4.
 

3.4. 	 Environmental 

3.4.1.
 

3.4.2.
 

3.4.3.
 

3.4.4.
 

3.5. 	 Technological 

3.5.1. 

3.5.2. 

3.5.3.
 

3.5.4. _ 

3.6. 	Others
 

3.6.1.
 

3.6.2. 

3.6.3.
 

3.6.4. 

4. 	 How does your institution zespond to needs or demands for curricular 
change? 

4.1. 	 Apply new curriculum developed by Ministry of Education or other 
body?
 

Yes
 
No 
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4.2. 	 Request now curriculum be developed by Ministry of Education or 
other body? 

Yes 
No 

4.3. 	 Request permission to develop now curriculum? 
Yes 
No 

4.4. 	 Develop new curriculum without requesting permisuion? 
Yes 
No 

4.5. 	Form Ad Hoc Committee(s) or establishment of Special Task Forces? 
Yes 

- - No 

4.6. 	Hire specialists or consultancy groups?
 
Yes
 
No 

4.6.1. 	 Through funding from the government? 
Yes 
No
 

4.6.2. Through external funding? 
Yes
 
No
 

4.7. 	 Others, please specify 

5. 	 Describe the general process by which curricular changes are 
operationalized/effected in your istitution? (NOTE: A Flow Chart can 
be a useful tool to help describe the process. However. a description 
with words needs to accompany it.) 

5.1. Actions to initiate and complete curriculum changc? (e.g.. 
Ministerial decree, response to evaluation report, forest 
bureaucracy request. demands by student body) 

Program Le-yel Course Level
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*.1.1 are there variations on this process? 
Yes
 
No 

5.1.2. If yes, what explainr the variations? 

5.2. 	 Sequence of action for process of curriculum change? (i.e.. What 
comes first, second, etc.?). This should refe: to the
typical/normal process of Curriculum change. 

Prosrain Lrxjel 	 Course Level 

5.2.1. Approximately how long does it take to complete the whole 
process?
 

5.2.2. Approximately how long does it take to complete each step 
in the process?
 

6, 	 What is the range of potential changes to existing program curriculum 
that can occur7 (e.g.. abolition or incorporation of new courses, 
modification of carricu.a' objectives, etc.?) Ask the interviewee to 
provide examples to illustrate the potential changes. 

6.1. 	 Which potential changes are more common than others? 

6
 



7. 	 What is the range of potential changes to existing course curriculum 
that 	can occur? (e.g.. itegration of new concepts, addition of new 
reading materials; etc.) 

7.1. 	 What degree of flexibility does a faculty member have in 
initating and implementing change in course curricula? 

Great Moderate Little 

8. 	 Who makes final decisions involving the nature and content of program
-urriculum for your institution? 

8.1. 	 Sole responsibility of & constituted authority/body?
 
Yes
 
No 

8.2. 	 If "yes", please specify vhich authority/body. 

8.3. Task of Committee or Task Force?
 
Yes
 
No
 

8.4. 	If "yes", please provide details on:
 

8.4.1. 	 Composition of Committee (disciplines. backgrounds (e.g.. 
faculty, administrators) 

8.4.2. 	How are they selected?
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8.4.3. Who selects them?
 

8.5. Others; please specify 

9. Do decisionmakers/decisionm ing broups receive input from other
 
sources (i.e.. from faculty. students, etc.) outside the immediate 
office or group? 

Yes
 
No 

9.1. If "yes". please specify and identify the roles and 
zesporgibilities of each in the process
 

9.1.1. Agent Role Responsibility
 

Administrators
 

University President/ 
Chancellor/Vice
 
President for Academic
 
Affairs (specify) 

Dean
 

Department Head 

Senior Faculty
 

Junior Faculty
 

Students
 

Employers 

Alumni
 

Others, specify 
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10. 	 By what mechanisms are views of outside sources obtained by the 

decisionmaking authority, including assessment of need and demand? 

10.1.Ezpressed or articulated? 

10.1.1. 	 Survey
 

10.1.2. 	 Informal discussion 

10.1.3. Formal meetings. i.e. Seminars and Workshops 

10.1.' Consultations 

10.1.5. 	 Others. specify 

11. 	 Who makes final decisiona regarding changes in course content in your
 
institution?
 

11.1.Faculty member responsible friz teaching course? 

No 

11.2.1f "yes", do they receive input from outside sources?
 
Yes
 

11.3.1f "yes", specify 

11.4.Doz.s the institution officially encourage or require them to seek 
outside input? 

Yes
 
No 

11.5.If "yes". what is the source of the encouragement or requirement? 



12. 	 That are the principal obstacles and opportunities to curriculum change 
at the progrm level and the course level? 

Proaram Level Course Level 

Obstacles 

Opportunities 

13. 	 What are the principal obstacles and opportunities in the existing
curriculum dev'elopment and decisionmaking process to the 
integration of the social sciencez in forestry currictlum and to 
integrating forestry in social science currictIum? 

13.1.Obstacee. to integrating the social scieu,;vs in forestry 
" curriculum? 

13.2.Opporttmities to integrating the social sciences in forestry 
" curriculum?
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13.3.obstacles to integrating fore'stry in the social science 

^.urriculum? 

13.4.Opportunities to integrating forestry in the social sciences? 

14. What is the history of this process of curriculum developments (i.e..
,when was it started, has it changed much over time, how has it changed. 
when did changes take place, what have the reasons been for changes in 
the process. etc.?) (NOTE: If an article or report has been written 
on this subject, you might ask for additional details or dissenting 
views by the respondent rather than trying to obtain all of the 
details. If they are not familiar with the report, you might want to 
obtain the details from the respondent. This could be a very time
consuming part of the interview, so a decision must be made about 
exactly how useful this information will be to the needs of the 
evaluator.) 

(Time taken to complete this section of the Curriculum Resou:rces Inventory 
Instrument ) 
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CURRICULUM RESOURCES INVDTRY INSTRUMENT 
-Section 2 

I. 	 NATURE AND STRUCTURE OF THE CURRICULUM 

instructions for the Interviewer 

A. 	 Objectives of this section of the Instrument: 

.. 	 To look more directly at the 4mxicting curriculum, including 
technical forestry and social ecience courses. both in the 
forestry program and in other departments or programs within 
the institution,
 

2. 	 To clarify the objectives of each course, especially focusing 
on the social science objectives of both technical forestry 
and social science-related courses. 

3. 	 To identify the extent to which certain issues and interest 
groups (e.g.. landless) are reflected in the existing 
curriculum, and 

4. 	 To discuss the level of emphasis placed on specific learning 
outcomes or objectives. 

B. 	 Potential Respondents: 

1. 	 University administrators (e.g. Pr(usident. Vice President 
for Academic Affairs, Deans of Forestry School or of College 
where social science curricul-m is taught) 

2. 	 Selected Faculty (e.g.. Heads of Departments, senior and 
junior faculty). 

C. 	 Anticipated time for Application of this section of the
 
instrument: 1 hour and 30 minutes.
 

D. 	 Potential Application of Infoxmation Obtained: 

1. 	 Deszription of nature and structure of existing curriculum
prtvides baseline infomation for monitoring curricular 
change over time 

2. 	 Identification of opportunities for introduction of 
innovation in courses, enhancement of facilities and 
resources available to faculty and students, and/or 
opportunities availablm across an institution that might be 
tapped 

3. 	 Research on the nature of the learning process in forestry 
and social science programs. 

E. 	 Qutstions tat might be given on separate sheets for ele'boration 
before or ;.ter the intrviwit The interviiier should obtain a 



copy of the existing curriculm in advance and to analysis 
described in F.li. below. 

1. 	 Details for Application of thia section of the instrument: 

1. 	 Much of the information to be gathered in this section can be 
Vbtained through a review of the existing course catalogues 
and other forestry program documentation. The purpose of the 
interview would be to fill in any remaiBning gaps or to 
clarify certain point., Selective application of this 
section of the instrument it advised. 

2. 	 it will be important for the interviewer to do an in-depth 
analysis of the existing curriculum in advance of the 
interview if at all possible. If this is not don&, the 
actual application of this section will be difficult at best 
and very lengthy at worst for the respondent who will have to 
provide all of the details. 'The pre-analysis should cover 
questions 1-3 below insofrx as possible. 

3. 	 This section also provides the interviewer with the 
opportunity to expand the int iew to other departments and 
programs (e.g., social scion'. departments). It should be 
made clear to university offiJals, in advance, that this 
will be done in order to avoid problems. 
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ATUBE AND STRUCTRE OF THE URRIQJLM 
interview Instrument 

L. 	 What types of curriculu, do you offer in your institution that relate 
specifically to forestry? 

1.1. 	 BS Forestry (General)
 
Yes
 

1.2. BS Forestry with Specialization 
Yes 
No 

1.3. If "yeas, 	 please list the areas of specialization 

1.4. MS Forestry (General) 
Yes 
No 

1.5. MS Forestry with Specialization 

1.6. If Wyesa, please list the areas of specialization 

1.7. Mr
 
Tds
 
No 

1.8 Ph.D. 
yen
 
No
 



1.9 	 Other, please specify 

1.10 	Pleas* list courses by degree each year 

1.11 What rules and regulations are placed on admissions of students 
for each degree? 

1.11.1. Ph.D
 

1.11.2. ILL/L.Sc. 

1.11.3. S.S. 

2. 	 What are the objectives of the various courses in your 
curriculum/curricula? (NOTE: Again, this should be determined 
initially through a rr:yew of course catalogues. etc.) 

Program 	 Courses Obiectives 

2.1. 	 BS Forestry 
2.1.1 .General R94uireaemts 

2.1.1.1. 
2.1.1.2.
2.1.1.3 
2.1.2.4
 
etc*
 

2.1.2.TechnLcal Forestry 
2.1.2.1.
 
2.1.2.2.
 
2.1.2.. 

2.1.2.4.
 
-etc. 

2.1.3. Social Science 
2.1.3.1o 
2.1.3.2.' 
2.1.3.3. 	 ________________ 

2.1.1.4. 
etc*
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2.2. 	 KS/HF/Ph.D. 
2.2.1.Technical Torestry
 

2.2.1.2.
 

'etc.
 

2.1%2.Social Science 
2.2.2.1.- - .. 
2.2.2.2. 
2.2.2.3.
2.2 :2.4. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

2.3. 	Rater back to the technical forestry coursee listed in 2.1.2. 
Please identify any social science objectives that are covered by 
these technical courses. Identify the proportion of the technical 
forestry course that covers social science topics. Identify the 
nature of the social science coverage. 

Course Social Science Proportion Nature
 
Objectives Soc. Sci. of coverage 

Are courses in other departments or colleges accessible to your 

students? (e.g. rural socioLgy. agricultural economics. -extension) 

Yes

-'--" lie 



_ _ __ 

- Mi or courses in other- epart
"yasa. plasa specify what3.1. 	 If whichaccesible -and in 

of your institution arecolleesU 

department they are located.
 

are 4eh of these to the preparation of your
3.2. 	 Hm applicable 

students for their profession? 

Level of AplcabilityCoureq 
Moderate Little/NoneVery-

to take courses in other
the major obstacles for students3.3. 	 hat are 


programs,
 

are the following issues/interast 'groups rieflected in 
To vhat extent 

of your curriculum/curricula?the objectives and content 

Level of Consideration
Interest Groups/lssue 

Very 	 ich Moderate Non 

4.1. 	 Ethnic Group_
 
(Specify)
 
4.1.1.
 

_ _ __ _ __ _ _ _.......
 
_

4.2.2. 	
_ _ __ _ _ __

4.1 23 
____________-___4..4 



Interest Groups/Issues Level of Consideration 
Very much Moderate None 

4.2. 	 Relgious Groups
 
(Specify)
 
4.2.1. _
4.2.2. 	 -' 
4.2.3.
 

-4.2.4. 

4.3. 	 Women 
4.4. 	 Landless 
4.5. 	 Rich farmers 
4.6. 	 Resource poor 
4.7. 	Others (specify)
 

-4.7.1.

4.7.2.
 
4.7.3.

4.7.4.
 

5. 	 In vhat ways are these iasues/interest groups addressed within your 
courses? (e.g.. field trips.. -iscussions. readings. report mriting) 
(NMTB: Ask the respondent to provide examples if possible) 

Course 	 Means of Addressing issues/interest &zoupc_
 

6. 	 What level of emphasis does your curriculum give to the following 

learning out comes/obj ectiv s? 

Learning Outcomes 	 Lwel of Emphasis 

Righ 	 Medium Low None 

6.1. 	 Development of cognitive
 
skills/abilitLes
 

6. 1. 1. Obsering/perceiving
 
social elements and
 
processes
 

6.1.2.Reading 

6.1.3.Contrasting and comparing 
social processes 

6.1.4.Locating. gathering. and." 
classifying inf'ormation.. 
about people and resources , -. 



-Learning Outcomes .- .- ::Level -of ZEmphssis 

--§igb -tedium Low -4-one 

6.1.5. Interpreting maps. tablea..,
rcharts. rarlDh.s etc. 

o,* - - , 

6.2. 	 Developing comunication
 
-4nd interpersonal -skills
 

6.2.1.Vriting
 

6.2.2.Listaning to peo.le 

-6.2.3.Discussing 	 -... 

6.2.4.Working eff ectively 
with others
 

6.2.5.Empathizing 

6.3.Developing value-expressive skills 

6.3..Clarifying personal values 
about people and natural 
resources	 -mmm-~mm -mmmm em-

6.3.2.Presenting or expressing
 
alternative or competing
 

-views .. 	 . . . 

6.4. Developing critical analytical
 
and problem-solving skills - .-.- .
 

6.4.1. Synthesizing information 
fr~a a variety of ., _,
 
ezperiences and sources
 

6.4.2.romulating and testing
 
hypotheses
 

6.4.3 Drawing infearences'snd 7 
--- making conclusions 	 - 

6.4.4.Touing generalizations
 
about people end resources
 



7. 	 'Ihat level of emphasis do :,ou give to testing or evaluating the
 
following learning outcomes/objectives?
 

Learning Outcome/ Level of Evaluation EMphasis
Objectives High Medium Low None 

7.1. 	 Jactual recall 

7.2. 	 Basic skills development - - -- 

7.3. 	 Critical/analytical thinking 

7.4. 	 Concepts forvation 

7.5. 	 Value expression/
 
clarification.
 

8. 	 What systez of grading is used? 

8.1. 	 University graduation standards? 

802. 	 Department/degree graduation standards? 

(Time taken to complete this section of the Curriculum Resources Inventory 
Instrument ) 
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CURRICULUM RESOURCES INVENTORY INSTRUMENT 
Section 3
 

III. 	PRIMARY USFRS OF CURRICULUM 

Instructions for the Interviewer 

A. 	 Objectives of this section of the instrument: 

1. 	 To identify the nature of the users (faculty and students) of 
the curriculum, and 

2. 	 To provide insights into the potential needs/demands of these 
users. 

B. 	 Potential Respondent:
 

1. 	 Registrar cr School Secretary
 

C. 	 Anticipated Time for Aprlicatiou of this section of the 
instrument: 3 hours to prepare information requested; 1 hour for 
clarification of informcItion if necessary. 

D. 	 Potential Application of Inormation Obtained: 

1. 	 Establishment of a baseline of information about the nature 
of the users of the curriculum to be monitored over time. 

2. 	 Identification of opportunities to meet needs and demands of 
users. 

E. 	 Questions that might be given on separate sheets for elaboration 
before the interview: The whole set of Luestious in this section 
should be provided in advance of the interview. These questions 
primarily require quantitative answers that can be provided by the 
school registrar or other person(s) assigned by a university
 
official (e.g.. Dean). 

F. 	 De'uails for Application of this section of the instrument: 

1. When the appropriate respondent is identified, the
 
interviewer will go through each question with him/her. The 
purpose is to clarify the ature of the answer that is being 
requested. 

2. 	 The interviewer should provide the respondent with at least 
two copies of the questions-one set can be used as an 
informal worksheet; the other can serve ah the final fozm. 
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3. 	 Upon receipt of the completed section from the respondent. 
the interviewer should review the information provided and 
identify answers that need to be clarified or expanded upon. 
The interviewer should then work vith the respondent to 
obtain this additional information, clarification. etc. 

4. 	 Evacy effort should be made to obtain sex-disaggregated 
information in this section. 

5. 	 In the questions about origins (ie.., rural and urban). it 
vill be important to pra4ide guidelines to the interviewee. 
Using the national definitions eo what constitutes a rural 
vs. urban area in essentiWa. This wsy be one point to 
clarify i th the inteidewee after rvviewing the information 
that they have providrd. Whenover a qustion arises about 
whether the atudent is from a rural or urban area, the 
interviewee should identily the name of the town and the 
interviewer should try to assist in obtaining information 
about its size in o*zdear to answer this portion of the 
instrument. 
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PRIMARY USERS OF CURRICULUM 
Interview Inst rument 

Faculty
 

1.1. 	 Total nmber of faculty in the forestry program. 

1.2. 	 Total number of adjunct. visiting, or other faculty who work in
 
some official way vith the program.
 

Adjunct faculty 
Visiting faculty 
Others with formal arrangement
(Please specify. e.g.. department they work vith. 
indtitution, etc.) 

1.3. 	 Names of other departments or college@ where students take courses 
and name of contact person in those departments or colleges. 

Department 	 Contact 

1.4. 	 How is your permanent faculty distributed by fields of 
specialization (e.g.. silviculture, genetics, social forestry). 
Please 	list under the following headings: 

1.4.1. 	 Identifination number or initials (no names required) 

1.4.2. 	 Specialization 

1.4.3. 	 Degrees held. including dates received & warding
 
institutions.
 

1.4.4. 	 Year began working at this institution 

1.4.5. Titles of representative publications (i.e., a
 
representative selection of moat recent examples)
 

1.4.6. 	Titles of representative research projects (i.s., a 
representative selection of most recent examples) 

1.4.7. Titles of all courses presently responsible for (please 
include all courses, even team taught courses) 
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1.5. How is your adjunct faculty 
specialization? 

distributed by fields of 

Specialization Diatribution 
Nuabr # of Women 

2. Studena 

2.1. 	 Number of applicants to your program for past five yeara? 

Total 9 of Women198 198 198 198 198 	 198 198 198 198 198 

BS
 

MS 

MF 

Ph.D.

2.2. Origin (rural vs. urban) of Students over past 5 years? 

Total Urban Total Rural

198 198 
 198 198 198 198 198 198 198_ 199
 

BS 

MS 

Ph.D.--
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202010 Nmber of vomen who have rural origins. 

2.2.2. Number of women who have urban origins. 

2.3. 	 For those students entering the pro;.az for higher degrees, please 
identify vhQre they obtained their *Arlier degrees. 

Degree Program Sourco of Prfviouz Derees 

Lme taken to complete this section of the Curriculum Resources Inventory 
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WRRICULUM RESOURCES INVENTORY INSTRUMENT 
Section 4 

IV. 	 LEARNING AND OT RESOURCES 

Instructions for the Interviewer 

A. 	 Objectivds of this section of the instrument: 

1. 	 To semve as an inventory of existing learning and support 
resoerces, 

2. 	 To determine the adequacy of these resources, and 
3. 	 To identify opportunities and constraints for enhancement of 

these resources.
 

B. 	 Potential respondents: 

1. 	 University administrators 
2. 	 Faculty
 
3. 	 Szpport personnel 

C, 	 Anticipated Time for Application of this section of instrument: 
I hour, 30 minutes for personal interviews; 3 hours for support 
perconnel response and followup for clarification. 

D. " 	 Potential Application of Information Obtained: 

1. 	 Provide a baseline of information for monitoring enfer time. 
2. 	 Indicetion of potential equipment needs during design phase 

of institutional development projecta. 

Z. 	 Questions that might be given on separate sheets for elaboration 
before or after the interview& See question 15. 

F. 	 Details for Application of this section of the instrument: 

1. 	 This section requires a subjective evaluation by 
administrators and faculty of the adequacy of their 
resources. It also requires that quantitative figures be 
obtained about the actual resources that are available. A 
person appointed by a university official should be able to 
collect this information. 

2. 	 The iaterviewer must determine the number of people who 
can/should be interviewed to obtain the information required. 
It may be possible to interview all faculty and get the same 
kind of information from each. Or it may be possible to 
limit the survey to a selected jazaple of individuals. This 
decision needs to be based on the amount of time available. 
the kind of verification that is requested, permission from 
institutional administrators, stc. 
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LEARNING AND OTHER RESOURCES 
Interview Instrument 

Please assess the adequacy of the following learning resources at your

institution. (NO)TE: NA below means "not available") 

Level of Adequacy 
High Medium Lov, NA 

1.1. Range of faculty speciilizations
 

1.2. Student/faculty ratio
 
(i.e.. High s/f ratio= 
low adequacy)* 

1.3. Faculty teaching skills
 

1.4. Number of classrooms
 

1.5. Size of class:ooms
 

1.6. Number of laboratories
 

1.7. Size of laboratories
 

1.8. Teaching aids:
 

1.8.1.Lab equipment
 

108.2. Overhead proj ectors
 

1.8.3. Slide projectors
 

1.8.4.Tape recorders
 

1.8.5 .Video machines
 

1.8.6.Other audio-visual
 
equipment
 

1.8.7 .Computers
 

1.8.8.Others (specify)
 



Level of Adequacy 
High Medium Low NA 

1.9.Teaching materials 
maintained and used 
by professors: 

1.9,1. Books 

1.9.2.Wonographs 

1.9.3.Manuals 

1.9.4. Periodicals/journals 

1.9.5.Research Reports 

1.9.6.Others Xopecify) 

1. 10.Library facilities: 

1.10.1.Space
 

1,10.2.Books
 

1.10.2.1. Silviculture
 

1.10.2.2.Ecology
 

1.10.2.3.Research methods
 

1.10.2.4.Social science
 

1.10.2.5. Economics
 

1.10.2.6.Policy 

1.10.2.7. Extension 

1.10.2.8.Soils 

1.10.2.9.Range
 



Level of Adequacy

High Medium Low NA
 

1.10.2.10.Others -(specify)
 

1.10.3.Periodicals/journals
 

1.10.4.Microflms/fiche
 

1.10.5 .Research reports
 

l.10.6.1aps
 

1.10.7.General references
 

1.11.Additional Learning Resources.
 

1.11.1.Research Centers in country
 
(please specify)
 

1.11.2.Other libraries (specify)
 

1.11.3.National agencies with
 
forestry and/or social
 
science expertise 
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HUXghMedium Low NA 

1.11.4.Donors with forestry

and/or social scince
 
expertise
 

1.11.5.Other lea-ning resources
 
available in the country
 

2. 	 Major Learning Resource needs in priority ranking.
 

Need 	 Priority
 

3. 	 If Learning Resources are inadequate or non-existent, what sources 
might be tapped to improve the quality and/or quantity of available 
resources? 

3.1. 	Internal (national) sources 

3.2. 	 External (foreign) sources 
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Please assess the adequacy of the following Support Resources at your 
institution. 

Level of Adequacy 
High Medium Low NA 

4.1, Support personnel: 

4.1.1.Numbers 

4.1.2.Skill_ 

4.2. Dormitory facilities 

4.3. Vehicles for field trips 

4.4. Petrol for field trips 

4.5. Per diem ezpenses 

4.6. Field equipment: 

4.6.1. Tents 

4.6.2.Backpacks 

4.6.3.Other (specify) 

4.7. Typewriters 

4.8. Photocopy machines 

4.9. Printing machines
 

4.10.Computers
 

4.11 .Telephones 

4.12oFAX 

4.13 .Telez 
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Level of Adequacy
High Medium Low NA 

4.14.Others (specify) 

5. 	 Major Support Resource needs in priority ranking. 

Need 	 Priority
 

6. 	 If Support Resources are inadequate or non-existent, what sources might
be tapped to improve the quality and/or quantity of available 
resources?
 

6.1. 	Internal (national) sources
 

6.2. 	External (foreign) sources
 

7. 	 How would you assess the adequacy of Financial Resources for your

institution? 

Level of Adequacy 

High Medium Low NA
 

7.1. 	To meet educational objectives
 

'.2. 	 To support students 
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Level of Adequacy 

Hih Medium Low NA 

7.2.1. Student assistanthips_
 

7.2.2. FePlZships/scholarships
 

7.2.3. Internships
 

?'.2.4. Others (specify)
 

7.3. 	Salaries for faculty
 

7.4. 	Salaries for administrators
 

7.5. 	 Salaries for support personnel_
 

7.6. 	To purchase books
 

7.7. 	To purchase equipment
 

7.8. 	To maintain all facilities
 

7.9. 	To maintain all equipment
 

8. 	 Percent of all students who receive financial support. 

8.1. 	Percent of all students receiving financial support who are women.
 

8.2. 	Percent of all women students receiving financial support.
 

9. 	 Facilities, activities, financial z1pport. etc.. for women students
 
that need additional funding.
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10. 	Major Financial Resource needs in priority ranking.
 

Need 
 Priority
 

11. If Financial Resouzces are 
might be tapped to improve the 

inadequate or non-existent, 
quality and/or quantity of 

what sources 

available resources? -

11.1.Internal (national) sources 

11.2.External (foreign) sources 

12. How would you assess the adequacy of Incenti-wes Resources for the 
faculty in your institution? 

Level of Adequacy 
High Medium Low NA 

12.1.Advanced training and 
educational opportunities: 

12.1.1.For all staff 

12.1.2.For social science
related staff 

12.2.Funding of cabbaticals 

12.3.Tvinning opportunities 

12.4.Publications costs 

12.5 .Publications series 
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Level of Adequacy 

High Medium Low NA 

12.6. Research funding 

12.7.Training in improved 
teaching methods 

12.8.Travel funds for 
conferences, seminars 

12.9. Costa of new books 

12.10.Continuing education 
. programs 

12.11.Others (specify)
 

13. Major Incentive Resource needs in priority ranking,
 

Need Priority
 

14. 	 If Incentives Resources are inadequate or non-existent, what sources 
might be tapped to improve the quality and/or quantity of 
-available resources?
 

14.1.Internal (national) sources 

14.2.External (foreign) sources
 

in
 



15. 	 The following questions require answers that can be provided at a 
later time. Please provide information as available. It would be 
helpful when indicating funding kigures to indicate vhether the primary 
source is national funds as compared to external (foreign) funds. 

15.1.Student/faculty ratio (total)
 

15.2.Student/faculty ratio (by specialization)
 

15.3.Number of classrooms
 

13.4.Average size of class (ratio of students per class)
 

15.4.1.Range of sizes of classes (largest classes in terms of
 
size and smallest in terms of size)
 

15.5.Number of laboratories
 

15.6.Major pieces of lab equipment
 

15.7.Number of overhead projectors
 

15.8.Number of slide projectors
 

15.9.Number of tape recorders
 

15.10.Number of video machines
 

15.11.Number of other audio-visual equipment
 

15.12.Number of computers for faculty uie
 

15.13.Number of computers for student use
 

15.14.Number of computers for administrative use
 

15.15.Number of support staff
 

15.15.1.Librarians
 

15.15.2.Administrative staff
 

15.15.3 .Drivers
 

15.15.4.Maintenance
 

15.15. 5.0the:Aa (specify)
 

15.16.Size of ..ibrary facility (descriptive measures such as space
 
occupied. numbar of floors, number of stacks, etc. as available)
 

15.17.Total number of books (ifreadily nvailable)
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15.18.Number of books by specialization (if readily available)
 

15.18.1.Silviculture
 

15.18.2.Ecology
 

15.18.3 .Research methods
 

15.18.4.Social science
 

15.18.5.Economics
 

15.18.6.Policy
 

15.18.7.Extension
 

15.18.8.Others (specify by category)
 

15.19.Number of periodicals/journals in biological sciences
 

15.20.Number of periodicals/journals in social sciences
 

15.21.Number of microfilms/microfiche
 

15.22.Number of research reports
 

15.23.Number of dormitory rooms for men
 

15.24.Number of dormitory rooms for women
 

15.25. Average number of students/dormitory room
 

15.26.Number of vehicles for field trips
 

15.27.Field equipment
 

15.27.1.Number of tents
 

15.27.2.Numbar of backpacks
 

15.27.3.Others (specify)
 

15.28.Average amount of per diem per student per year for field trips
 

15.29.Number of typewriters for administrative purposes
 

15.30.Number of photocopy machines
 

15.31.Number of priuting machines
 

15.32.Others (specify)
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15.33.Number of student assistantships per year by sax
 

15.34.Average amount for student assistantaLips
 

15.35.Number of fellowships per year by sex
 

15.36.Avera, cuount for felloaships by sex
 

15.37oNumber of interships per year
 

15.38.Average amount of money for internships by sex
 

15.39.Average annual library purchase of books (money spent)
 

15.40.Average annual equipment purchaso for program (money spent)
 

15.4l.Average annual maintenance budget (gross funds)
 

15.42.Average annual funding of sabbaticals (gross and/or per capita)
 

15.43.Average annual support of faculty publication (gross and/or per

• - capita)
 

15.44.Average annual support for faculty research (gross and/or per
 
capita)
 

15.45.Average annual support for student research (gross and/or per
 
capita)
 

15.46.Average annual support for faculty training (gross and/ox per
 
.... 
capita) 

15.47.Average annual support for faculty travel to conferences (gross
 
- and/or per capita)
 

15.48.Number of graduates over the life of the school (need date school
 
began; details on years closed for any reason)
 

15.49.Nuwber of graduates per year over the last five years
 
Year Number Men Number Women
 

15.49.1. 198__.
 

15.49.2. 198
 

15.49.3. 198

15.49.4. 198

15.49.5. 198._
 
(Time taken to complete this section of the Curriculum Resources Inventory
 
Instrument ) 
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CURRICULUM RESOURCES INVENTORY INSTRUMENT 
Section 5 

V. 	 CURRICULUM DELIVERY: COSTRAINTS TO AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR ENHANCING 
THE ED'JCATION OF FORESTRY PRACTITIONERS 

Instructions for the Interviewer
 

A. 	 Objective of this section of the instrument: 

1. 	 To identify constraints to and opportunities for enhancing 
the education of forestry practitioners. 

B. 	 Potential respondents: 

1. 	 University administrators 
2. 	 Selected faculty 
3. 	 Former graduates of the institution 

C. 	 Anticipated time for Application of this section of the
 
instrument: 1 hour, 30 minutes
 

D. 	 Potential Application of Information Obtained: 

1. 	 Revision of existing curricula and/or design of future 
curricula. 

2. 	 Identification of opportunities for introducing innovation 
into existing curriculum. 

E. 	 Questions that might be given on separate sheets for elaboration 
before or after the interview: None. 

F. 	 Details for Application of this section of the instrument: 

1. 	 This may be the most frustrating part of the interview. It 
essumes that opportunities for integrating new concepts, 
methods, and rkills might exist; that respondents have 
already given thought to the subject; and that they are open 
to considering the opportunity o integrate these, including 
the social sciences. None of these assumptions may hold. 

2. 	 On the other hand, this might be the most exciting part of
 
the interviews because it provides the most opportunity for 
thought and creativity. The interviewer should be open and 
flexible. 



CURRICULUM DELIVERY: CONSTRAINTS TO AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR
ENHANCING THE EDUCATION OF FORESTRY PRACTITIONERS 

Interview Instrument 

1. ~hat are the major issues that forestry practitioners must address in 
your 	country today? 

1.-. 	 At what level of priority would you place those with social 

implicatious? 

------. High 

Medium
 

Low
 

2. 	 Is this institution's forestry curriculum adequately preparing its 
students to address these issues?
 

Yes 

No 

3. 	 If "yes", could some minor improvements still be made? Specify. 

4. 	 If "no". please specify what improvements should be made to improve theteaching/learning experiences to enhance the 	 overall quality or 
effectzveness of forestry graduates?
 

. . -...... 



5. What are the obstacles to making these improvements in the 
teaching/learning experience of your institution? 

6. 	 What are the opportunities for making these improvements in the 
teaching/learning experience of your 1nstitution? 

7. 	 If the institution currently provides any opportunities either through 
existing forestry courses or through complementary courses in the 
social sciences, do you find them useful in preparing graduates for
 
their work? 

8. 	 What courses or topics do you suggest be incorporated in the forestry 
curriculum to help better prepare future graduates in performing their 
tasks? 

Forestry and related technical courses 
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Social science courses 

Courses that blend both
 

- e - - m- n nfl m 

8.1. What are the con3traints to incorporating these courses or topics? 

8.2. What are'the opportunities for incorporating these courses or
 
topics?
 

~ a a -- ---------.
 

8.3. Are other faculties (e.g., social sciences) available to assist in
 

the development or teaching of these courses or topics?
 

Yes
 

No 

8.4. Are these other faculties being used as a resource? 

Yes 

No 
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8.5. If "no". please specify why. 

8.6. What opportunities exist to enhance these inter-faculty linkages?
 

8.7. What obstaclers exist to inhibit these inter-faculty linkages? 

9. What expertise/characteristics/skills do you want to see your graduates
take with themwvhen they leave this institution?
 

10. Is there currently a job market for forestry graduates with training in
 

the social sciences? 

Yes 

No 
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11. 	Do you foresee an increasing job market for forestry graduates with 

training in the social sciences?
 

Yes
 

No
 

11.1.1f 	 "yes" to 11.. in what time frame do you foresee this job 
market developing? 

Short term 

Medium term 

-- Long term 

12. 	 Is there currently a job market for social scientists with training in
 

forestry? 

Yes 

No
 

12.1.With what institutions?
 

13. 	 Do you foresee an increasing market for social scientists trained in
 

forestry? 

Yea
 

No 

13.1.If "yes" to 13.. in what time frame do you foresee this job 
- market developing? 

Short term
 

Medium term
 

- Long term 
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13.2.Ix the Lrestry program of this institution working with social 
science faculties to prepare social scientists for work in 
forestry?
 

Yes 

No 

13.3.1f "yes" to 13.2.. in what courses, special training activities, 
etc., is this-program working with social science faculties? 

13.4.Can these arrangements be improved or increased? 

- Improved 

Increased
 

13.5.How can theme r. rangements be improved or increased? 

Lme taken to complete this section of the Curriculum Resources Inventory
1trument ) 



CURRICULUM RESOURCES INVENTORY INSTRUMENT 

Section 6 

VI. 	 JOB MARKET 

Instructions for the Interviewer 

A. 	 Objectives of this section of the instrument: 

1. 	 To identify the potential job market for forestry graduates. 
Special focus is placed on "orestry graduates trained in the 
social sciences and social scientists trained in forestry. 

B. 	 Potential respondents: 

1. 	 Agency officials 
2. 	 NGOs 
3. 	 Privato sector 
4. 	Donors
 

C. 	 Anticipated time for Application of this section of the
 
instrument: 1 hour
 

D. 	 Potential Application of Information Obtained: 

1. 	 Identification of potential job market trends for future 
graduates. 

2. 	 Revision of existing curricula or design of future curricula 
to prepare graduates for current or future job markets. 

E. Questions that might be given on separate sheets for elaboration 
before or after the interview: None.
 

F. 	Details for Application of this section of the instrument: 

1. 	 Since this will be addressed to a principally non-academic 
audience, respondents should be given a complete introduction 
to the objectives, potential uses, etc., of the Curriculum
 
Resources Inventory Instrument as a whole, and this section 
of the instrument in particular. 

2. 	 In general, the same rules given for the application of the 
other sections of the instrument apply with this section 
(e.g., confidentiality. etc.). 

I
 



JOB 	 MARKET 

Interviev Instrument 

1. 	 What is the name of your aLercy or organization? 

2. 	 Describe the main mandates. functims. and responsibilities of your

organization? 

3. 	 Do you employ forestry graduates? 

Yes 

No 

3.1. If "yes". 	 how many? 

4. 	 What are the primary forestry and natural resource management issues 

that your organization must address? 

Issue 
 Level 	 of Priority 

4.1. 	 At what overall level of priority would you place those issues
 

witn social implications?
 

Low 

Medium
 

-- High 

5. 	 How do you generally rate the technical skills of the forestry 

graduates that work for your organization? 

Low
 

Medium
 

- High
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6. 	 How do you generally rate the communication and participatory skills of
 

the forestry graduates that work for your organization? 

Low 

Mediua 

- High 

7. 	 What skill areas of your foresters generally need improvement? 

8. 	 What kinds of courses/learning experience would you suggest be 
included or intearated into their forestry education to enhance their 
effectiveness? 

Courses/Concepts Examples
 

Forestry and related
 
technical specialties
 

Social Sciences 

Other disciplines 
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Learrng experiences Examples 

M-.ory/factual recall 

a - -- -. e -~ma
 

Problem solving 

Creative thinking 

9. Do special kinds of employment opportunities exist for graduates whohave focused some of their education on the social sciences?
 

yes
 

No
 

9.1. Do you expect these opportunities to increase over 
the next 10
 
years, and if Po. why?
 

Yes 
 No 
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10. Do special employment opportunities exist for graduates in the social 

sciences who have focused some of their education on forestry training?
 

Yes
 

No 

1O.1.Do you expect these opportunities to increase over the next 10 

- years, and if so. wIly? 

Yes No
 

10.2.What are the strengths of the social science graduates with whom
 
you have worked? 

10.3.What are the weaknesses of the social science graduates with whom
 
"" you have rorked? 

1O.4.What special training or education needs do social science
 
graduates working in forestry have 
that should be addressed by
academic institutions where they are educated (e.g., courses or 
topics they should study) in order to enhance their overall
 
quality or effectiveness?
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* What interactions do you have with the acadcmic programs vhich educate 
foresters and/or social scientists with trainag in forestry? 

I.I.Are theso interactions adequate in number or depth? 

Yes 

No 

What opportunities do you £fel exist to enhance the interactions 
between your agency/organization and forestry or sociel science 
students that might enhance their effectiveness as professionals in 
the future? 

12.1.What are the constraints to these interactions? 

12.2.What means might be used to overcome these obstacles? 

Lne taken to complete this section of the Curricu:,um Resources Inventory 
Itrument ) 
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SECTION 7
 

BDLIOGRAPHY: SELECTED REFERENCES
 
ON CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT
 

Note: This bibliography is representative of the available literature in
 
curriculum development. It contains references for curriculum development 
in forestry and related programs at the university level, as well an general
references on curriculum development. These selected publications have been 
compiled from a variety of sources including an Education Resources 
Information Clearinghouse (ERIC) search of the available literature on 
curriculum development in the English language. that was conducted by the 
Sterling Memorial Library at Yale University. 
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